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Summary

The role of data in modern scientific workflows becomes more and more crucial. The
unprecedented amount of data available in the digital era, combined with the recent
advancements in Machine Learning and High-Performance Computing (HPC), let
computers surpass human performances in a wide range of fields, such as Computer
Vision, Natural Language Processing and Bioinformatics. However, a solid data
management strategy becomes crucial for key aspects like performance optimisation,
privacy preservation and security.

Most modern programming paradigms for Big Data analysis adhere to the
principle of data locality: moving computation closer to the data to remove transfer-
related overheads and risks. Still, there are scenarios in which it is worth, or even
unavoidable, to transfer data between different steps of a complex workflow.

The contribution of this dissertation is twofold. First, it defines a novel method-
ology for distributed modular applications, allowing topology-aware scheduling
and data management while separating business logic, data dependencies, parallel
patterns and execution environments. In addition, it introduces computational
notebooks as a high-level and user-friendly interface to this new kind of workflow,
aiming to flatten the learning curve and improve the adoption of such methodology.

Each of these contributions is accompanied by a full-fledged, Open Source imple-
mentation, which has been used for evaluation purposes and allows the interested
reader to experience the related methodology first-hand. The validity of the proposed
approaches has been demonstrated on a total of five real scientific applications in
the domains of Deep Learning, Bioinformatics and Molecular Dynamics Simulation,
executing them on large-scale mixed cloud-High-Performance Computing (HPC)
infrastructures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When considering data-oriented workflows, all the aspects of data management
become crucial for performance optimisation, privacy preservation and security.
Modern programming paradigms for Big Data analysis, such as MapReduce [1] and
Resilient Distributed Datasets [2], focus on the principle of data locality: moving
computation closer to the data to remove data transfer overheads and risks. More
recently, the successful adoption of federated learning approaches [3], [4] to data
analytics shifted the support for distributed environments from a scalability-related
feature to an unwaivable requirement, as data cannot be moved by contract.

Besides, there are scenarios in which it is worth, or even unavoidable, to transfer
data between different modules of a complex application. For example, in HPC
centres, the combination of centralised shared file systems and bursty I/O patterns
constitutes scalability’s main bottleneck. Recently, HPC facilities started to equip
worker nodes with local, high-end burst buffers [5] where each process of a dis-
tributed application can read and write intermediate results or persist its state to
implement checkpoint/restart. This strategy allows reducing pressure on global
storage nodes and channels, improving performance and scalability at the cost of
increased complexity. Modern deep neural networks [6], [7] provide another use case.
Their training phase requires computing power amounts and interconnection speeds
that only the biggest HPC centres in the world can offer. However, input datasets
are commonly generated, analysed, and pre-processed on much more comfortable
cloud resources, and trained models are transferred back to long-lived cloud services
for inference purposes.

When performing data transfers, an educated application of the security-by-design
principle requires encrypting any sensitive content with an adequately robust cypher
suite every time it moves through an insecure channel or is sent to an untrusted party.
However, effectively dealing with security-related aspects is not trivial, especially
for users without a strong Computer Science background.

In addition, modern applications require portability of deployments, avoiding
vendor and technology lock-in and fostering cross-stack executions to handle time-
critical emergency computations. Indeed, efficiently implementing urgent computing
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[8] in a single infrastructure is not trivial. Shared HPC facilities require the manual
intervention of system administrators to arrange a high-priority queue, reserve
some hardware resources to that queue, and notify other users that their jobs
will likely be preempted or killed for the duration of the operation. On the other
hand, cloud orchestrators provide elasticity mechanisms to dynamically change the
number of agents involved in a distributed execution, allowing users to request
additional resources to face load peaks. Nevertheless, the cloud virtualisation layer
prevents high-performance libraries, e.g. Message Passing Interface (MPI) or linear
algebra libraries, relying on hardware-specific optimisations and low latency network
protocols commonly available on HPC bare-metal computing nodes.

Cross-stack (e.g. cloud-HPC) infrastructures can solve these problems, offloading
computation to the best suitable architecture as long as computing power is available
and using different stacks only as backup solutions. The main drawbacks of these
configurations are their need for complex deployment strategies, cross-stack life-
cycle management, and explicit data transfers between the different modules of a
distributed application. Plus, guaranteeing reproducibility of executions requires
a detailed description of the execution environment, the data transfer operations
and the mapping between application tasks and processing locations in charge of
running them.

Moving all those management features from the host application to the workflow
coordination plane has undoubted advantages in portability, maintainability, and
soundness. Indeed, it allows moving from a tightly coupled approach, where business
logic is interleaved with platform-specific optimisations, to a loosely coupled one,
where those concerns are clearly separated. In addition, a Workflow Management
System (WMS) receiving a topology-aware workflow representation can automatically
adopt scheduling optimisation techniques that take data locality into account,
prevent unallowed data movements by executing steps in a confined environment,
and adequately protect data during transfers, letting the data scientists focus on
the business code.

Also, modern modular applications based on software containers [9] and their
related architecture paradigms (e.g. the microservices pattern) can highly benefit
from a topology-aware WMS. Indeed, if containers introduce unprecedented benefits
in software portability and experiments reproducibility [10], successfully orchestrat-
ing multi-container applications and data transfers between their components is a
complex task. In particular, the ephemeral nature of file systems makes it crucial
to wisely manage the life-cycle of each container, ensuring data availability while
avoiding resource wastes.

Still, programming paradigms and tools are useless if people are not willing to
adopt them. Despite all the advantages of a loosely coupled approach, domain
experts often prefer to use general-purpose languages to develop their applications,
i.e. stick with a tightly coupled strategy. Likely reasons behind this behaviour are
the additional effort required to learn a full-fledged WMS or coordination language,
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the increased difficulty in maintaining coherence between host and coordination
logic in a still-developing application, and the lack of a de-facto standard toolchain
for scientific workflows.

With their capability to unify imperative code and declarative metadata in a
unique format, computational notebooks [11] are halfway between high-level coordi-
nation languages and low-level distributed computing libraries, the two alternative
ways to develop distributed scientific applications. In addition, the widespread
diffusion of Jupyter Notebooks [12] in almost all areas of computational science
(particularly in the data science field) implies that many domain experts are already
familiar with them, removing the need to learn an additional, workflow-specific tool.

The contribution of this dissertation is twofold. First, it defines a novel methodol-
ogy to describe distributed modular applications, allowing topology-aware scheduling
and data management while separating business logic, data dependencies, parallel
patterns and execution environments. In addition, it introduces computational
notebooks as a high-level and user-friendly interface to this new kind of workflow,
aiming to flatten the learning curve and improve the adoption of such methodology.
Each of these contributions is accompanied by a full-fledged, Open Source imple-
mentation, which has been used for evaluation purposes and allows the interested
reader to experience the related methodology first-hand. These contributions are
summarised in detail in Sec. 1.1.

This dissertation is the final result of a three-year Ph. D. programme, during
which the author published 11 research articles in journals and conferences. Some
are directly related to this thesis, while the others refer to different topics, mainly
parallel computing, Deep Learning (DL) and medical statistics. Sec. 1.2 contains
a list of all author’s publications. Plus, the author took part to several research
projects and activities, which are listed in Sec. 1.3. Finally, Sec. 1.4 lists the funding
sources that made this work possible.

1.1 Results and contributions

The first two contributions of this work are a hybrid workflow abstraction capable of
expressing topology-aware workflows and the implementation of a novel WMS, called
StreamFlow, capable of orchestrating hybrid workflows across mixed cloud-HPC
architectures. These aspects are introduced in Sec. 1.1.1 and expanded in Chapters 3
and 4. Then, the second part of the thesis introduces literate workflows, a novel
paradigm to model (hybrid) workflows as computational notebooks, and Jupyter-
workflow, which extends the Jupyter stack to support such paradigm. Sec. 1.1.2
summarises these last contributions, which are then discussed in detail in Chapters 5
and 6.
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1.1.1 Hybrid workflows and the StreamFlow framework

A hybrid workflow model combines a standard workflow model, expressing depen-
dencies among different steps of a modular application, and a topology of deployment
locations, describing a set of heterogeneous execution environments and the commu-
nication channels between them. Each workflow step can be mapped onto one or
more locations for execution, and the same location can be contended by multiple
steps.

There are several advantages in including execution environments directly in the
workflow model. A topology-aware WMS can statically evaluate the soundness of
execution plans and implement scheduling policies based on data locality. A domain
expert can select the best environment for executing each workflow step and easily
shift from one configuration to another by modifying the step-location mapping. A
researcher willing to reproduce an experiment has a clear vision of the execution
environment used in the original work and can port the application onto a different
architecture without touching the workflow logic.

The StreamFlow framework serves as runtime support for hybrid workflows
[13]. It fully supports the Common Workflow Language (CWL) open standard [14]
to model workflows and several well-known external formats to model topologies
of deployment locations (e.g. Helm charts for Kubernetes deployments or Slurm
scripts for HPC workloads). It has successfully orchestrated complex workflows in
Bioinformatics and DL on mixed cloud-HPC environments, and further applications
are currently under development.

1.1.2 Literate workflows and the Jupyter-workflow stack

The literate workflows paradigm [15] treats each cell of a computational notebook
as a workflow step, using the related metadata to express dependencies, parallel
patterns and, in the case of hybrid workflows, location topologies and the step-
location mapping relation. Literate workflows interleave host and coordination logic
in the same document but at the same time keep them well separated, promoting
clarity and maintainability.

Execution semantics of standard computational notebooks are inherently se-
quential: cells are executed one at a time, either in the order of appearance (bulk
execution) or on the user’s command (interactive execution). The proposed method-
ology can extract a workflow Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) by defining sequentially
equivalent parallel semantics so that independent cells can be executed concurrently,
obtaining the same output of a sequential case.

Jupyter-workflow extends the IPython software stack to support hybrid literate
workflows, relying on StreamFlow for scheduling, orchestration and fault-tolerance.
It has been successfully evaluated on large-scale HPC and cloud environments
with four practical applications in the domains of DL, scientific simulation and
Bioinformatics.
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1.2 List of publications

This section lists all the author’s publications in reverse chronological order. Research
works are organised along two dimensions: Sec. 1.2.1 categorises them based on the
venue, and then Sec. 1.2.2 groups them by the targeted topic. Among them, J1, J5,
C1 and C3 are direct results of this dissertation, but all cover topics and use-cases
that served as inspirations for the main contributions.

1.2.1 Publications organised by venue

Book chapters

B1 M. Aldinucci, D. Atienza, F. Bolelli, M. Caballero, I. Colonnelli, J. Flich,
J. A. Gómez, D. González, C. Grana, M. Grangetto, S. Leo, P. López, D. Oniga,
R. Paredes, L. Pireddu, E. Quiñones, T. Silva, E. Tartaglione, and M. Zapater,
«The DeepHealth Toolkit: A Key European Free and Open-Source Software
for Deep Learning and Computer Vision Ready to Exploit Heterogeneous
HPC and Cloud Architectures», in Technologies and Applications for Big Data
Value, E. Curry, S. Auer, A. J. Berre, A. Metzger, M. S. Perez, and S. Zillner,
Eds., Cham: Springer International Publishing, 2022, ch. 9, pp. 183–202, isbn:
978-3-030-78307-5. doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-78307-5_9

B2 E. Quiñones, J. Perales, J. Ejarque, A. Badouh, S. Marco, F. Auzanneau, F.
Galea, D. González, J. R. Hervás, T. Silva, I. Colonnelli, B. Cantalupo, M.
Aldinucci, E. Tartaglione, R. Tornero, J. Flich, J. M. Martinez, D. Rodriguez,
I. Catalán, J. Garcia, and C. Hernández, «The DeepHealth HPC Infrastructure:
Leveraging Heterogenous HPC and Cloud Computing Infrastructures for IA-
based Medical Solutions», in HPC, Big Data, and AI Convergence Towards
Exascale: Challenge and Vision, O. Terzo and J. Martinovič, Eds., Boca Raton,
Florida: CRC Press, 2022, ch. 10, pp. 191–216, isbn: 978-1-0320-0984-1. doi:
10.1201/9781003176664

Journal papers

J1 I. Colonnelli, M. Aldinucci, B. Cantalupo, L. Padovani, S. Rabellino, C.
Spampinato, R. Morelli, R. Di Carlo, N. Magini, and C. Cavazzoni, «Distributed
workflows with Jupyter», Future Generation Computer Systems, vol. 128,
pp. 282–298, 2022, issn: 0167-739X. doi: 10.1016/j.future.2021.10.007

J2 O. D. Filippo, J. Kang, F. Bruno, J.-K. Han, A. Saglietto, H.-M. Yang, G. Patti,
K.-W. Park, R. Parma, H.-S. Kim, L. D. Luca, H.-C. Gwon, M. Iannaccone,
W. J. Chun, G. Smolka, S.-H. Hur, E. Cerrato, S. H. Han, C. di Mario,
Y. B. Song, J. Escaned, K. H. Choi, G. Helft, J.-H. Doh, A. T. Giachet, S.-J.
Hong, S. Muscoli, C.-W. Nam, G. Gallone, D. Capodanno, D. Trabattoni,
Y. Imori, V. Dusi, B. Cortese, A. Montefusco, F. Conrotto, I. Colonnelli, I.
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Conference papers

C1 I. Colonnelli, B. Cantalupo, C. Spampinato, M. Pennisi, and M. Aldinucci,
«Bringing AI pipelines onto cloud-HPC: setting a baseline for accuracy of
COVID-19 diagnosis», in ENEA CRESCO in the fight against COVID-19, F.
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Aldinucci, «HPC Application Cloudification: The StreamFlow Toolkit», in 12th
Workshop on Parallel Programming and Run-Time Management Techniques for
Many-core Architectures and 10th Workshop on Design Tools and Architectures
for Multicore Embedded Computing Platforms, PARMA-DITAM 2021, January
19, Budapest, Hungary, ser. OASIcs, vol. 88, Schloss Dagstuhl - Leibniz-Zentrum
für Informatik, 2021, 5:1–5:13. doi: 10.4230/OASIcs.PARMA-DITAM.2021.5

C4 V. Cesare, I. Colonnelli, and M. Aldinucci, «Practical Parallelization of
Scientific Applications», in 28th Euromicro International Conference on Paral-
lel, Distributed and Network-Based Processing, PDP 2020, Västerås, Sweden,
March 11-13, IEEE, 2020, pp. 376–384. doi: 10.1109/PDP50117.2020.00064

C5 M. Drocco, P. Viviani, I. Colonnelli, M. Aldinucci, and M. Grangetto, «Ac-
celerating Spectral Graph Analysis Through Wavefronts of Linear Algebra
Operations», in 27th Euromicro International Conference on Parallel, Dis-
tributed and Network-Based Processing, PDP 2019, Pavia, Italy, February
13-15, IEEE, 2019, pp. 9–16. doi: 10.1109/EMPDP.2019.8671640

C6 P. Viviani, M. Drocco, D. Baccega, I. Colonnelli, and M. Aldinucci, «Deep
Learning at Scale», in 27th Euromicro International Conference on Parallel,
Distributed and Network-Based Processing, PDP 2019, Pavia, Italy, February
13-15, IEEE, 2019, pp. 124–131. doi: 10.1109/EMPDP.2019.8671552

1.2.2 Publications organised by topic

Workflow modelling and management

This topic is the main subject of the dissertation, and related works are discussed
extensively in the following Chapters. In particular, J5 introduces the StreamFlow
framework, a WMS that serves as runtime support for hybrid workflows. Chapter 4
is entirely dedicated to that topic. C1 and C3 describe the CLAIRE COVID-19
universal pipeline and its implementation with StreamFlow, extensively discussed
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in Sec. 4.2.2. J1 contains descriptions of hybrid literate workflows and the Jupyter-
workflow WMS, introduced in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. B2 and B1 introduce
the software stack developed in the context of the DeepHealth European project,
where StreamFlow is used to orchestrate DL training and inference pipelines on
top of HPC4AI, a multi-tenant cloud-HPC system at Università di Torino. Finally,
C2 describes the TEXTAROSSA European project, one of the projects containing
StreamFlow in their software stack.

Parallel computing

The shift toward parallel computing platforms has many drivers likely to sustain this
trend for several years to come. Consequently, parallel programming methodologies
evolve in two directions: an enhancement in applications performances and a rise in
the level of abstraction of concurrency management primitives.

Algorithmic skeletons [16], [17], i.e. standard parallel programming patterns
for which one or more pre-defined and optimised implementations exist, play a
crucial role in this process. When multiple implementations of the same pattern are
available, choosing the best option is a non-trivial task. C5 empirically compares
multiple implementations of a Generalised Fourier Transform kernel on heterogeneous
machines equipped with one or more Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) accelerators,
showing how the best performing library varies depending on the matrix size.

These paradigms work well because they are explicitly parallel: the programmers
can directly design their applications within a specific programming model and verify
the embedded sequential code’s compliance with programming model constraints.
The crucial aspect for optimal performances becomes the choice of the correct
pattern to represent data/control communication patterns between subsequent
parallel sections of an application.

As a rule of thumb, reducing the amount of communication and avoiding global
synchronisations improves scalability and reduces overhead at the price of higher
complexity. C6 proposes a novel approach to Deep Neural Network (DNN) training
that substitutes the all-reduce operation of distributed Stochastic Gradient De-
scent with an asynchronous nearest-neighbour pattern, improving scalability while
retaining good convergence properties.

Difficulty increases when dealing with legacy applications designed with a purely
sequential programming mindset, possibly using global variables, aliasing, random
number generators, and stateful functions. Re-designing from scratch with an
explicitly parallel approach is still the most effective option to achieve scalable and
efficient parallel codes. Still, this approach cannot effectively support the industrial
adoption of parallel computing key technologies, where human productivity and
time-to-solution are equally, if not more, essential aspects than performance.

C4 and J3 propose a semi-automatic methodology to modernise an existing
sequential scientific code with a little re-designing effort, making it a parallel and
robust code. Such methodology is then successfully tested on four real-world
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scientific codes using the shared memory model (via OpenMP), message-passing
model (via MPI), and General Purpose Computing on GPU model (via OpenACC).

Statistics and Machine Learning in medicine

The combination of statistics and medicine has been ubiquitous in the scientific
literature of the last century. The statistical analysis of clinical trials is fundamental
to validating new treatments and drugs, but extracting knowledge from these
datasets is complex, as they are often noisy, incomplete and unbalanced.

Techniques from classical statistics, such as propensity scores [18], [19] or Cox
proportional hazard models [20], are still widely used in contemporary research.
Indeed, J2 applies these techniques to a large dataset of patients treated with
percutaneous coronary intervention for coronary bifurcations to evaluate the optimal
duration of dual antiplatelet therapy.

In recent years, with the rise of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning
(ML), medical research started to successfully apply more modern and sophisticated
techniques to extract knowledge from clinical trials [21]. In this setting, J4 derives a
risk stratification model based on AdaBoost [22] to predict all-cause death, recurrent
acute myocardial infarction and major bleeding after an acute coronary syndrome.

The explosion of DL models to solve image recognition and object detection
problems in the last decade gave a massive boost to AI-assisted diagnosis techniques
based on images, typically X-Ray and Computed Tomography (CT) scans. These
strategies rely on deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) to classify patients
according to the presence or absence of disease-related features in medical images.
However, the use of different datasets, pre-processing pipelines and DNNs makes
it impossible to fairly compare the performance of different approaches. C1 and
C3 describe the CLAIRE COVID-19 universal pipeline, a reproducible workflow
capable of automating the comparison of state-of-the-art DL models to diagnose
COVID-19. The interested reader can find an extensive discussion of this pipeline
in Sec. 4.2.2.

1.3 Research projects and activities

This section lists the research projects and activities in which the author took part
during his Ph. D. program. In particular, Sec. 1.3.1 lists the international research
projects funded by the European Commission, Sec. 1.3.2 enumerates the national
Italian projects, and Sec. 1.3.3 discusses other research activities.

1.3.1 European projects

DeepHealth (EC H2020 IA, ICT-2018-11, 2019, 36 months, 14.8M€, G.A. 825111).
The “Deep-Learning and HPC to Boost Biomedical Applications for Health” project
aims to offer a unified framework assembled with state-of-the-art techniques in DL
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and Computer Vision, completely adapted to exploit underlying heterogeneous HPC
and Big Data architectures.

ACROSS (EC H2020 IA, EuroHPC-01-2019, 2021, 36 months, 8M€, G.A. 955648).
The “HPC Big Data Artificial Intelligence cross-stack platform towards exascale”
project will co-design and develop an HPC, Big Data, and AI convergent platform,
supporting complex workflows in the aeronautics, weather and energy domains and
their execution on top of the next generation of pre-exascale infrastructures, still
being ready for exascale systems, and on.

TEXTAROSSA (EC H2020 RIA, EuroHPC-01-2019, 2021, 36 months, 6M€, G.A.
956831). The “Towards extreme scale technologies and accelerators for Euro-HPC
HW/SW supercomputing applications for exascale” project aims at applying a
co-design approach to heterogeneous HPC solutions, supported by the integration
and extension of intellectual properties, programming models and tools derived from
European research projects.

EUPEX (EC H2020 RIA, EuroHPC-02-2020, 2021, 48 months, 41M€, G.A. 101033975):
The “European Pilot for Exascale” project will pave the way for a self-reliant Euro-
pean HPC industry, capable of delivering exascale-class supercomputers designed in
Europe.

1.3.2 National projects

HPC4AI (Regione Piemonte, POR FESR Regione Piemonte, 2018, 24 months,
4.5M€). The “High-PerformanceComputing for Artificial Intelligence” project aims
at creating a federated competence centre on HPC, AI and Big Data analytics to
co-design with industries and SMEs research and technology transfer projects.

QWaaS (CINECA ISCRA-C, 2021, 9 months). The “Quantum Workflows as a
Service” project aims at investigating how to build hybrid computational workflows
involving Quantum Computing and HPC in a picture where Quantum Computers
acts as accelerators of HPC traditional platforms, but the two souls can remain as
loosely coupled as possible.

1.3.3 Other research activities

HPC-Europa3 scholarship Participation at the HPC-Europa3 transnational access
programme, under the supervision of Dr. Eduardo Quiñones Moreno, on the topic
of I/O performance optimisation in large-scale DL workloads.
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IBM Mentorship Participation at the IBM T.J. Watson mentorship programme,
under the supervision of Dr. Claudia Misale, on the topic of large-scale distributed
workflows over mixed cloud-HPC infrastructures.

CWL Technical Team Member of the Common Workflow Language Technical Team1,
with the aim of proposing, implementing and approving new features of the CWL
Standard before the CWL Leadership Team final vote.

Workflow Benchmarking Group Co-chair of the Workflow Benchmarking Group
(WfBG)2, an international working group aiming at developing a community agree-
ment on benchmarking suites and performance metrics for real-world workflows,
and collaboratively maintaining a catalogue of state-of-art implementations of these
suites for various workflow languages and frameworks.

1.4 Funding

This work has been partially supported by the DeepHealth project3, “Deep-Learning
and HPC to Boost Biomedical Applications for Health” which has received funding
from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under
grant agreement No. 825111 [23], the ACROSS project4, “HPC Big Data Artificial
Intelligence open Stack Platform Towards Exascale” which has received funding
from the European High-Performance Computing Joint Undertaking (JU) under
grant agreement No. 955648 [24], and the HPC4AI project5, which has been funded
by the Region Piedmont POR-FESR 2014-20 (INFRA-P) [25].

1https://www.commonwl.org/governance/
2https://workflows.community/groups/benchmarking/
3https://deephealth-project.eu/
4https://www.acrossproject.eu/
5https://hpc4ai.it/
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter is devoted to a general introduction of the key concepts addressed
in the thesis, together with a state-of-the-art discussion of research advancements
and open problems in the covered scientific area. Sec. 2.1 tries to unify business
and scientific workflows domains under a generic enough definition of workflows as
directed bipartite graphs. Sec. 2.2 gives an overview of the main WMSs features for
workflow modelling and runtime phases. Sec. 2.3 introduces distributed computing
and describes the principal execution infrastructures for large-scale distributed
applications. Sec. 2.4 presents the container-based virtualisation approach and its
role in the modern workflows ecosystem. Finally, Sec. 2.5 introduces the literate
computing paradigm and lists previous attempts to use notebooks as workflow
modelling tools and high-level interfaces to HPC facilities.

2.1 Workflows
Workflow models, thanks to their generality, represent a powerful abstraction for
designing complex applications and executing them on large-scale distributed archi-
tectures, such as HPC centres, Grid environments, and the cloud. A drawback of such
generality is that no consistent and commonly agreed definition of workflow seems
to exist in computer science literature. For instance, the Workflow Management
Coalition [26] identifies a workflow as the (partial) automation of a business process,
during which data or tasks are passed from one participant to another according to
a set of procedural rules. Conversely, the Encyclopedia of Database Systems [27]
defines a (scientific) workflow as the description of a process for accomplishing a
scientific objective, usually expressed as tasks organised and orchestrated according
to their data (and possibly other) dependencies. These definitions indirectly assume
a specific paradigm to model and execute tasks: a control-driven one in the former
and a dataflow-like one in the latter. Such paradigms are the most common ways
to describe the business and scientific workflows, respectively, but an acceptable
definition should subsume both scenarios.

In order to be as generic as possible, this work defines a workflow as a directed
13
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bipartite graph. The nodes of this graph can refer to either the computational steps
of a modular application or the ports through which they communicate. Its edges
encode dependency relations between steps as links from steps to (output) ports
and from (input) ports to subsequent steps. More formally:

Definition 2.1.1. A workflow is a directed bipartite graph W = (S, P,D), where
S is the set of steps, P is the set of ports, and D ⊆ (S × P ) ∪ (P × S) is the set of
dependency links. �

Let In(s),Out(s) ⊆ P be the sets of input and output ports of a step s. Their
definitions can be formally written as follows:

In(s) = {p ∈ P : (p, s) ∈ D}
Out(s) = {p ∈ P : (s, p) ∈ D}

(2.1)

In the simplest case, the behaviour of s can be described with a function fs, taking
arguments in the In(s) domain and returning values in the domain of Out(s). In
this generic setting, a path connecting step s to step t introduces a partial execution
order s ≺ t, but no further assumption is made on the nature of dependencies.
On the other hand, constraining the domain and codomain of fs, its evaluation
semantics, or its triggering strategy is equivalent to impose a specific paradigm
to express the workflow [28]. Notice that the functional nature required for the
workflow steps does not exclude stateful computations, as they can still be modelled
using a feedback loop, i.e. a port p ∈ In(s) ∩ Out(s) carrying the current state of
step s.

Directed bipartite graphs have already been proposed in the literature to model
workflows. Petri Nets [29], widely used to express control flows, are bipartite graphs
by definition, and also dataflow graphs can be seen as bipartite graphs [30]. Both
models come with token-pushing semantics [31]: steps are enabled by the presence
of tokens in their input ports. The main difference between the two families of
models relies on the nature of such tokens, particularly their ability to carry data.
Nevertheless, differences are more subtle than they look. Some extensions to the
Petri Nets paradigm (e.g. Coloured Petri Nets [32]) support (typed) data tokens,
which can be used to construct dataflow graphs. On the other hand, dataflow
graphs can easily model the “pure communication” tokens of standard Petri Nets as
empty data tokens. The bipartite graph model proposed in this work is somehow
pluripotent, as it can be reconciled into each specific case by supplying additional
constraints and details.

A formal definition of the workflow model allows to univocally determine its
expressive power, i.e. the set of applications that can be described as workflows
and the limitations introduced by additional constraints. For example, a directed
graph is flexible enough to express sequential, concurrent, and iterative workflow
patterns [33]. Conversely, the DAG abstraction adopted by many workflow systems
drops support for iterative patterns (and therefore stateful computations), but it
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can prevent deadlocks whenever each step terminates in a finite amount of time.
Furthermore, the model can be extended to support more complicated scenarios.
For example, conditional workflow patterns can be supported by describing each
step s with a tuple (f (1)

s , . . . , f (n)
s , cs) where cs is a condition evaluated on In(s) to

determine which function f (k)
s should be executed to produce values on Out(s).

2.2 Workflow management systems
When expressing an application in terms of a workflow model, it is necessary to
distinguish between two different classes of semantics [34]:

• The host semantics, which define the subprogram in each workflow step (i.e.
the body of fs), usually expressed in a general-purpose programming language
(e.g. Java, C++, or Python) or as a shell script;

• The coordination semantics, which define the interactions between steps through
a declarative markup syntax, an imperative Domain-Specific Language (DSL),
or a graph-based modelling interface.

Tools in charge of exposing coordination semantics to the users and orchestrating
workflow executions are known as Workflow Management Systems (WMSs). The
WMS landscape is quite variegated: it embraces both high-level tools, mainly focused
on resolving typical domain-specific modelling issues, and low-level specifications,
aimed at executing tasks at scale on multi-process infrastructures.

Several surveys exist on WMSs, comparing their different functionalities [35]–[37],
focusing on their evolution [38], or providing classification based on their support
for extreme-scale applications [39]. The current section contains a general overview
of the WMSs features supporting the two main phases of a workflow life-cycle: the
modelling phase, during which a domain expert describes the different functional
components of an application, and the runtime phase, during which the WMS
deploys and manages the computational units required for the workflow execution.

Standard WMSs are user-driven systems specifically developed to satisfy domain
requirements. They provide domain experts with a paradigm to describe, manage
and share complex business processes or scientific analyses to ensure reproducibility
and scalability. Typically, workflows can either be described programmatically or
modelled using high-level declarative DSLs or advanced Graphical User Interfaces
(GUIs), more suitable for users with little programming experience.

Many scientific WMSs, such as Kepler1 [40], Askalon2 [41], Pegasus3 [42], Taverna4

1https://kepler-project.org/
2http://www.askalon.org/
3https://pegasus.isi.edu/
4https://taverna.incubator.apache.org/
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[43], Triana [44], and Galaxy5 [45], emerged with the diffusion of web services and
Grid technologies, which allow users to access robust services and infrastructures
more naturally than before [46]. Therefore, they were mainly targeted towards
these architectures and not focused on portability. Over time, by evolving in strict
contact with the scientific community, they acquired maturity from the functional
design point of view and started providing some additional features, e.g. workflow
distribution formats and repositories, and supporting newer architectures, like cloud
computing and software containers.

Being Grid native, most of these tools support distributed workflows out of the
box, providing automatic scheduling and data transfers management in the absence
of a unique storage space shared among all the worker nodes. However, each WMS
adopts its own technological stack for the communication layer, often relying on low-
level external libraries that must be properly installed and pre-configured on each
node involved in the workflow execution. For instance, Triana, Askalon and Pegasus
depend on Grid-oriented libraries and tools (the GAP interface [47], the GLARE
library [48], and HTCondor [49], respectively) to perform tasks offloading and data
transfers, limiting the spectrum of supported execution environments. Conversely,
Kepler implements an actor model through the Ptolemy library [50], modelling
communication channels between pairs of interacting actors as abstract FIFO queues
called receivers. In principle this approach is more platform-independent, as each
actor pair can specify a different receiver implementation to exchange data. However,
the Ptolemy library is more focused on single-node parallelism, and the only available
distributed receiver relies on the Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI) protocol
[51].

Other approaches privilege portability by providing a set of pluggable executors
targeting a diverse set of infrastructures, such as public cloud services, batch
schedulers (e.g. HTCondor, PBS, Slurm) and Kubernetes clusters. In most cases,
such executors are agentless and do not require any specific software installed on the
worker nodes. Nevertheless, different steps of the same workflow cannot be managed
by different executors, and the control plane (i.e. the WMS process itself) must
communicate with all the workers directly. Within these products, workflows are
usually described through a product-specific DSL. For example, Apache Airflow6 and
Snakemake7 [52] workflows are essentially Python scripts extended by declarative
code that can be executed on distributed infrastructures. Other systems adopt Unix-
style approaches for defining workflows: in Makeflow8 [53] the end-user expresses
a workflow in a technology-neutral way using a syntax similar to Make, while the

5https://galaxyproject.org/learn/advanced-workflow/
6https://airflow.apache.org/
7https://snakemake.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
8http://ccl.cse.nd.edu/software/makeflow/
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Nextflow9 [10] framework builds workflows using the Unix pipe concept. Together
with Taverna, Nextflow is one of the few products to support cycles in workflows,
while the other WMSs constrain workflow models to be DAGs. Finally, other
WMSs adopt a lower-level approach by exposing an Application Programmable
Interface (API) in a general-purpose programming language. For example, Toil [54]
and DagOnStar [55] allow users to model workflows as pure Python scripts. Also
Pegasus [42] exposes Python, Java, and R APIs to express workflows, but then such
high-level descriptions are translated in DAX, the Pegasus low-level XML-based
representation of workflow DAGs.

Since product-specific DSLs tightly couple workflows to a single software, actually
limiting portability and reusability, there are also efforts in defining workflow
specification languages or standards. For example, the CWL10 [14] is an open
standard for describing workflow DAGs following a JSON or YAML syntax or
a mixture of the two. One of the first and most used CWL implementations is
CWL-Airflow [56], which adds support for CWL to Apache Airflow, but also other
products (e.g. Galaxy, Snakemake, Toil, and Nextflow) offer some compatibility
with CWL. Other examples of workflow modelling open standards are the Workflow
Description Language (WDL)11, which is similar to CWL in terms of expressive
power, and the Serverless Workflow Specification12, which aims to describe event-
based interactions among serverless applications. The latter is much more flexible,
supporting iterations, data filters, and service invocations, but it is more oriented
to a control-driven paradigm, with limited support for dataflow patterns.

An alternative approach to complex and feature-rich WMSs privileges perfor-
mance over accessibility, exposing lower-level programming models directly to the
users and coordinating the execution of many fine-grained tasks on distributed
architectures. Big Data frameworks like Spark [57], Flink [58], and Storm [59], and
parallel programming libraries like HyperLoom [60], Dask [61], COMP Superscalar
(COMPSs) [62], Ray [63], and Parsl [64], belong to this category.

These libraries allow users to parallelise existing sequential applications by iden-
tifying functions that can be executed as asynchronous remote tasks. Concurrency
can be expressed either imperatively, by explicitly calling the library API, or declar-
atively, through annotations. Asynchronicity is typically implemented with the
futures paradigm [65]: an asynchronous function immediately returns a future object
that can be passed as argument to another asynchronous function. The workflow
execution plan, typically a layered dataflow model [66], is automatically built just-in-
time by the runtime layer of the framework. Each asynchronous function invocation

9https://www.nextflow.io/
10https://www.commonwl.org/
11https://openwdl.org/
12https://serverlessworkflow.io/
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is a step of the workflow, and if it receives in input a future from another invocation,
then there is a dependency between the two.

These tools are often used for programming HPC workflows, being a reasonable
middle ground between high-level WMSs and explicit message passing libraries in
terms of complexity and performance. Since all worker nodes share a common file
system in HPC facilities, most of these tools do not support automatic data transfers
(COMPSs is an exception). The main drawback is that host and coordination logics
are interleaved in the same program, which must be entirely written in one of the
supported languages.

Several tools adopt a similar idea for the automatic collection of provenance
data from scripts. For instance, yesWorkflow [67] allows users to insert special,
language-independent comments in a script to explicitly describe the data flow. Its
interpreter can then rely on such comments to generate a dataflow representation
of the script. Similarly, RDataTracker [68] allows users to initialise and store
automatic provenance collection for a portion of an R script by explicitly calling
its APIs, possibly relying on more advanced functions to manipulate the output.
The W2Share approach [69] takes a step further, trying to (semi-)automatically
derive Taverna executable workflows from abstract representations extracted by
yesWorkflow. However, the amount of human intervention required in each phase is
still significant.

Other tools, such as noWorkflow [70], adopt a fully automatic strategy by
extracting the data flow from a static analysis of the Python code’s Abstract Syntax
Tree (AST). Analogously, Baranowski et al. [71] explore the AST of Ruby scripts
targeting GridSpace execution environment [72] to extract workflow models. The
CXXR project [73] extends the R interpreter to automatically retrieve provenance
data, while the LLVM-SPADE stack [74] augments binaries with provenance tracking
logics at compile time. These approaches guarantee great flexibility in extracting
the data flow and the environment state at any given time. However, it is difficult
to properly set the granularity of retrieved information while operating at such a
low and application-agnostic level. In addition, these solutions only target a single
language and quite often only a specific version of it.

2.3 Distributed systems

The concept of distributed computing is so broad that a proper definition cannot
but depend on the context in which it is inserted. In this work, a distributed
system is regarded as a collection of independent computing elements [75], where
the word independent means that each computing element has its own clock and
its own memory address space. Plus, a distributed system can be heterogeneous,
meaning that different computing elements can have different hardware architectures,
e.g. in terms of endianness, and equip different kinds of accelerators, e.g. GPUs,
neuromorphic devices, or manycore processors.
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The absence of a shared address space implies that the computing elements can
only communicate through the network, exchanging messages. Such communications
can be explicit, as in message-passing libraries like MPI [76] and message queue
implementations like Apache Kafka13 [77], or hidden behind higher-level abstractions,
such as Distributed File-Systems (DFSs) or Partitioned Global Address Spaces
(PGASs). However, programming a distributed application requires a lot of effort
and compromises, as it is theoretically impossible to have an available, consistent,
and partition-tolerant application [78].

The two main reasons for adopting a distributed software stack are high availability
and scalability. The former relies on redundant components to ensure service
availability in case of failure. The latter offloads different portions of a workload to
multiple, potentially interacting computing nodes to improve performances (strong
scalability) or deal with larger problems (weak scalability). Recently, the diffusion of
federated learning techniques [3], [4] for data analysis added data federation to the
motivations behind distributed systems.

Workflow abstractions are inherently modular and require an explicit encoding
of all the necessary communications between subsequent steps. For these reasons,
workflows lend themselves well to distributed executions. Indeed, many of the
most popular WMSs were specifically created to address the then-emerging Grid
platforms (see Sec. 2.2). Later on, with the advent of cloud computing and HPC
facilities, WMSs started to include these technologies in their range of supported
execution environments. The rest of the current section is devoted to exploring the
peculiarities of these architectures in more detail. In particular, Sec. 2.3.1 introduces
Grid environments and their logical stack, Sec. 2.3.2 describes high-performance
computing centres, and Sec. 2.3.3 deals with cloud platforms.

2.3.1 Grid computing

Grid computing aims to define and provide flexible, secure and coordinated resource
sharing in dynamic collections of individuals or institutions, called Virtual Organi-
sations (VOs) [79]. In contrast to the other computing technologies discussed below,
a Grid is fully decentralised [80]: different members of a VO can live within different
control domains, and they interact with each other without the mediation of a
centralised service provider acting as a trusted third party.

Interoperability is the most crucial aspect of a solid Grid architecture, aiming to
support relationships among any potential participants. The lack of a centralised
infrastructure makes it necessary to rely on standardised open protocols for negoti-
ating and sharing resources, authenticating and authorising users, and managing
the life-cycle of VOs. Still, interoperability among different Grids requires them to
implement the same protocols. A key role in inter-Grid compatibility is played by

13https://kafka.apache.org/
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two factors: an hourglass model for the Grid architecture and a de-facto standard
implementation of the Grid technological stack.

The stack of traditional Grid architectures contains five layers [79]. The lowest
one is the Fabric layer. It contains physical and logical resources that must be shared
between members of a VO, like computing power, storage and network resources,
and some mechanisms for discovering their state and capabilities and managing
quality of service. Right above, the Connectivity layer defines communication and
authentication protocols for secure network transactions, supporting, for example,
routing, naming, single sign-on and delegation. The Resource layer builds on the
Connectivity layer to define protocols for more advanced features involving single
resources, like life-cycle management, monitoring and accounting. Connectivity and
Resource layers constitute the neck of the hourglass: they contain a few widely-used
protocols that can easily be implemented on top of a diverse set of resources (in
the Fabric layer) and form the basis for constructing advanced services in the
upper portion of the stack. The Collective layer contains protocols that involve
either a global state of Grid or a collection of resources, like directory services
for resource discovery, co-allocation and distributed task scheduling. Grid-based
WMSs introduced in Sec. 2.2 also belong to this layer. Finally, the Applications
layer contains the user-level applications running in the context of a VO, which are
expressed in terms of services and protocols defined at any lower layer.

The de-facto standard implementation of the Grid architecture is the Globus
Toolkit [81], a set of Open Source protocols, services and libraries specifically
developed to support Grid applications. Among the Toolkit components, it is worth
mentioning the Grid Resource Allocation Management (GRAM) protocol [82] for
secure allocation and monitoring of computational resources, the Metacomputing
Directory Service (MDS) [83] for resource discovery, the Grid Security Infrastructure
(GSI) protocols [84] for authentication, single sign-on and delegation, and the
GridFTP protocol [85] for high-speed data transfers. The existence of a de-facto
standard implementation immensely facilitates compatibility among different Grid
implementations. In contrast, the lack of a standard interface is the main obstacle
to interoperability between today’s clouds [86].

Another fundamental difference between Grid and cloud architectures is the
compute model: cloud resources are virtualised and provisioned to users on-demand,
while Grids rely mainly on queue-based schedulers that provision bare-metal re-
sources through the GRAM interface [86]. Nevertheless, Grid protocols are, in
principle, extremely flexible. GRAM supports on-demand resource provisioning
through advanced reservations, and there exist some efforts to provide virtualised
Grid resources in the literature [87].

Even if in the last years the cloud paradigm has become the widely preferred
solution to host and provide services in the enterprise community, several Grid
environments still survive in the research field. One of the most famous examples
is the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) [88], which aims at storing,
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distributing and analysing the data measured by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
detectors ad CERN.

2.3.2 High-performance computing

In the traditional meaning, the terms High-Performance Computing (HPC) refer to
clusters of tightly-coupled, massively parallel machines aiming to provide significantly
greater sustained performance than mainstream computer systems [89]. Such clusters
are often called supercomputers, and the terms cluster computing are often used as
a synonym of HPC.

A typical HPC stack includes vast amounts of cores and memory per computing
node, massively parallel hardware accelerators, low-latency networking technologies
and storage systems, and highly-optimised software libraries. This entire stack’s
main (and often sole) aim is to push performances to the maximum achievable
amount. At the time of writing, the most powerful supercomputers in the world
reach hundreds of Pflop/s on the HPLinpack benchmark [90], and enormous research
efforts focus on reaching exascale performances (i.e. 1018 flop/s) [91]–[93].

Providing such levels of performance unavoidably brings extreme complexity
in both the usage and maintenance of these systems. Any virtualisation layer is
forbidden, as the virtualised overlay introduces a significant overhead and hinders
compilers from applying hardware-specific optimisations. Consequently, all the
users of an HPC cluster directly access the same bare metal nodes, forcing system
administrators to put massive efforts into configuring secure authentication and
authorisation toolchains and properly segmenting data accesses.

If the presence of high-end hardware and specialised software allows applications
to achieve extreme performances, pushing them to the limit requires a deep knowledge
of the entire HPC stack. For instance, linear algebra libraries such as BLAS [94]
and LAPACK [95] play a crucial role in scientific applications like Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and DL. However, proper tuning requires a tight coupling
with the underlying hardware, which is so complex that often the best way to
achieve maximum performance is to switch between implementations, according
to the matrix size, the type of operation, and the presence or absence of hardware
accelerators [96].

Explicit message passing is the most common communication paradigm in HPC,
as it provides programmers with the highest amount of flexibility, and the MPI [76]
is the de-facto standard in this field. According to Flynn’s taxonomy [97], MPI
applications are classified as Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD). Indeed, the
same code is executed on multiple, potentially distributed computing elements by
a single mpirun command, which returns when the global execution terminates
(either successfully or after a failure). Properly compiled implementations of MPI
can take advantage of both the Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) capabilities
of active network boards and the userspace hardware access brought by their related
software stacks. At the same time, low-latency technologies and proper in-network
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aggregation mechanisms guarantee high performances also in the presence of small
messages. Again, pushing performances to the limit requires complex compilation
toolchains and deep knowledge of the HPC stack.

The MPI communication layer is usually combined with other libraries and tools,
realising the so-called MPI/X programming model. For instance, MPI/OpenMP
can improve intra-node parallelism management [98], while MPI/CUDA can offload
multi-node computations to NVidia GPUs [99], [100]. Multiple versions of fine-tuned
scientific libraries, frameworks, and compilers are usually made available to HPC
users through environment modules14, even if recently system administrators are
exploring alternative mechanisms such as ad-hoc package managers (e.g. Spack
[101]) or software containers (e.g. Singularity [102]). In any case, since HPC users
do not have privileged rights, installing and configuring additional software often
requires a direct intervention of system administrators.

Typical HPC architectures contain some publicly exposed frontend nodes, where
users land after logging in, and several worker nodes, which are in charge of executing
computations and cannot usually access the Internet. Frontend and worker nodes
share some portions of the file system, where one or more shared DFS are mounted.
Such DFSs are parallel network file systems designed with performance in mind,
such as Lustre15 [103], GPFS16, or BeeGFS17. Plus, worker nodes can host local,
high-end burst buffers [5], usually based on the Non-Volatile Memory Express
(NVMe) protocol, where a program can temporarily persist its input and output
data to reduce pressure on the global storage nodes and channels, especially during
checkpointing phases.

Traditionally, all worker nodes on an HPC cluster were homogeneous in terms
of hardware architectures and software stacks. With the approach of exascale,
HPC facilities are starting to become more modular. Indeed, the number and
variety of HPC applications significantly increased in the last decades, and different
applications come with different requirements. For instance, Bioinformatics software
usually needs vast amounts of memory, large-scale CFD simulations need sustained
high performances on double-precision operations, and DL requires efficient I/O and
powerful GPUs. Consequently, modern HPC infrastructures offer multiple modules,
i.e. multiple sets of racks optimised for different kinds of workloads. Developing
proper technologies to orchestrate complex workflows across multiple HPC modules
is still an open research problem, but the hybrid workflow models proposed in this
thesis (see Chapter 3) are a step in this direction.

HPC users can access frontend nodes through secure remote shells, commonly

14https://modules.readthedocs.io/
15https://www.lustre.org/
16https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/gpfs/
17https://www.beegfs.io/
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based on the Secure SHell (SSH) protocol, but they cannot directly interact with
worker nodes. Instead, they can assign batch jobs to one or more queues, specifying
the resources required for execution. A queue-based manager will then schedule
jobs executions, according to a First In First Out (FIFO) order or a priority-based
policy, as soon as enough computing nodes are available. Slurm18 [104], PBS19, and
LSF20 are among the most widespread queue managers in modern HPC facilities.
The absence of high-level GUIs, the batched scheduling of jobs, and the somehow
exotic ways to manage software dependencies make HPC usage highly complex for
domain experts without a strong computer science background. Indeed, finding an
effective way to improve accessibility to HPC facilities is still an open problem in
computer science. In recent years, the combination of interactive job queues and
literate computing is spreading as an alternative way to offer HPC services, but the
related solutions are still at an early stage (see Sec. 2.5.3).

2.3.3 Cloud computing

According to the classical NIST definition [105], cloud computing is “a model for
enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources”. In a sense, it is the antithesis of HPC, where
resources are tightly coupled, homogeneous, and accessed according to queue-based
scheduling.

Cloud providers offer portions of a large-scale distributed system to their users
according to an Anything as a Service (XaaS) paradigm, where a technology managed
by the provider is delivered to end-users over the Internet [106]. The former three
layers of XaaS stack were: Software as a Service (SaaS), where clients merely utilise
applications entirely managed by the cloud provider; Platform as a Service (PaaS),
where clients deploy and configure applications on top of the provider-managed
infrastructure; Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), where clients have full control over
operating systems and libraries and can partially configure hardware resources such
as storage and networking [105]. With the spread of the XaaS paradigm, new and
more specific acronyms have been added to the “anything” list, such as Machine
Learning as a Service (MLaaS) [107] or Big Data Analytics as a Service (BDAaaS)
[108].

Akin to HPC, the IaaS paradigm usually gives users access to computing resources
through a remote shell. Apart from that, the two architectures are tremendously
different from each other. HPC users share the entire computing stack, from bare
metal resources to the operating system kernels. In contrast, within the IaaS
paradigm, each user gains privileged access to its own virtualised resources, i.e.

18https://slurm.schedmd.com/
19https://www.openpbs.org/
20https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/spectrum-lsf/
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hyper-converged Virtual Machines (VMs), virtualised storage, and Software-Defined
Networks (SDNs).

At first glance, it could seem that the IaaS paradigm gives users more control
over their infrastructure than the HPC approach, as the combination of on-demand
access and privileged capabilities makes cloud resources very flexible. The downside
is that a user has no control over whatever exists between the physical hardware and
its VM. As a consequence, compilers cannot apply hardware-specific optimisations.
Plus, with overprovisioning, multiple virtual cores are allocated to the same physical
core so that each application can use only a fraction of the actual CPU time.
Consequently, software performances can fluctuate significantly from one run to the
other, and such fluctuations depend on factors that are not under users’ control, such
as the current load of the underlying infrastructure or the cloud control plane itself.
Recently, with the diffusion of DL workloads, many cloud providers started to offer
bare metal resources and hardware accelerators alongside the classical virtualised
options, but the related costs are commonly very high.

On the other hand, a cloud environment is ideal for hosting long-lived public
services, such as web servers or databases, which are not compatible with the air-
gapped worker nodes and the one-shot allocation model of HPC. Moreover, hybrid
cloud solutions allow for partitioning the modules of complex applications between
public and private nodes, publishing only those services that need to be accessed
and hiding the others behind configurable firewalls. Nevertheless, more flexibility
necessarily comes with increased complexity in deploying, configuring and managing
applications.

For this reason, several tools have been developed with the precise aim to
seamlessly support hybrid cloud deployments of complex applications composed
of heterogeneous intercommunicating services. These tools expose to the user just
an agnostic and straightforward interface, usually a DSL. This approach is often
referred to as Infrastructure as Code (IaC), and the tools in charge of translating
infrastructure descriptions into their runtime deployment and life-cycle management
are known as orchestrators.

There are two leading families of orchestrators: agentless and agent-based. The
first family concentrates on the deployment and configuration phases, with no
support for life-cycle management. Infrastructures are described through either a
DSL [109]–[111] or a GUI [112], and interpreted by an agentless architecture. A
centralised server communicates with both the cloud control plane to deploy IaaS
instances and the instances themselves to configure them. At the time of writing,
one of the most popular tools of this kind is Ansible21 from Red Hat.

Agent-based orchestrators support both deployment and life-cycle management
of infrastructures. The control plane installs an agent on each instance during the

21https://www.ansible.com/
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configuration phase to continuously collect information on the system’s state. When
the system state differs from the one described in the infrastructure declaration, the
orchestrator tries to restore the correct one. With this strategy, systems can provide
advanced orchestration features, such as self-healing, auto-scaling, and garbage
collection. The first implementations of this approach, such as LCFG [113] and
CfEngine [114], date back to the first half of the ’90s. More recent examples are
present in scientific literature, such as Engage [115], SALSA [116], and Roboconf
[117], and among industrial products, like Juju22, Chef23, and Puppet24.

Workflows’ reproducibility can enormously benefit from an IaC approach, as it of-
fers a repeatable way to recreate the entire execution environment for an experiment.
On the other hand, advanced orchestration technologies can rely on workflows for
expressing complex deployment and management processes. For instance, Mietzner
et al. [118] adopt WS-BPEL, the OASIS Web Services Business Process Execution
Language [119], to describe the provisioning of complex SaaS architectures, while
Brogi et al. [120] propose Petri Nets to define applications management proto-
cols in TOSCA, the OASIS Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud
Applications [121].

2.4 Container-based virtualisation

Operating system containers, or simply containers in modern terminology, are
lightweight virtualised environments that trade isolation for efficiency [9]. While
VMs rely on a hypervisor to implement virtualisation at the hardware abstraction
layer, containers running on the same host share the operating system kernel, moving
virtualisation at the operating system layer. This design undoubtedly allows for
better peak performances, but guaranteeing isolation among different containers is
much more complex than isolating VMs, both in terms of security and performance.

Akin to standard virtualisation terminology, a container image contains the
instructions for starting a container instance (often simply called container). As
containers are much more lightweight than VMs, each container is usually dedicated
to a single application and its dependencies. This approach increases modularity,
reduces the attack surface, and improves maintainability. A container runtime
process running on the host is in charge of converting images into isolated execution
environments and managing their life-cycle.

Early containerisation technologies, like OpenVZ25 or Linux-VServer26, were

22https://jujucharms.com/
23https://www.chef.io/chef/
24https://puppet.com/
25https://openvz.org/
26http://linux-vserver.org/
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based on colossal kernel reengineering efforts to guarantee isolation at the process
level, with each solution adopting a different (although similar) strategy to achieve
this goal [9]. In recent years, the significant updates in Linux kernel isolation-related
features and the creation of container-related standardisation communities, such as
the Open Container Initiative27, significantly reduced the implementation-specific
differences in container runtime systems.

In containers ecosystems, the term isolation is commonly referred to two different
contexts: resources isolation, which regulates the usage of hardware resources for
each container instance, and security isolation, which segments access and visibility
to global operating system’s objects (e.g. PIDs, user and group ids, file descriptors).
In modern implementations of Linux container runtimes, resources isolation is
achieved through limits and control groups, while security isolation is obtained
through namespaces, system call filtering (SecComp), and access control modules
(SELinux, AppArmor).

Container file systems are usually ephemeral: file writes are allowed, but restarting
the container instance restores the whole file system to the initial state, as described
in its image. For permanent data storage, persistent volumes can be mounted to
the file system of one or more containers. A volume can be managed directly by the
container runtime or point to a portion of the host’s file system. The second option
must be used carefully because it significantly reduces the isolation level between
host and container contexts.

Among modern implementations, Docker28 containers are undoubtedly the most
widespread. Their success is probably due to the relatively user-friendly speci-
fication format for creating Docker images (i.e. the Dockerfile), the support for
image inheritance, which saves users from building everything from scratch every
time, and the possibility to distribute images through public and private registries.
The fundamental merit of Docker is to have pushed the containerisation idea to
the mainstream, consequently generating significant improvements in the whole
ecosystem. As an example, the aforementioned Open Container Initiative was
established by Docker in cooperation with many of the major cloud providers.

Recently, containers gave birth to new software architecture paradigms. An
example is the microservices pattern, where a modular application is decomposed
into multiple interacting containers, each dedicated to a single module. The clear
advantages of this approach are better maintainability, less intrusive system updates,
and easy extensibility with new modules. A drawback comes from the complexity of
deploying and connecting a potentially high number of containers, manage their life-
cycle, and recover from failures. To ease these tasks, some container orchestrators

27https://opencontainers.org/
28https://www.docker.com/
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started to flourish. Among them, Kubernetes29 has become the de-facto standard
for container orchestration during the last years, and the vast majority of cloud
providers include a managed Kubernetes service in their offering. Kubernetes comes
with a very flexible YAML-based DSL describing both deployment and runtime
orchestration features for multi-agent applications.

Even if containers were initially thought of for performance-oriented platforms,
as HPC systems are, their adoption in this field is still quite limited compared to
the cloud. Sec. 2.4.1 gives an overview of this topic. Sec. 2.4.2 focuses instead on
the workflow domain, where containers bring undoubted advantages in portability
and reproducibility.

2.4.1 Containers on HPC

Regarding performance, overheads introduced by containerised software with no
network and storage virtualisation are almost negligible compared to bare metal
executions [122], [123]. Still, adoption of software containers in HPC environments
is significantly limited, with most data centres stuck on legacy software distribution
systems like environment modules.

There are two main obstacles to the widespread adoption of containers in HPC.
The first one mainly affects Docker containers: if the container runtime daemon
runs with root permissions in an HPC environment, a malevolent root user inside a
container can manage to get privileged access to the host operating system. This is a
serious hazard for HPC systems because they are typically shared by different groups
of users (a.k.a. tenants). To date, this issue is solved by many rootless container
stacks, either directly deriving from Docker (e.g. udocker [124], socker [125], and
Occam [126]) or with entirely alternative implementations (e.g. Podman30, Shifter
[127], Charliecloud [128], and Singularity [102]).

The second issue, still unsolved, involves performances portability. As discussed
above, HPC software stacks need complex compilation toolchains, tightly coupled
with the underlying hardware, in order to achieve maximum performance. This
requirement implies that container images should be built directly on the HPC
nodes, allowing compilers to apply hardware-specific optimisations. Still, building
containers requires almost always privileged permissions (Charliecloud and Podman
are exceptions) and should be managed directly by system administrators. Plus, the
exact configuration of a given compilation toolchain that maximises performance is
strictly related to each specific HPC facility. Conversely, images built elsewhere or
downloaded from public registries can significantly reduce peak performance.

29https://kubernetes.io/
30https://podman.io/
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2.4.2 Container-based workflows

Portability and reproducibility have always been two fundamental aspects of scientific
workflows. Nevertheless, the combination of the two is undoubtedly a non-trivial
requirement to satisfy, as it is necessary to guarantee that a program running on top
of potentially very diverse execution environments will give identical results. First,
it is necessary to provide identical versions of all the libraries directly or indirectly
involved in the computation. On top of that, some numerical stability problems can
arise when running the same code on different platforms, e.g. on Linux and Mac OS
X [10]. Fortunately, with the diffusion of lightweight containerisation technologies
like Docker and Singularity [102], a straightforward solution for these issues finally
appeared. Nowadays, container-based tasks are supported by many WMSs on the
market, either as an alternative to native execution or as first-class citizens [129].

The typical way to support containerisation in WMSs is through a one-to-one
mapping between steps and containers, i.e. a container image is associated with
each step in the workflow graph. In this setting, the execution flow of a single step
always consists of three sequential actions: deploy the container, execute the step
inside it, and finally undeploy the container. Drawing a parallel with the famous
Flynn’s taxonomy [97], this execution pattern could be defined as Single-Task
Single-Container (STSC).

Compared with a Multiple-Tasks Single-Container (MTSC) alternative, the STSC
pattern comes with a decisive advantage. Since containers’ file system is commonly
ephemeral, every step execution runs inside a clean and consistent environment
(except for potential temporary files saved into persistent folders). For its part,
an MTSC execution can provide some performance improvements in those cases
when the step execution is high-speed (comparable with the startup and shutdown
overheads of a container, generally in the order of milliseconds). Moreover, an MTSC
approach can also be useful when a process inside the container must complete a
heavy initialisation phase before being ready to perform steps or when some data
dependencies reside in the ephemeral file system, to avoid additional data transfers
when recreating containers.

The Single-Task Multiple-Containers (STMC) setting is more interesting, as it
allows using multiple, possibly heterogeneous environments to execute a single step.
For example, with an STMC approach, it would be possible to run an MPI step on
top of multiple nodes or a MapReduce-based step with multiple instances of Apache
Spark.

Finally, the most general setting of Multiple-Tasks Multiple-Containers (MTMC)
would also allow concurrent step executions, i.e. a configuration in which steps s1
and s2 run contemporarily on different resources and s1 produces data consumed by
s2. The support for this last configuration becomes fundamental when dealing with
stream-based workflows [39]. In principle, also an MTSC configuration enables the
concurrent execution of steps into the same resource, but here the advantage is less
valuable. Indeed, it is far easier to obtain the same behaviour in an STSC setting
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with a single step charged with launching and managing all the required processes.
Unfortunately, a many-to-many step-image association is not enough to model an

*MC configuration, as it is also necessary to explicitly specify the connections among
different containers. Some ways to define multi-agent environments with containers
are already present on the market, from simple libraries like Docker Compose31 and
Singularity Compose32 to complex orchestrators like Kubernetes. One option is to
rely on them for the environment definition, substituting the original one-to-one
step-container association with a many-to-one step-environment association and
treating an entire multi-agent environment as the unit of deployment. Some WMSs
natively designed on top of Kubernetes, e.g. Argo Workflows33, adopt precisely this
approach. Despite offering great flexibility in interacting with Kubernetes resources,
these products are tightly coupled with such technology and do not allow for step
offloading on different environments, such as HPC sites. Conversely, the hybrid
workflows approach proposed in this work offers a flexible and technology-agnostic
way to specify each of the *T*C patterns directly in the workflow model (see Chapter
3).

2.5 Literate computing

Donald Knuth introduced literate programming in the early ’80s as a programming
approach where code fragments and their documentation in natural language are
interleaved in the same source file [130]. A literate program can be compiled by a
specific tool to obtain two different products: it can either be tangled to a code file
or woven into a documentation manual. The original language, called WEB, mixed
PASCAL code with LATEX documentation, but several other examples support
additional programming languages and documentation frameworks.

Drawing inspiration from literate programming, Millman and Pérez developed the
concept of literate computing [11]. The main difference between the two approaches
lies in their execution model. A literate program can be tangled to produce code,
but compilation and execution of such code are beyond the paradigm’s scope. In
contrast, literate computing targets interactive environments, in which users can
immediately and repeatedly execute commands. Plus, the results of such executions
are stored as part of the file format, together with source code and documentation.
Literate computing files are called computational notebooks, or simply notebooks
when the context is clear. In recent years, several literate computing technologies
have seen widespread diffusion. Jupyter Notebooks [12], formerly known as IPython
Notebooks, are undoubtedly the market leaders. Their ecosystem is described in

31https://docs.docker.com/compose/
32https://singularityhub.github.io/singularity-compose/
33https://argoproj.github.io/argo-workflows/
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Listing 2.1: Jupyter Notebook document cell format (general and code)
# Generic cell metadata
{

"cell_type": "type",
"metadata": {},
"source": "single string or [list, of, strings]",

}

# Code cell metadata
{

"cell_type": "code",
"execution_count": 1,# Integer or null
"metadata": {

"collapsed": True, # Whether the output of the cell is collapsed
"scrolled": False, # Any of true, false or "auto"

},
"source": "[some multi-line code]",
"outputs": [{

# List of output dicts (described below)
"output_type": "stream",
...

}],
}

greater detail in Sec. 2.5.1. Among others, significant examples are knitr34 and
Apache Zeppelin35 notebooks.

The capability to unify imperative code and declarative metadata in a unique
format puts literate computing halfway between high-level coordination languages
and low-level distributed computing libraries, the two classes of tools commonly
used for workflow modelling. Furthermore, the widespread diffusion of notebook
technologies implies that many domain experts are already familiar with them,
removing the need to learn additional, workflow-specific tools. For such reasons, the
literature contains some efforts to use Jupyter Notebooks for workflow modelling,
even if, as far as the author knows, this thesis is the first attempt to establish
explicit models and semantics for literate workflows. Sec. 2.5.2 briefly describes the
most relevant approaches in this direction.

Literate computing (in particular Jupyter Notebooks) has also been evaluated
as a high-level interface to HPC resources. Indeed, feature-rich, user-friendly web
dashboards that serve as Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) for literate
computing technologies are far more accessible for domain experts than SSH-based
remote shells. Plus, market-leading cloud providers already offer computational
notebooks as interfaces to compose, execute, and scale ML pipelines on cloud
resources. Sec. 2.5.3 explores the state-of-the-art in this topic.

2.5.1 Jupyter Notebooks

Jupyter Notebooks have been designed to support scientific computing, from

34https://yihui.org/knitr/
35https://zeppelin.apache.org/
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Figure 2.1: Sketch of the Notebook Server architecture.

interactive exploration to publication of a readable and replicable research object
[131]. In practice, a Jupyter Notebook is a JSON document containing an ordered
list of cells with code, explanatory text, mathematics, plots and rich media. The
format of each cell type is regulated by a versioned JSON Schema36, as reported in
Listing 2.1 for generic and code cells.

As sketched in Fig. 2.1, users interact with Jupyter Notebooks through a notebook
server, a web-based computational environment for creating and executing such
documents. When a user triggers the execution of a cell, its code is sent to a
dedicated, potentially remote process called kernel, which is in charge of interpreting
the code, storing the notebook’s global context, and managing the input and output
streams. ZeroMQ37, a TCP-based messaging library, implements the bidirectional
communication protocol between the server and the kernel.

Initially thought as a high-level interface for the IPython project [132], nowadays
the Jupyter ecosystem supports interactive programming in numerous languages
with dedicated kernels and boasts a rich set of helper tools for, among other things,
converting notebooks to standard file formats (nbconvert), publishing them on
the web (nbviewer), and offering Jupyter as a service on cloud platforms (e.g.
JupyterHub38, Google Colaboratory39).

Although Jupyter Notebooks have seen a widespread diffusion in almost all areas
of computational science, they are now ubiquitous in the data science field [133].
The reasons behind this trend are disparate. The possibility to discuss algorithms
and visualise results in the same document is fundamental for data scientists, as
every step in a data analysis pipeline can significantly affect its outcome. Plus, the
long-standing compatibility with the Python ecosystem and the support offered
by all the major DL frameworks on the market (e.g. PyTorch [134], TensorFlow
[135], MxNet [136]) undoubtedly play a role. Another crucial aspect of the Jupyter

36https://nbformat.readthedocs.io/en/latest/format_description.html
37https://zeromq.org/
38https://jupyterhub.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
39https://colab.research.google.com
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ecosystem is the possibility to run kernels on desktop machines, cloud resources
or HPC facilities using the same high-level interface. This aspect allows data
scientists to move the computation where the (large) datasets reside and to scale
their experiments on huge amounts of computing power.

2.5.2 Workflows with Jupyter

Despite their attractive properties as workflow modelling tools, bare Jupyter Note-
books are unsuitable for complex workflows executions. Indeed, notebooks’ purely
sequential execution flow makes it impossible to exploit the inherent concurrency of
workflow graphs. Nevertheless, some efforts to modify the Jupyter stack to overcome
this limitation have been proposed in the literature.

Cloud-based scientific platforms like KBase [137], [138] and GenePattern 2.0 [139]
have built their primary user interface on Jupyter. However, their main goals are to
offer an integrated Bioinformatics programming environment, provide an extensive
pipeline database, introduce user-friendly interfaces, and offload computation to their
own target infrastructure, specifically an HTCondor cluster. The resulting notebooks
are tightly coupled with the underlying software stack, preventing portability to the
broader Jupyter ecosystem.

Netflix’s nteract40 framework adopts a more self-contained approach. It allows
users to augment notebooks with input data and schedule them for batched execution.
Outputs are also saved in notebook format, facilitating inspection and debugging.
This approach’s primary limitation is its coarse granularity, as it only allows to map
an entire notebook to a single workflow step.

The Script-of-Scripts (SoS) project [140] moves the execution unit to the finer-
grained level of single cells and introduces multi-language notebooks, called SoS
Notebooks. Each cell of an SoS Notebook can declare a different host language,
with the SoS runtime automatically handling object conversions during inter-cells
communications. Dependencies between different steps can be specified directly
in the code cells through a template-based mechanism. Despite its clarity and
flexibility, this approach introduces a technology lock-in in notebooks, as their
execution requires an interpreter able to disentangle the mix of coordination and
application logic inside code cells.

The Notebooks into Workflows (NiW) project [141] adopts a different strategy.
Instead of directly using notebooks as workflow descriptions, it statically translates
a Jupyter Notebook into a WINGS workflow [142], which can be independently
executed, published, and reproduced. Even if the extraction of the workflow structure
is fully automatic, there are strict compatibility requirements for notebooks: any
newly generated data must be written into files, and all the code using the same file
must be placed in a single cell.

40https://nteract.io/
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Several attempts to extract the data stream through cell executions have appeared
in the literature. For instance, Dataflow Notebooks [143] modify the behaviour of
the IPython Out dictionary, indexing each cell execution with a unique persistent
identifier and allowing users to refresh all the dependent cells after a cell re-execution.
Nodebook41 automatically tracks dependencies across IPython cells through static
AST analysis and caches their outputs, enforcing a consistency based on the position
of the cells in the notebook. The nbsafety Jupyter kernel [144] combines dataflow
tracing with liveness and initialised variable analysis to detect staleness generated
by cell re-executions in Python Notebooks. The Vizier framework [145] implements
an entirely new computational notebook stack, in which each cell is executed on a
separated program context, and communications between cells are explicitly handled
by producing and consuming datasets, i.e. sets of named relational tables. All
these approaches aim to prevent the issues caused by out-of-order executions and
repeated executions of Notebook cells, which are among the principal causes of
reproducibility issues in the Jupyter ecosystem [146].

A different strategy to scale-up Jupyter Notebooks is to let users explicitly inject
parallelism into their business code. This approach is proposed by ipyparallel, the
official IPython parallel extension. However, several other task-based programming
libraries allow an interactive construction of the task graph from Jupyter Notebooks
(e.g. Techila, PyCOMPSS, Dask, Ray, and Parsl). The main disadvantage of this
strategy is that it forces a tight coupling between business and parallel logic. The
way such coupling is realised strongly depends on the chosen parallel library, making
it impossible to migrate from one parallel solution to another without touching the
business code.

2.5.3 Jupyter Notebooks on HPC

Given their widespread diffusion and their relatively high-level interface, Jupyter
Notebooks have already been investigated as a way to bridge the gap between
non-IT practitioners and HPC infrastructures.

Offloading standard Jupyter kernels from a server outside the data centre to the
air-gapped worker nodes is not an option, as communications between notebooks
and kernels require bidirectional connections. One of the most common approaches
is to install a Jupyter-based service (e.g. a JupyterHub instance or a custom
Jupyter Notebook spawner) directly on the login nodes of a data centre or on some
publicly exposed instances of a tightly-coupled cloud service [147]–[152]. Appropriate
authentication chains can then percolate the user identity from the web interface
down to the HPC worker nodes, ensuring secure access to the computing resources
running the Jupyter kernels. At the same time, a custom job scheduling interface
instantiates interactive Jupyter kernels on worker nodes.

41https://multithreaded.stitchfix.com/blog/2017/07/26/nodebook/
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Even if the software architecture of such approaches is always similar to the
one sketched in Fig. 2.2, the implementation details differ from one solution to
the other, being tightly coupled with the underlying HPC stack. The lack of a
de-facto standard is undoubtedly one of the biggest obstacles to broad adoption.
Other significant drawbacks are the need to modify the authentication mechanism,
with all its security implications, and the setup and maintenance difficulties of such
platforms, which are non-trivial even for expert system administrators.
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the common architecture of a HPC Jupyter interface. Orange blocks usually need
to be developed or extended to integrate Jupyter in the existing software stack.
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Chapter 3

Hybrid workflows

In general, a hybrid workflow can be defined as a workflow whose steps can span
multiple, heterogeneous, and independent computing infrastructures [39]. Each of
these aspects has significant implications.

Support for multiple infrastructures implies that each step must potentially
target a different deployment location1 in charge of executing it. That location must
have access to all the input dependencies, and it is likely to store all the output
dependencies on its local scope. Locations can be heterogeneous, exposing different
methods and protocols for authentication, communication, resource allocation and
job execution. Plus, they can be independent of each other, meaning that direct
communications and data transfers among them may not be allowed. A suitable
model for hybrid workflows must then be composite, enclosing a specification of the
workflow dependencies, a topology of the involved locations, and a mapping relation
between steps and locations. This thesis aims at giving a formal definition of hybrid
workflow models.

As discussed in Sec. 2.2, several products offer partial support for heterogeneous
or distributed workflows, although with limitations. For example, many WMSs
can execute workflows over heterogeneous architectures using connectors. However,
they cannot split different portions of the same workflow among multiple execution
environments, or they require the presence of unique storage space accessible from
all compute units. More advanced WMSs like Triana, Askalon and Pegasus allow
automated data transfers among different workers, but they require all compute
units to be managed by a single orchestration tool. More importantly, all these
details are not explicitly encoded in the workflow descriptions, making it difficult to
extract and compare the runtime execution strategies of different WMSs.

A formal way to describe a workflow model not only in terms of steps and
dependencies, but also in terms of runtime semantics, can serve as a low-level
intermediate representation to compare different WMSs or migrate a model from

1In this dissertation, the term location always refers to the execution site of a step, as in e.g. [153], [154].
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one WMS to another. Plus, it can serve as a coordination interface for a new class
of topology-aware WMSs, where users can explicitly map steps onto (families of)
processing elements to couple each step with the best-suited execution environment.

As described in Sec. 2.1, a workflow can be represented as a bipartite graph
(see Def. 2.1.1), but the majority of WMSs on the market simplify this model
to a DAG. Even if this choice strongly reduces the expressive power, DAGs are
much easier to handle: start and end steps are always clearly identifiable, and
there can be no deadlocks (at least at the coordination level). For this reason, the
following discussion starts introducing hybrid acyclic workflows in Sec. 3.1, giving
the fundamental definitions of location topology and mapping relations. Sec. 3.2
gives formal operational semantics for such models, discussing how a WMS can
validate them through static soundness analysis and enact them by constructing a
proper execution plan. Sec. 3.3 concludes the chapter by covering some advanced
concepts.

3.1 Hybrid acyclic workflows

A hybrid acyclic workflow can be seen as the composition of two graphs: a bipartite
workflow DAG specifying dependencies between its steps and a directed graph
modelling the topology of (potentially heterogeneous) deployment locations. For
each step, a many-to-many mapping relationM states the set of locations in charge
of executing it. More formally:

Definition 3.1.1. A hybrid acyclic workflow is a tuple (W,Γ,M), where W =
(S, P,D) is a workflow DAG, Γ = (L,C) is a topology of deployment locations, and
M : S → L is a many-to-many mapping relation. �

The workflow DAG is equivalent to the model described in Def. 2.1.1, with
the additional constraint that dependency links cannot form cycles. Therefore,
the following discussion will concentrate on the other two graphs: the topology of
deployment locations and the mapping relation.

3.1.1 Topologies of deployment locations

Definition 3.1.2. A topology of deployment locations is a directed graph Γ =
(L,C), where the set of nodes L contains the locations and the set of links C ⊆ (L×L)
contains communication channels between them. �

In the simplest case, all locations li ∈ L are equal to each other, but the
model can be refined to include typed locations to represent homogeneous sets of
locations and deployment groups to model the co-allocation of multiple locations
during the execution of a single step. Sec. 3.3.1 will further dig into these details.
Also, communication channels can be typed to represent different communication
technologies (e.g. SSH, HTTPS, FTP).
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Figure 3.1: Examples of location topologies. Control locations are coloured in grey, while processing
locations are left blank.

Even if the majority of communication protocols are bidirectional, not always
both parties can initiate a connection. For instance, a private server behind a NAT
can connect to a public cloud instance, but the converse is not always true. In order
to reflect these considerations, the direction of channel (l1, l2) in a topology refers
to the capability of l1 to initiate connections with l2, even if the communication
protocol is always assumed to be bidirectional.

Each location can have two distinct roles. A control location, which belongs to
the WMS control plane, actively participates in management activities like data
transfers, scheduling, or fault-tolerance. A processing location can only execute or
delegate commands sent by control locations. A control location can also act as a
processing location, sending commands to itself or executing commands received
from other controllers. Let C (li, lj) be a communication path, i.e. a sequence of
channels c1, . . . , cm ∈ C connecting li to lj. With this execution model, it is clear
that a processing location lp can execute a command only if a path C (lc, lp) exists,
where lc is a control location. In order to be consistent with this statement, assume
each location li connected to itself with a channel (li, li) ∈ C. For the sake of
brevity, such channels will not be explicitly mentioned when describing topologies
henceforth.

When considering actual WMSs implementations, the most common topology
is a star, with a single control location ldriver connected to all the other locations
through unidirectional channels. Such architecture, represented in Fig. 3.1a, is
general enough to support a wide range of real scenarios: ldriver can be a process
running on a desktop machine, a public server on a cloud instance, or a login node
in a data centre. The location topology representation of a star architecture with n
processing locations is the following:

Γs =
(
{ldriver, l1, . . . , ln},

n⋃
i=1
{(ldriver, li)}

)
(3.1)

Data movements between different locations are always possible in a star topology,
but they require two copy operations: a first one from the source to the driver and
a second one from the driver to the destination.
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There are other cases in which a topology-aware WMS can significantly optimise
data transfers. For example, consider the hybrid ring-star topology of Fig. 3.1b:

Γrs =
(
{ldriver, l1, . . . , ln},

n⋃
i=1

{
(ldriver, li),

(
li, l(i+1) mod n

)})
(3.2)

In this case, a data transfer between locations li and li+1 can pass through a single
channel, which directly connects them. If channels are homogeneous and there is
no contention on network resources, the cost of data transfers can be cut by half
compared to a pure star topology. In addition, relying on direct channels help to
reduce the contention on ldriver, further boosting the overall performance.

There are also situations in which a topology-aware WMS is necessary. Consider
the linear topology of Fig. 3.1c:

Γl = ({ldriver, l1, l2}, {(ldriver, l1), (l1, l2), (l2, l1)}) (3.3)

A WMS pretending to communicate directly with all the processing locations cannot
transfer data from l1 to l2, as the latter is not reachable from ldriver. This is the case
of low-level task-based libraries, such as Spark [57], Ray [63], or Parsl [64]. These
libraries rely on all-to-all topologies in which a central control plane is connected to
all the workers, and each worker can open connections with all the others. In this
setting, data transfers between processing locations can always happen in a single
step, but scenarios like the one in Fig. 3.1c require to instantiate a portion of the
control plane (e.g. the Spark master or a Ray local scheduler) directly on location
l1, in fact transforming it to a control location.

Conversely, in a topology-aware WMS a control location lc can rely on chained
delegations to communicate with every location li for which there exists a communi-
cation path C (lc, li), without requiring a direct channel between them. Particularly,
in the case of Fig. 3.1c ldriver can delegate to l1 the execution of a command on
l2. This scenario is not uncommon in real cases: l2 could be a private resource on
a hybrid cloud or could not trust ldriver, but only l1, in a federated environment.
An actual WMS can implement this feature in several ways, e.g. with tunneling
connections, nested remote command executions, or delegation certificates [155],
choosing the best technique for each use case.

Location topologies can also include multiple control locations. One of the most
common topologies in actual implementations of distributed WMSs is the distributed
star depicted in Fig. 3.2a, where each control location is connected to all the others.
Such topology can be used for either active-active configurations, where the workload
is shared among all control locations, or active-passive scenarios, where there is only
one active control location at a time, which can be replaced in case of failure. For
instance, multiple Spark masters can be configured in an active-passive setting with
the help of a Zookeeper service [156].

Another common scenario is the hierarchical topology shown in Fig. 3.2b, where
a central control location is connected to multiple peripheral locations, managing
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(b) 2-level hierarchical topology with 3 control
locations and 4 processing locations.

Figure 3.2: Examples of location topologies with multiple control locations. Control locations are coloured
in grey, while processing locations are left blank.

disjoint subsets of processing locations to reduce scheduling and transfer overhead.
The Ray distributed library adopts this topology [63]. Hybrid workflow models are
general enough to describe all these architectures without forcing a topology-aware
WMS to stick with a single configuration for all occasions.

3.1.2 Mapping relations

In hybrid workflow models, the mapping relationM : S → L states which locations
are in charge of executing each workflow step. In the simplest case, steps map onto
single locations, but extending the mapping to more abstract scenarios is possible.
For instance, steps can map onto location types, charging the WMS scheduler to
choose the best location among the compatible ones (see Sec. 3.3.1).

The mapping relation forms a many-to-many relationship between steps and
locations, but the semantics of one-to-many links is different in the two directions.
Multiple locations related to a single step express a spatial constraint: all locations
must be active before scheduling the step, and the execution will span all of them.
Conversely, multiple steps related to a single location introduce a temporal constraint:
the same location must execute all the steps one after the other, or even concurrently
if it can handle multiple executions, and each step cannot start until its related
location is available.

Note that the concept of spatio-temporal composition model has been already
proposed in the literature to combine software components and workflow models
in a unique programming paradigm [157], supporting explicit parallelism through
skeletons [158], [159]. Among other advantages, these models can express the
co-allocation of multiple workflow steps, which cannot be expressed in traditional
workflow DAGs without violating the acyclic requirement. Hybrid workflows could
easily be extended with an additional step-to-step mapping relation to support this
feature, but for the sake of simplicity, this dissertation does not treat this more
advanced scenario.
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Figure 3.3: Example of a hybrid workflow. Steps are represented as squares and ports as circles.
Dependency links between steps and ports are depicted as arrows with black-filled heads. Locations
are represented as squashed rectangles and communication channels as arrows with white-filled heads.
Control locations are coloured in grey, while processing locations are left blank. Finally, mapping relations
are expressed as dotted arrows.

As a drawback, traditional spatio-temporal approaches collapse spatial and
temporal planes into a single, component-based representation, making it difficult to
properly manage the life-cycle of components with both spatial and temporal ports,
especially in the presence of control structures in the coordination language. Instead,
hybrid workflows keep the two dimensions separated and offer precise semantics for
each life-cycle management operation, allowing a WMS implementation to infer an
optimised execution plan for each well-formed workflow model (see Sec. 3.2.1).

Figure 3.3 shows a toy example of hybrid workflow. A step s1 produces three
different outputs, which correspond to ports p1, p2 and p3. A second step s2 depends
on port p1, and a third step s3 depends on p2 and p3. None of them produces other
outputs. This DAG is accompanied by a simple star location topology with a single
control location ldriver and two processing locations l1 and l2. Step s1 is executed
locally by the driver, while s2 and s3 are offloaded to l1 and l2, respectively. Since
the driver is directly connected to both l1 and l2, all data transfers and remote
executions can be performed straightforwardly.

In symbolic notation, Fig. 3.3 can be written as follows:

W =
(
{s1, s2, s3}, {p1, p2, p3},

{
(s1, p1), (s1, p2), (s1, p3),
(p1, s2), (p2, s3), (p3, s3)

})
Γ = ({ldriver, l1, l2}, {(ldriver, l1), (ldriver, l2)})
M = {(s1, ldriver), (s2, l1), (s3, l2)}

(3.4)

3.2 Operational semantics
Sec. 3.1 introduced the syntax of hybrid workflow models for both symbolic and
graphical representations. The current section focuses instead on their operational
semantics, describing how a topology-aware WMS is supposed to enact such models
at runtime.
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Consider the example in Fig. 3.3 again. Suppose that step s1 completed success-
fully, producing data tokens on its output ports p1, p2, and p3. In order to simplify
the discussion, all tokens produced by a step are supposed to carry the related data
directly. In addition, each step s is supposed to execute only once so that there is
a one-to-one mapping between ports and tokens. A step can run multiple times
in actual workflow executions, producing a list or even a stream of tokens into its
output ports. The following discussion can be adapted to this scenario by explicitly
creating a different version of a port p ∈ Out(s) for each execution of s to recover a
one-to-one mapping with tokens. Still, explicitly treating this scenario would only
add unnecessary complexity to the discussion.

Let P(li) ⊆ P be the set of ports whose data tokens reside on li ∈ L. Since step
s1 has been executed on ldriver, then Out(s1) ⊆ P(ldriver). Indeed, each location is
supposed to store its output data locally, or at least in a place that it can reach
directly. Consider now step s2. In a standard workflow DAG, s2 would be ready
to be executed, as its only input port p1 contains a token. Things get a bit more
complicated with hybrid models. Step s2 is related to location l1, but l1 must be
up and running prior to take part in data transfers and execute commands. Plus,
p1 data must reside on l1 before executing s2. In light of these considerations, it
seems reasonable to impose three preconditions for executing a hybrid workflow
step: all its input ports should contain values, its related location should be up and
running, and all its input data should reside on that location. The first condition is
implicit in the semantics of the standard workflow DAG, but a suitable operational
semantics for hybrid workflows must reflect the other two.

Henceforth, let 〈l,P(l), s〉 be the location configuration representing location l
in state s containing data related to ports P(l). Let a location have two possible
states, active (A) and inactive (I), and two related transitions, deploy and undeploy.
Moreover, let 〈l,P(l),−〉 refer to a location l in any allowed state. The deploy
semantics is relatively straightforward:

〈l,P(l),−〉 deploy−−−−→ 〈l,P(l), A〉 (3.5)
Inactive locations can neither execute steps nor take part in data transfers. Hence,
the deployment operation would be preliminary to all other activities involving
the location. It is reasonable to suppose that control locations can always deploy
and undeploy processing locations, independently of the topology. However, all the
control locations are always considered active, as a location cannot deploy itself. In
addition, it is worth noting from Eq. (3.5) that deploying an already active location
does not affect its configuration. Consequently, the deploy operation is reentrant.

The undeploy operation is quite delicate. There are cases in which location data
are not persistent, as with container-based technologies like Docker and Kubernetes
(see Sec. 2.4). This eventuality implies that when a location goes inactive, all its
data must be considered lost:

〈l,P(l),−〉 undeploy−−−−−→ 〈l, ∅, I〉 (3.6)
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A positive side of this approach is that a location failure can be treated as a spurious
undeploy operation without introducing additional semantics. As for deployments,
the undeploy operation is reentrant and does not affect already inactive locations.

Data transfers are the most complicated operations in hybrid workflows, as they
involve an analysis of the location topology. Even if processing locations can be
instructed to move data autonomously in a realistic WMS implementation, only
the control plane can initiate data transfers. Given that, when performing transfers
between locations li and lj , a control location must initiate connections with both li
and lj .

Within location topologies, such requirement assumes a precise meaning in terms
of communication channels. Let N (li) ⊆ L be the set of neighbours of location
li ∈ L, s.t.

N (li) = {lj : (li, lj) ∈ C} (3.7)
As discussed in Sec. 3.1.1, lj ∈ N (li) means that li can initiate a bidirectional
connection with lj . Such connection can be used to perform three different actions:
send data to lj , receive data from lj , or initiate a connection to a location lk ∈ N (lj)
and delegate the data transfer operation. Each involved location must be active to
participate in these actions. However, since deploy operations are always considered
feasible, they can be safely excluded from the following discussion. The feasibility
of a transfer operation can then be defined only in terms of communication paths.

Theorem 3.2.1. A transfer operation between locations li and lj is feasible iff there
exist a control location lc and two communication paths C (lc, li) and C (lc, lj).

Proof. With no loss of generality, consider a topology with a single control location
lc. If there are multiple control locations, the proof needs to be verified for at least
one of them. Since only control locations can initiate data transfers, lc must be able
to initiate a connection with both li, to receive the data, and lj , to send data. Since
both operations require the same considerations, focus only on the former.

As discussed before, a location can only interact with its neighbours. If li ∈ N (lc),
then lc can directly receive data from li. Otherwise, it can only open a connection
with each lk ∈ N (lc) and implement a chained delegation according to a breadth-first
search. If there is a communication path C (lc, li), then such search will at a certain
point find a location ll s.t. li ∈ N (ll), so that ll can receive data from li and
propagate them through the multi-hop connection spanning C (lc, ll). Otherwise,
the receive operation cannot be performed. The same reasoning applies to the send
operation, involving the existence of a path C (lc, lj).

An alternative strategy would be to send data directly from li to lj. If li = lc,
then such operation is feasible, but it implies the existence of paths C (li, li), which
always exists, and C (li, lj). The same goes when lj = lc. Instead, if both li and
lj are processing locations, this strategy needs a path C (lc, li) to initiate the send
operation and a path C (li, lj) to send data to lj, implying the existence of a path
C (lc, lj).
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Given a port p ∈ P and a location lj ∈ L, transferring p data to lj is possible iff
there is at least one feasible data transfer operation from a location li s.t. p ∈ P(li)
to location lj . The following corollary formally states this intuition:

Corollary 3.2.2. Given a port p, a transfer of its related data to location lj is
feasible iff there exist a control location lc, a location li ∈ L s.t. p ∈ P(li) and two
communication paths C (lc, li) and C (lc, lj).

Proof. If there exists no location li s.t. p ∈ P(li), it is evident that no transfer
operation is allowed. Conversely, given li ∈ L s.t. p ∈ P(li), the feasibility of the
transfer operation is established by Theorem 3.2.1.

Therefore, finding the optimal strategy for a data transfer is equivalent to finding
the shortest path on a directed graph. A WMS can also rely on more detailed
location topologies for better optimisation: channels can be weighted according
to their performances, and such weight can be dynamically adjusted to take into
account concurrent transfers that temporarily reduce the channel bandwidth.

When dealing with feasible operations, the transfer semantics for data related to
port p ∈ P(ls) are as follows:

{〈l,P(l), A〉 : l ∈ T (ls, ld)} transfer(p)−−−−−−→{〈l,P(l), A〉 : l ∈ (T (ls, ld) \ ld)}∪
{〈ld,P(ld) ∪ {p}, A〉}

(3.8)

where ls, ld ∈ L are the source and destination locations and T (ls, ld) is the set of
locations involved in the transfer operation. Contrary to what the reader could
expect, the transfer(p) semantics is not simply defined in terms of ld because this
alternative hides many dangerous subtleties behind a more intuitive notation. The
main flaw is a lack of unambiguity: multiple locations can store data from port p,
and there can be multiple transfer strategies for a single pair of locations (ls, ld).
By requiring the explicit set of involved locations T (ls, ld), the transfer semantics
become unequivocal. Plus, note that transfer is always feasible when p ∈ P(ld), as
ld ∈ N (ld), but Eq. (3.8) does not affect the configuration of ld. Consequently, also
transfer operations are reentrant.

Eventually, the execute operational semantics for a mappingM(s):

{〈l,P(l) ∪ In(s), A〉 : l ∈M(s)} execute(s)−−−−−−→ {〈l,P(l) ∪Out(s), A〉 : l ∈M(s)} (3.9)

This last rule explicitly states that all the output data produced by s reside on
each related location, as assumed at the beginning of this section. Plus, it implies
that each port p ∈ In(s) contains a value, as p can be included in P(l) only due
to either a transfer operation (which in turn requires p to be non-empty as per
Corollary 3.2.2) or a previous execute operation.

Note that Eq. (3.9) remains deliberately general on the operational semantics of
s itself. For example, it is not explicitly stated if data tokens in the set In(s) are
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still present on a location l after the execution of s or if they are “consumed” during
the operation. This choice is in line with the generality of the proposed approach,
which aims at augmenting generic workflow models with topology-awareness without
imposing strict requirements on such models. However, as a consequence, execute
semantics cannot be considered reentrant.

Regarding the feasibility of execute operations, it is clear that a control location
must send a command to all the involved locations to offload computation. The
following theorem states precisely that:

Theorem 3.2.3. An execute operation on a set of locations l =M(s) is feasible iff
there exists a control location lc and a path C (lc, li) for each location li ∈ l.

Proof. When a step s ∈ S is mapped onto a single location li ∈ L, the proof is
very similar to the one of Theorem 3.2.1 for transfer feasibility and is then omitted.
Consider now a step s mapped onto a set of locations l. In this case, there are two
possible strategies for offloading computation. A first option is to directly send a
command to each member of l, which requires a path C (lc, li) for each li ∈ l. An
alternative is to send the command only to a single location li ∈ l, which executes
it on the whole set of processing locations (as it commonly happens with SPMD
libraries like MPI). For this operation to be feasible, a control location lc must
initiate a connection with location li, requiring a path C (lc, li). Then, li must
initiate a connection with all the other locations l \ li, requiring the presence of a
path C (li, lj) for each lj ∈ (l \ li). This condition again implies the existence of a
path C (lc, li) for each li ∈ l.

Now that the operational semantics have been defined, they can be used to derive
an execution plan for a hybrid workflow, represented as a workflow DAG itself.
Sec. 3.2.1 explores this topic in detail, comparing hybrid models and pure DAGs in
terms of suitability.

3.2.1 Execution plan

Let us define as static a workflow DAG whose execution flow is entirely determined
at compile time. For instance, the workflow DAG of Fig. 3.3 is static, as it contains
no conditional or iterative branch whose behaviour depends on runtime values. If a
hybrid model augments a static workflow DAG, it is possible to statically compile
it into an execution plan, which takes the shape of a static workflow DAG of the
same kind. This is an essential property of hybrid models, as such plans can be
fully understood also by a topology-unaware WMS.

Definition 3.2.4. Given a hybrid model (W,Γ,M) based on a static workflow
DAG W = (S, P,D), its execution plan can be statically inferred and expressed as
another static workflow DAG W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′), where S′ contains the operational
steps to execute the hybrid model, P ′ contains location configurations, and D′ =
(S′ × P ′) ∪ (P ′ × S′) contains the dependency links. �
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<latexit sha1_base64="yREZhMXZZfX4hLkUiz581fDHyLY=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBHqpiRS1GXBjcsK9gFtKJPpTTt0MgkzEzGE+ituXCji1g9x5984abPQ1gMDh3PuZc49fsyZ0o7zba2tb2xubZd2yrt7+weH9tFxR0WJpNCmEY9kzycKOBPQ1kxz6MUSSOhz6PrTm9zvPoBULBL3Oo3BC8lYsIBRoo00tCuDkOiJDDN4BJpomNXU+dCuOnVnDrxK3IJUUYHW0P4ajCKahCA05USpvuvE2suI1IxymJUHiYKY0CkZQ99QQUJQXjYPP8NnRhnhIJLmCY3n6u+NjIRKpaFvJvOoatnLxf+8fqKDay9jIjZnCbr4KEg41hHOm8AjJoFqnhpCqGQmK6YTIgnVpq+yKcFdPnmVdC7q7mW9cdeoNhtFHSV0gk5RDbnoCjXRLWqhNqIoRc/oFb1ZT9aL9W59LEbXrGKngv7A+vwBBPSU+A==</latexit>

execute(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="QAKxA1YNu76bYTYrW1cuxFJ3ksU=">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</latexit>hl, P(l) [ Out(s), Ai

<latexit sha1_base64="e0bLHiDmRohxRK1aeWxR18XboPA=">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</latexit>hl, P(l) [ In(s), Ai

(a) execute(s)

<latexit sha1_base64="K68CCgBySXUdYwjCFTE9X5wzALA=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5JIUZcFNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3boPMLMRIihX+LGhSJu/RR3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pkTJoxq43nfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/OKy7R8c9LVOFSRdLJtUgRJowKkjXUMPIIFEE8ZCRfji7Lfz+I1GaSvFgsoQEHE0EjSlGxkpjtz7iyEwVzyOSMJnNx27Da3oLwHXil6QBSnTG7tcokjjlRBjMkNZD30tMkCNlKGZkXhulmiQIz9CEDC0ViBMd5Ivgc3hulQjGUtknDFyovzdyxLXOeGgni5h61SvE/7xhauKbIKciSQ0ReHkoThk0EhYtwIgqgg3LLEFYUZsV4ilSCBvbVc2W4K9+eZ30Lpv+VbN132q0W2UdVXAKzsAF8ME1aIM70AFdgEEKnsEreHOenBfn3flYjlaccucE/IHz+QOQ7JOm</latexit>

deploy

<latexit sha1_base64="qhcoo1vIie6PyRclH9Rf6QLPBXQ=">AAACF3icbVBNSwMxFMz6WevXqkcvwSJUqGVXinosePFYwarQLSWbvm1Ds9kleSuUpf/Ci3/FiwdFvOrNf2Nae9DWgcAwM4+8N2EqhUHP+3IWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXdn98YkmebQ5IlM9F3IDEihoIkCJdylGlgcSrgNBxdj//YetBGJusZhCu2Y9ZSIBGdopY5bDSREGEimehKorNAgZtjnTOaNUVkeVehxoEWvj4GeJDpuyat6E9B54k9JiUzR6LifQTfhWQwKuWTGtHwvxXbONAouYVQMMgMp4wPWg5alisVg2vnkrhE9tEqXRom2TyGdqL8nchYbM4xDmxxvbWa9sfif18owOm/nQqUZguI/H0WZpJjQcUm0KzRwlENLGNfC7kp5n2nG0VZZtCX4syfPk5uTqn9arV3VSvXytI4C2ScHpEx8ckbq5JI0SJNw8kCeyAt5dR6dZ+fNef+JLjjTmT3yB87HN/DFnxc=</latexit>hl, P(l),�i

<latexit sha1_base64="3w6I4lZoJxyfop3RUHAH5A+/F4E=">AAACF3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVpCRS1GXFjcsKtgpNKJPpTTs4mYSZG6GE/oUbf8WNC0Xc6s6/cdpm4evAwOGcc5l7T5hKYdB1P525+YXFpeXSSnl1bX1js7K13TFJpjm0eSITfRMyA1IoaKNACTepBhaHEq7D2/OJf30H2ohEXeEohSBmAyUiwRlaqVep+xIi9CVTAwlUHlI/ZjjkTOatcU0eHNIzX4vBEH09TfQqVbfuTkH/Eq8gVVKg1at8+P2EZzEo5JIZ0/XcFIOcaRRcwrjsZwZSxm/ZALqWKhaDCfLpXWO6b5U+jRJtn0I6Vb9P5Cw2ZhSHNjnZ2vz2JuJ/XjfD6DTIhUozBMVnH0WZpJjQSUm0LzRwlCNLGNfC7kr5kGnG0VZZtiV4v0/+SzpHde+43rhsVJu1oo4S2SV7pEY8ckKa5IK0SJtwck8eyTN5cR6cJ+fVeZtF55xiZof8gPP+BRAonys=</latexit>hl, P(l), Ai

(b) deploy

<latexit sha1_base64="QzbMHhQzYWKG3+6Q6H6pa/ACXF8=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFclUSKuiy4cVnBPqANZTKZtEPnEWYmSoj9FDcuFHHrl7jzb5y0WWjrgYHDOfdyz5wwYVQbz/t21tY3Nre2KzvV3b39g0O3dtTVMlWYdLBkUvVDpAmjgnQMNYz0E0UQDxnphdObwu89EKWpFPcmS0jA0VjQmGJkrDRya0OOzETxPBURSZjMZiO37jW8OeAq8UtSByXaI/drGEmcciIMZkjrge8lJsiRMhQzMqsOU00ShKdoTAaWCsSJDvJ59Bk8s0oEY6nsEwbO1d8bOeJaZzy0k0VQvewV4n/eIDXxdZBTkaSGCLw4FKcMGgmLHmBEFcGGZZYgrKjNCvEEKYSNbatqS/CXv7xKuhcN/7LRvGvWW82yjgo4AafgHPjgCrTALWiDDsDgETyDV/DmPDkvzrvzsRhdc8qdY/AHzucPQMCUnQ==</latexit>

undeploy

<latexit sha1_base64="qhcoo1vIie6PyRclH9Rf6QLPBXQ=">AAACF3icbVBNSwMxFMz6WevXqkcvwSJUqGVXinosePFYwarQLSWbvm1Ds9kleSuUpf/Ci3/FiwdFvOrNf2Nae9DWgcAwM4+8N2EqhUHP+3IWFpeWV1YLa8X1jc2tbXdn98YkmebQ5IlM9F3IDEihoIkCJdylGlgcSrgNBxdj//YetBGJusZhCu2Y9ZSIBGdopY5bDSREGEimehKorNAgZtjnTOaNUVkeVehxoEWvj4GeJDpuyat6E9B54k9JiUzR6LifQTfhWQwKuWTGtHwvxXbONAouYVQMMgMp4wPWg5alisVg2vnkrhE9tEqXRom2TyGdqL8nchYbM4xDmxxvbWa9sfif18owOm/nQqUZguI/H0WZpJjQcUm0KzRwlENLGNfC7kp5n2nG0VZZtCX4syfPk5uTqn9arV3VSvXytI4C2ScHpEx8ckbq5JI0SJNw8kCeyAt5dR6dZ+fNef+JLjjTmT3yB87HN/DFnxc=</latexit>hl, P(l),�i

<latexit sha1_base64="NUXoEfLlebhCenKOGNzvadKJtO4=">AAACEnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6tHLYBAihLArQT0GvOgtgnlANoTZSW8yZHZ2mekVQsg3ePFXvHhQxKsnb/6Nk8dBEwsaiqpuuruCRAqDrvvtrKyurW9sZray2zu7e/u5g8O6iVPNocZjGetmwAxIoaCGAiU0Ew0sCiQ0gsH1xG88gDYiVvc4TKAdsZ4SoeAMrdTJnfkSQvQlUz0JVBapD1GCQwNYpLe+Fr0++npqdnJ5t+ROQZeJNyd5Mke1k/vyuzFPI1DIJTOm5bkJtkdMo+ASxlk/NZAwPmA9aFmqWASmPZq+NKanVunSMNa2FNKp+ntixCJjhlFgOyOGfbPoTcT/vFaK4VV7JFSSIig+WxSmkmJMJ/nQrtDAUQ4tYVwLeyvlfaYZR5ti1obgLb68TOrnJe+iVL4r5yuFeRwZckxOSIF45JJUyA2pkhrh5JE8k1fy5jw5L8678zFrXXHmM0fkD5zPH/4unZ0=</latexit>

hl, ;, Ii

(c) undeploy

<latexit sha1_base64="JP0xZIi0qF7oXe/OADoU0RFmUeE=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFL3js9bX+Ni5CRahbsqMFHVZcOOygn1AW0omzbShSWZIMkIdir/ixoUibv0Pd/6NmXYW2nogcDjnXu7JCWLOtPG8b2dldW19Y7OwVdze2d3bdw8OmzpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0F45vMbz1QpVkk780kpj2Bh5KFjGBjpb573BXYjJRIjcJSh1RNy/F53y15FW8GtEz8nJQgR73vfnUHEUkElYZwrHXH92LTS7EyjHA6LXYTTWNMxnhIO5ZKLKjupbP0U3RmlQEKI2WfNGim/t5IsdB6IgI7mWXVi14m/ud1EhNe91Im48RQSeaHwoQjE6GsCjRgihLDJ5ZgopjNisgIK0yMLaxoS/AXv7xMmhcV/7JSvauWatW8jgKcwCmUwYcrqMEt1KEBBB7hGV7hzXlyXpx352M+uuLkO0fwB87nD9qqlXE=</latexit>

transfer(p)

<latexit sha1_base64="Bo+hmlZ6QhBEF86Fkh6qAIbn6l8=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVSklE1GXFjcsKVoWmlMn0ph06mYSZG6GE/Ikbf8WNC0XEXf/GadqFrwMDh3POZe49QSKFQdedOAuLS8srq6W18vrG5tZ2ZWf31sSp5tDmsYz1fcAMSKGgjQIl3CcaWBRIuAtGl1P/7gG0EbG6wXEC3YgNlAgFZ2ilXuXUlxCiL5kaSKCyl5m8Tv2I4ZAzmbXyWiEd1emFr8VgiL4ukr1K1W24Behf4s1JlczR6lU+/X7M0wgUcsmM6Xhugt2MaRRcQl72UwMJ4yM2gI6likVgullxX04PrdKnYaztU0gL9ftExiJjxlFgk9PNzW9vKv7ndVIMz7uZUEmKoPjsozCVFGM6LYv2hQaOcmwJ41rYXSkfMs042krLtgTv98l/ye1xwzttnFyfVJu1eR0lsk8OSI145Iw0yRVpkTbh5JE8k1fy5jw5L8678zGLLjjzmT3yA87kC0xnow8=</latexit>hls, P(ls), Ai <latexit sha1_base64="oG0F7EveUKI6L6rkCvT5OkQlh18=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVSklE1GXFjcsKVoWmlMn0ph06mYSZG6GE/Ikbf8WNC0XEXf/GadqFrwMDh3POZe49QSKFQdedOAuLS8srq6W18vrG5tZ2ZWf31sSp5tDmsYz1fcAMSKGgjQIl3CcaWBRIuAtGl1P/7gG0EbG6wXEC3YgNlAgFZ2ilXuXUlxCiL5kaSKCyl/XzOvUjhkPOZNbKa4V0VKcXvhaDIfq6SPYqVbfhFqB/iTcnVTJHq1f59PsxTyNQyCUzpuO5CXYzplFwCXnZTw0kjI/YADqWKhaB6WbFfTk9tEqfhrG2TyEt1O8TGYuMGUeBTU43N7+9qfif10kxPO9mQiUpguKzj8JUUozptCzaFxo4yrEljGthd6V8yDTjaCst2xK83yf/JbfHDe+0cXJ9Um3W5nWUyD45IDXikTPSJFekRdqEk0fyTF7Jm/PkvDjvzscsuuDMZ/bIDziTLxu2ovE=</latexit>hld, P(ld), Ai

<latexit sha1_base64="Bo+hmlZ6QhBEF86Fkh6qAIbn6l8=">AAACH3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPVVdelmsAgVSklE1GXFjcsKVoWmlMn0ph06mYSZG6GE/Ikbf8WNC0XEXf/GadqFrwMDh3POZe49QSKFQdedOAuLS8srq6W18vrG5tZ2ZWf31sSp5tDmsYz1fcAMSKGgjQIl3CcaWBRIuAtGl1P/7gG0EbG6wXEC3YgNlAgFZ2ilXuXUlxCiL5kaSKCyl5m8Tv2I4ZAzmbXyWiEd1emFr8VgiL4ukr1K1W24Behf4s1JlczR6lU+/X7M0wgUcsmM6Xhugt2MaRRcQl72UwMJ4yM2gI6likVgullxX04PrdKnYaztU0gL9ftExiJjxlFgk9PNzW9vKv7ndVIMz7uZUEmKoPjsozCVFGM6LYv2hQaOcmwJ41rYXSkfMs042krLtgTv98l/ye1xwzttnFyfVJu1eR0lsk8OSI145Iw0yRVpkTbh5JE8k1fy5jw5L8678zGLLjjzmT3yA87kC0xnow8=</latexit>hls, P(ls), Ai <latexit sha1_base64="9gEj3kM9mj3JLoSc8XwrToxOvag=">AAACKnicbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei1BByowUddnixmUFawtNKZn0ThvMZIbkjlCGfo8bf8WNC0Xc+iGmYxe+DgQO59zLzTlhqqRF33/zFhaXlldW19ZLG5tb2zvl3b1bm2RGQFskKjHdkFtQUkMbJSropgZ4HCrohHeXM79zD8bKRN/gJIV+zEdaRlJwdNKg3GQKImSK65ECqgb5cHpCWcxxLLjKW9NqIR1TJrKUsjxlzm4yI0djZKZYGpQrfs0vQP+SYE4qZI7WoPzMhonIYtAoFLe2F/gp9nNuUAoF0xLLLKRc3PER9BzVPAbbz4uoU3rklCGNEuOeRlqo3zdyHls7iUM3OQthf3sz8T+vl2F00c+lTjMELb4ORZmimNBZb3QoDQhUE0e4MNL9lYoxN1yga7fkSgh+R/5Lbk9rwVmtfl2vNKrzOtbIATkkVRKQc9IgV6RF2kSQB/JEXsir9+g9e2/e+9fogjff2Sc/4H18Ar7Up2M=</latexit>hld, P(ld) [ {p}, Ai

(d) transfer(p)

Figure 3.4: Execution plan representations of hybrid workflows’ operational semantics. Each operation
becomes a step in a workflow DAG. The related steps are filled in orange to distinguish them from the
steps of the original workflow, which are left blank.

An execution plan W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′) can contain only four kinds of operations in
S′, corresponding to the four operational semantics described above. The shape of
these steps in terms of their input and output ports is reported in Fig. 3.4. Note
that each step receives one or more location configurations in input and returns
different configurations for the same locations in output. Since DAGs do not allow
feedback loops, this is the only way to represent stateful elements like locations.
Plus, it is worth noting from Fig. 3.4d that the transfer block explicitly propagates
all the locations in T (ls, ld) as outputs, even if the transfer semantics only affect
the configuration of ld. Such forwarding aims at making the locations available for
further transfer or undeploy operations if needed.

Fig. 3.5 shows an example for the hybrid model of Fig. 3.3. Note that in the
example the execute(s) operation is assumed to preserve data tokens related to its
input ports In(s) after execution, but the same plan is valid also in the contrary
case. There can be multiple correct execution plans for a single hybrid workflow
model: a possible strategy to build an execution plan is reported in Algorithm 1.
Since the original workflow DAG is required to be static, it is always possible to:

• remove all the dead paths before building the execution plan, ensuring that
each s ∈ S will be executed at runtime (line 1);

• sort the steps according to a topological order that takes into account their
dependencies (line 2).

The execution plan W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′) is then initialised with empty steps and links
sets, and the location configuration with the proper initial state is added to P ′
for each location l ∈ L (lines 3–8). Then, each step s ∈ S mapped onto a set of
locations l = M(s) generates its sub-plan (lines 9–22). First, it is necessary to
transfer input data for each port p ∈ In(s) to each location li ∈ l (lines 12–19).
Note that, since steps are sorted according to valid execution order, if both the
original workflow DAG and the topology of deployment locations are sound, there
should always be a valid ls at line 13. Even if formal requirements for soundness
will be stated in Sec. 3.2.2, the reader can trust the author that all the examples
presented in this section are correct. Before executing the transfer (line 18), all
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Algorithm 1: A possible strategy for generating an execution plan.

Data:
Hybrid model (W, Γ,M) where W = (S, P, D) is a static DAG.

Result:
Execution plan W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′), again a static DAG.

Procedure:
1 Remove dead paths from W s.t. each step is actually executed.
2 Sort s ∈ S in a topological order according to the dependencies in D.
3 Initialise
4 S′ ← ∅
5 P ′ ← {〈l, ∅, A if l is control else −〉 : l ∈ L}
6 D′ ← ∅
7 W ′ ← (S′, P ′, D′)
8 end
9 For s ∈ S do

10 l←M(s)
11 For li ∈ l do
12 For p ∈ In(s) do
13 For lj ∈ T (ls, li) do
14 if lj is not control then
15 W ′ ← add(W ′, lj

deploy−−−−→ lj)
16 end
17 end

18 W ′ ← add(W ′, T (ls, li)
transfer(p)
−−−−−−−→ T (ls, li))

19 end
20 end

21 W ′ ← add(W ′, l
execute(s)
−−−−−−→ l)

22 end
23 For 〈li,P(li), A〉 ∈ Out(W ′) do
24 if 〈li,P ′(li), I〉 ∈ In(W ′) then
25 W ′ ← add(W ′, li

undeploy−−−−−−→ li)
26 end
27 end
28 W ′ ← optimise(W ′)
29 return W ′

processing locations in T (ls, li) must be activated through a deploy operation (lines
13–17), while control locations are active by default. Finally, line 21 executes step
s, propagating its outputs Out(s) to each location li ∈ l.

Let In(W ) and Out(W ) be the inputs and outputs of a workflow model W =
(S, P,D), i.e.

In(W ) = {p ∈ P : p /∈ Out(s) ∀s ∈ S}
Out(W ) = {p ∈ P : p /∈ In(s) ∀s ∈ S}

(3.10)

When all the steps have been processed, all locations li ∈ Out(W ′) that were
initially inactive are connected to an undeploy operation for deactivation (lines
23–27). Indeed, the idea is that a sound execution plan should restore the initial
state for each involved location. This simple linking strategy for undeploy steps
works well as far as every step s ∈ S′ is actually executed at runtime. In the
presence of dynamic workflows, proper placement of undeploy steps gets far more
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deploy deploy

undeploy

undeploy

s2 s3

s1transfer(p1)

execute(s2)

〈l1, {p1}, A〉

〈l1, {p1}, A〉

〈l1, ∅, I〉

〈l1, ∅, I〉

〈l1, ∅, A〉

execute(s1)

〈ldriver, {p1, p2, p3}, A〉

〈ldriver, {p1, p2, p3}, A〉

〈ldriver, {p1, p2, p3}, A〉

〈ldriver, {p1, p2, p3}, A〉

transfer(p2)

transfer(p3)

execute(s3)

〈ldriver, ∅, A〉

〈l2, ∅, I〉

〈l2, ∅, I〉

〈l2, ∅, A〉

〈l2, {p2}, A〉

〈l2, {p2, p3}, A〉

〈l2, {p2, p3}, A〉

Figure 3.5: Execution plan for the hybrid workflow example of Fig. 3.3. Time flows from top to bottom.
Sub-plans for each step are framed with dashed lines.

complicated. Sec. 3.3.2 contains a brief discussion on this topic. Finally, line 28
optimises the execution plan by removing redundant deploy, undeploy, and transfer
operations. Note that execute operations can never be removed, as they are part of
the original workflow.

As a concrete example, consider the execution plan in Fig. 3.5. Step s1 is mapped
onto the control location ldriver and takes no input. Therefore, the only action in its
sub-plan is an execute(s1), which produces values of ports p1, p2 and p3 on location
ldriver. Step s2 is instead mapped onto the processing location l1, which needs to be
explicitly deployed. Then, its input port p1 must be transferred to location l1. Since
ldriver stores the only copy of p1 and can initiate a connection with l1, a transfer(p1)
operation involving T (ldriver, l1) = {ldriver, l1} is the only feasible option. After that,
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s1

s2 s3

p3p2p1

l1 l2ldriver

(a) Updated hybrid workflow model.

<latexit sha1_base64="TWFY/XkzzXnN3fYTvESDFGzLyNQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5JIUZcFNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3boPMLMRIihX+LGhSJu/RR3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pkTJoxq43nfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/OKy7R8c9LVOFSRdLJtUgRJowKkjXUMPIIFEE8ZCRfji7Lfz+I1GaSvFgsoQEHE0EjSlGxkpjtz7iyEwVzyOSMJnNx27Da3oLwHXil6QBSnTG7tcokjjlRBjMkNZD30tMkCNlKGZkXhulmiQIz9CEDC0ViBMd5Ivgc3hulQjGUtknDFyovzdyxLXOeGgni5h61SvE/7xhauKbIKciSQ0ReHkoThk0EhYtwIgqgg3LLEFYUZsV4ilSCBvbVc2W4K9+eZ30Lpv+VbN132q0m2UdVXAKzsAF8ME1aIM70AFdgEEKnsEreHOenBfn3flYjlaccucE/IHz+QOPHpOg</latexit>

deploy

<latexit sha1_base64="ByP4dtOlp5WSv0JRH1Ml4aCk4Gg=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6rLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0g6dR5iZKCH2U9y4UMStX+LOv3HSZqGtBwYO59zLPXPChFFtPO/bqaytb2xuVbdrO7t7+wdu/bCrZaow6WDJpOqHSBNGBekYahjpJ4ogHjLSC6c3hd97IEpTKe5NlpCAo7GgMcXIWGnk1occmYnieSoikjCZzUZuw2t6c8BV4pekAUq0R+7XMJI45UQYzJDWA99LTJAjZShmZFYbppokCE/RmAwsFYgTHeTz6DN4apUIxlLZJwycq783csS1znhoJ4ugetkrxP+8QWri6yCnIkkNEXhxKE4ZNBIWPcCIKoINyyxBWFGbFeIJUggb21bNluAvf3mVdM+b/mXz4u6i0WqWdVTBMTgBZ8AHV6AFbkEbdAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj8VoxSl3jsAfOJ8/PvKUlw==</latexit>

undeploy

<latexit sha1_base64="MRoeIwoZGdWOZaT3ICD/fp4WolY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeCF48VTFtoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fikrZNMMfRZIhLVDalGwSX6hhuB3VQhjUOBnXByN/c7T6g0T+SjmaYYxHQkecQZNVby9SD3ZoNqza27C5B14hWkBgVag+pXf5iwLEZpmKBa9zw3NUFOleFM4KzSzzSmlE3oCHuWShqjDvLFsTNyYZUhiRJlSxqyUH9P5DTWehqHtjOmZqxXvbn4n9fLTHQb5FymmUHJlouiTBCTkPnnZMgVMiOmllCmuL2VsDFVlBmbT8WG4K2+vE7aV3Xvut54aNSa9SKOMpzBOVyCBzfQhHtogQ8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PZWvJKWZO4Q+czx/FiI6c</latexit>s1<latexit sha1_base64="TWFY/XkzzXnN3fYTvESDFGzLyNQ=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5JIUZcFNy4r2Ae0oUwmk3boPMLMRIihX+LGhSJu/RR3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pkTJoxq43nfTmVjc2t7p7pb29s/OKy7R8c9LVOFSRdLJtUgRJowKkjXUMPIIFEE8ZCRfji7Lfz+I1GaSvFgsoQEHE0EjSlGxkpjtz7iyEwVzyOSMJnNx27Da3oLwHXil6QBSnTG7tcokjjlRBjMkNZD30tMkCNlKGZkXhulmiQIz9CEDC0ViBMd5Ivgc3hulQjGUtknDFyovzdyxLXOeGgni5h61SvE/7xhauKbIKciSQ0ReHkoThk0EhYtwIgqgg3LLEFYUZsV4ilSCBvbVc2W4K9+eZ30Lpv+VbN132q0m2UdVXAKzsAF8ME1aIM70AFdgEEKnsEreHOenBfn3flYjlaccucE/IHz+QOPHpOg</latexit>

deploy
<latexit sha1_base64="627XeCJwgHnrZERX/Ff3qTYp1Qs=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx4rmFZoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsboQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dkobm1vbO+Xdyt7+weFR9fiko5NMMfRZIhL1GFKNgkv0DTcCH1OFNA4FdsPJ7dzvPqHSPJEPZppiENOR5BFn1FjJ14O8MRtUa27dXYCsE68gNSjQHlS/+sOEZTFKwwTVuue5qQlyqgxnAmeVfqYxpWxCR9izVNIYdZAvjp2RC6sMSZQoW9KQhfp7Iqex1tM4tJ0xNWO96s3F/7xeZqKbIOcyzQxKtlwUZYKYhMw/J0OukBkxtYQyxe2thI2poszYfCo2BG/15XXSadS9q3rzvllr1Ys4ynAG53AJHlxDC+6gDT4w4PAMr/DmSOfFeXc+lq0lp5g5hT9wPn8Axw2OnQ==</latexit>s2

<latexit sha1_base64="hQWJEjHZEKf00wu4Whx8dKh/49c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0qMeCF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDVh8MPN6bYWZemEph0HW/nNLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmyTTjPsskYnuhtRwKRT3UaDk3VRzGoeSd8LJ7dzvPHJtRKIecJryIKYjJSLBKFrJN4P8cjao1ty6uwD5S7yC1KBAa1D97A8TlsVcIZPUmJ7nphjkVKNgks8q/czwlLIJHfGepYrG3AT54tgZObPKkESJtqWQLNSfEzmNjZnGoe2MKY7NqjcX//N6GUY3QS5UmiFXbLkoyiTBhMw/J0OhOUM5tYQyLeythI2ppgxtPhUbgrf68l/Svqh7V/XGfaPWrBdxlOEETuEcPLiGJtxBC3xgIOAJXuDVUc6z8+a8L1tLTjFzDL/gfHwDyJKOng==</latexit>

s3

<latexit sha1_base64="ByP4dtOlp5WSv0JRH1Ml4aCk4Gg=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vVJduBovgqiQi6rLgxmUF+4A2lMlk0g6dR5iZKCH2U9y4UMStX+LOv3HSZqGtBwYO59zLPXPChFFtPO/bqaytb2xuVbdrO7t7+wdu/bCrZaow6WDJpOqHSBNGBekYahjpJ4ogHjLSC6c3hd97IEpTKe5NlpCAo7GgMcXIWGnk1occmYnieSoikjCZzUZuw2t6c8BV4pekAUq0R+7XMJI45UQYzJDWA99LTJAjZShmZFYbppokCE/RmAwsFYgTHeTz6DN4apUIxlLZJwycq783csS1znhoJ4ugetkrxP+8QWri6yCnIkkNEXhxKE4ZNBIWPcCIKoINyyxBWFGbFeIJUggb21bNluAvf3mVdM+b/mXz4u6i0WqWdVTBMTgBZ8AHV6AFbkEbdAAGj+AZvII358l5cd6dj8VoxSl3jsAfOJ8/PvKUlw==</latexit>

undeploy

<latexit sha1_base64="ZwQtvvpuMipi+PCyLoujpYjG7iI=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSO4GSxC3YREirosuHFZwT6gDWEynbRDZyZhZiKUEDf+ihsXirj1L9z5N07aLLT1wIXDOfdy7z1hwqjSrvttrayurW9sVraq2zu7e/v2wWFHxanEpI1jFsteiBRhVJC2ppqRXiIJ4iEj3XByU/jdByIVjcW9nibE52gkaEQx0kYK7OMBR3oseaYlEioiMq8nQebl54Fdcx13BrhMvJLUQIlWYH8NhjFOOREaM6RU33MT7WdIaooZyauDVJEE4Qkakb6hAnGi/Gz2QQ7PjDKEUSxNCQ1n6u+JDHGlpjw0ncW9atErxP+8fqqjaz+jIkk1EXi+KEoZ1DEs4oBDKgnWbGoIwpKaWyEeI4mwNqFVTQje4svLpHPheJdO465RazplHBVwAk5BHXjgCjTBLWiBNsDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MW9dscqZI/AH1ucP4w2XGw==</latexit>

transfer(p1)

<latexit sha1_base64="oGKmfUSbJ+wCs10BeGm2ttqusog=">AAACJXicbZA7SwNBEMf34ivGV9TSZjEIFhLuoqiFhWJjGcE8IBfC3mYuWbK3d+zOCeHIl7Hxq9hYGESw8qu4eRRqHFjmx39mmJ1/kEhh0HU/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N2rmzjVHGo8lrFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9HAokBCIxjcTuqNR9BGxOoBhwm0I9ZTIhScoZU6xStfQoi+ZKongcpO5o1OqJ8lM7CpMkunI98CvfG16PXR19P+TrHklt1p0EXw5lAi86h2imO/G/M0AoVcMmNanptgO2MaBZcwKvipgYTxAetBy6JiEZh2Nr1yRI+s0qVhrO1TSKfqz4mMRcYMo8B2Rgz75m9tIv5Xa6UYXrYzoZIUQfHZojCVFGM6sYx2hQaOcmiBcS3sXynvM804WmML1gTv78mLUK+UvfPy2f1Z6fp4bkeeHJBDckw8ckGuyR2pkhrh5Im8kDcydp6dV+fd+Zi15pz5zD75Fc7XNx+gpFc=</latexit>hl1, {p1, p2, p3}, Ai

<latexit sha1_base64="oGKmfUSbJ+wCs10BeGm2ttqusog=">AAACJXicbZA7SwNBEMf34ivGV9TSZjEIFhLuoqiFhWJjGcE8IBfC3mYuWbK3d+zOCeHIl7Hxq9hYGESw8qu4eRRqHFjmx39mmJ1/kEhh0HU/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N2rmzjVHGo8lrFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9HAokBCIxjcTuqNR9BGxOoBhwm0I9ZTIhScoZU6xStfQoi+ZKongcpO5o1OqJ8lM7CpMkunI98CvfG16PXR19P+TrHklt1p0EXw5lAi86h2imO/G/M0AoVcMmNanptgO2MaBZcwKvipgYTxAetBy6JiEZh2Nr1yRI+s0qVhrO1TSKfqz4mMRcYMo8B2Rgz75m9tIv5Xa6UYXrYzoZIUQfHZojCVFGM6sYx2hQaOcmiBcS3sXynvM804WmML1gTv78mLUK+UvfPy2f1Z6fp4bkeeHJBDckw8ckGuyR2pkhrh5Im8kDcydp6dV+fd+Zi15pz5zD75Fc7XNx+gpFc=</latexit>hl1, {p1, p2, p3}, Ai

<latexit sha1_base64="oGKmfUSbJ+wCs10BeGm2ttqusog=">AAACJXicbZA7SwNBEMf34ivGV9TSZjEIFhLuoqiFhWJjGcE8IBfC3mYuWbK3d+zOCeHIl7Hxq9hYGESw8qu4eRRqHFjmx39mmJ1/kEhh0HU/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N2rmzjVHGo8lrFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9HAokBCIxjcTuqNR9BGxOoBhwm0I9ZTIhScoZU6xStfQoi+ZKongcpO5o1OqJ8lM7CpMkunI98CvfG16PXR19P+TrHklt1p0EXw5lAi86h2imO/G/M0AoVcMmNanptgO2MaBZcwKvipgYTxAetBy6JiEZh2Nr1yRI+s0qVhrO1TSKfqz4mMRcYMo8B2Rgz75m9tIv5Xa6UYXrYzoZIUQfHZojCVFGM6sYx2hQaOcmiBcS3sXynvM804WmML1gTv78mLUK+UvfPy2f1Z6fp4bkeeHJBDckw8ckGuyR2pkhrh5Im8kDcydp6dV+fd+Zi15pz5zD75Fc7XNx+gpFc=</latexit>hl1, {p1, p2, p3}, Ai

<latexit sha1_base64="jw8LQodSaHxv9IP2RklKtir8R5E=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXboJFqJuSlKIuC25cVrAPaEOYTG/aoZNJmJmIJWTjr7hxoYhbP8Odf+OkzUJbDwwczrmXuef4MaNS2fa3UVpb39jcKm9Xdnb39g/Mw6OujBJBoEMiFom+jyUwyqGjqGLQjwXg0GfQ86c3ud97ACFpxO/VLAY3xGNOA0qw0pJnngxDrCYiTOERSKIgq0kvbWQXnlm16/Yc1ipxClJFBdqe+TUcRSQJgSvCsJQDx46Vm2KhKGGQVYaJhBiTKR7DQFOOQ5BuOg+QWedaGVlBJPTjypqrvzdSHEo5C309mZ8rl71c/M8bJCq4dlPKYx2Nk8VHQcIsFVl5G9aICiCKzTTBRFB9q0UmWGCidGcVXYKzHHmVdBt157LevGtWW/WijjI6RWeohhx0hVroFrVRBxGUoWf0it6MJ+PFeDc+FqMlo9g5Rn9gfP4ADRmWow==</latexit>

execute(s2)

<latexit sha1_base64="oGKmfUSbJ+wCs10BeGm2ttqusog=">AAACJXicbZA7SwNBEMf34ivGV9TSZjEIFhLuoqiFhWJjGcE8IBfC3mYuWbK3d+zOCeHIl7Hxq9hYGESw8qu4eRRqHFjmx39mmJ1/kEhh0HU/ndzS8srqWn69sLG5tb1T3N2rmzjVHGo8lrFuBsyAFApqKFBCM9HAokBCIxjcTuqNR9BGxOoBhwm0I9ZTIhScoZU6xStfQoi+ZKongcpO5o1OqJ8lM7CpMkunI98CvfG16PXR19P+TrHklt1p0EXw5lAi86h2imO/G/M0AoVcMmNanptgO2MaBZcwKvipgYTxAetBy6JiEZh2Nr1yRI+s0qVhrO1TSKfqz4mMRcYMo8B2Rgz75m9tIv5Xa6UYXrYzoZIUQfHZojCVFGM6sYx2hQaOcmiBcS3sXynvM804WmML1gTv78mLUK+UvfPy2f1Z6fp4bkeeHJBDckw8ckGuyR2pkhrh5Im8kDcydp6dV+fd+Zi15pz5zD75Fc7XNx+gpFc=</latexit>hl1, {p1, p2, p3}, Ai

<latexit sha1_base64="zH/nxCEer+nEe0V58Ohk12phZw8=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFqGLWhIp6lJwo7sKVoWmlMn0Jh2cTMLMjVBCv8KNv+LGhSJuxZ1/4zTNwteBgcM553LnniCVwqDrfjozs3PzC4tLy5WV1bX1jerm1pVJMs2hwxOZ6JuAGZBCQQcFSrhJNbA4kHAd3J5O/Os70EYk6hJHKfRiFikRCs7QSv3qvi8hRF8yFUmgsp974wb1IU5xZAAb9NzXIhqir4tAv1pzm24B+pd4JamREu1+9cMfJDyLQSGXzJiu56bYy5lGwSWMK35mIGX8lkXQtVSxGEwvL84a0z2rDGiYaPsU0kL9PpGz2JhRHNhkzHBofnsT8T+vm2F43MuFSjMExaeLwkxSTOikIzoQGjjKkSWMa2H/SvmQacbRNlmxJXi/T/5Lrg6a3mGzddGqndTLOpbIDtkldeKRI3JCzkibdAgn9+SRPJMX58F5cl6dt2l0xilntskPOO9fJwafTQ==</latexit>

hl1, ;, Ii

<latexit sha1_base64="zH/nxCEer+nEe0V58Ohk12phZw8=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFqGLWhIp6lJwo7sKVoWmlMn0Jh2cTMLMjVBCv8KNv+LGhSJuxZ1/4zTNwteBgcM553LnniCVwqDrfjozs3PzC4tLy5WV1bX1jerm1pVJMs2hwxOZ6JuAGZBCQQcFSrhJNbA4kHAd3J5O/Os70EYk6hJHKfRiFikRCs7QSv3qvi8hRF8yFUmgsp974wb1IU5xZAAb9NzXIhqir4tAv1pzm24B+pd4JamREu1+9cMfJDyLQSGXzJiu56bYy5lGwSWMK35mIGX8lkXQtVSxGEwvL84a0z2rDGiYaPsU0kL9PpGz2JhRHNhkzHBofnsT8T+vm2F43MuFSjMExaeLwkxSTOikIzoQGjjKkSWMa2H/SvmQacbRNlmxJXi/T/5Lrg6a3mGzddGqndTLOpbIDtkldeKRI3JCzkibdAgn9+SRPJMX58F5cl6dt2l0xilntskPOO9fJwafTQ==</latexit>

hl1, ;, Ii

<latexit sha1_base64="4i+PfjQqv2dfHACnfwTONVr3+p4=">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGIQUGnZDUMuAjXYRzAOyIcxO7iaDs7PLzF0hLPkKG3/FxkIRW7Hzb5w8Co0eGDiccy537gkSKQy67peztLyyurae28hvbm3v7Bb29psmTjWHBo9lrNsBMyCFggYKlNBONLAokNAK7i4nfusetBGxusVRAt2IDZQIBWdopV7h1JcQoi+ZGkigspdVxifUhyjBkQE8ode+FoMh+noa6BWKbtmdgv4l3pwUyRz1XuHT78c8jUAhl8yYjucm2M2YRsEljPN+aiBh/I4NoGOpYhGYbjY9a0yPrdKnYaztU0in6s+JjEXGjKLAJiOGQ7PoTcT/vE6K4UU3EypJERSfLQpTSTGmk45oX2jgKEeWMK6F/SvlQ6YZR9tk3pbgLZ78lzQrZe+sXL2pFmuleR05ckiOSIl45JzUyBWpkwbh5IE8kRfy6jw6z86b8z6LLjnzmQPyC87HNyimn04=</latexit>

hl2, ;, Ii

<latexit sha1_base64="4i+PfjQqv2dfHACnfwTONVr3+p4=">AAACFnicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGIQUGnZDUMuAjXYRzAOyIcxO7iaDs7PLzF0hLPkKG3/FxkIRW7Hzb5w8Co0eGDiccy537gkSKQy67peztLyyurae28hvbm3v7Bb29psmTjWHBo9lrNsBMyCFggYKlNBONLAokNAK7i4nfusetBGxusVRAt2IDZQIBWdopV7h1JcQoi+ZGkigspdVxifUhyjBkQE8ode+FoMh+noa6BWKbtmdgv4l3pwUyRz1XuHT78c8jUAhl8yYjucm2M2YRsEljPN+aiBh/I4NoGOpYhGYbjY9a0yPrdKnYaztU0in6s+JjEXGjKLAJiOGQ7PoTcT/vE6K4UU3EypJERSfLQpTSTGmk45oX2jgKEeWMK6F/SvlQ6YZR9tk3pbgLZ78lzQrZe+sXL2pFmuleR05ckiOSIl45JzUyBWpkwbh5IE8kRfy6jw6z86b8z6LLjnzmQPyC87HNyimn04=</latexit>

hl2, ;, Ii

<latexit sha1_base64="c5w6Yhu7XNHOagV3Dwac5ASwARc=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCTbAIdRMSKeqy4MZlBfuANoTJ9KYdOpmEmYlYQjb+ihsXirj1M9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHuZe06QMCqV43wbK6tr6xubla3q9s7u3r55cNiRcSoItEnMYtELsARGObQVVQx6iQAcBQy6weSm8LsPICSN+b2aJuBFeMRpSAlWWvLN40GE1VhEGTwCSRXkdelnbn7umzXHdmawlolbkhoq0fLNr8EwJmkEXBGGpey7TqK8DAtFCYO8OkglJJhM8Aj6mnIcgfSyWYDcOtPK0ApjoR9X1kz9vZHhSMppFOjJ4ly56BXif14/VeG1l1Ge6GiczD8KU2ap2CrasIZUAFFsqgkmgupbLTLGAhOlO6vqEtzFyMukc2G7l3bjrlFr2mUdFXSCTlEduegKNdEtaqE2IihHz+gVvRlPxovxbnzMR1eMcucI/YHx+QMLk5ai</latexit>

execute(s1)

<latexit sha1_base64="FUfgG4ffIZXev4NETujJdX0VfN0=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34tr6qLt0MFqGLWhIp6lJx47KCVaEpZTK9SQcnkzBzI5TQr3Djr7hxoYhbceffOE2z8HVg4HDOudy5J0ilMOi6n87M7Nz8wuLScmVldW19o7q5dWWSTHPo8EQm+iZgBqRQ0EGBEm5SDSwOJFwHt2cT//oOtBGJusRRCr2YRUqEgjO0Ur+670sI0ZdMRRKo7OfeuEF9iFMcGcAGPfW1iIbo6yLQr9bcpluA/iVeSWqkRLtf/fAHCc9iUMglM6bruSn2cqZRcAnjip8ZSBm/ZRF0LVUsBtPLi7PGdM8qAxom2j6FtFC/T+QsNmYUBzYZMxya395E/M/rZhge93Kh0gxB8emiMJMUEzrpiA6EBo5yZAnjWti/Uj5kmnG0TVZsCd7vk/+Sq4Omd9hsXbRqJ/WyjiWyQ3ZJnXjkiJyQc9ImHcLJPXkkz+TFeXCenFfnbRqdccqZbfIDzvsXGn6fRQ==</latexit>

hl1, ;, Ai

(b) Updated execution plan DAG.

Figure 3.6: The same example of Fig. 3.3, but with step s1 mapped onto location l1 instead of ldriver.
Comparison of how such update reflects on the hybrid workflow model and the execution plan DAG.
The sub-plan relative to step s3 remains unchanged, so it is not reported.

step s2 can run on l1, but since it does not produce outputs, it does not affect the
state of l1. Finally, l1 can be undeployed as no other step needs it. The sub-plan
for step s3 is similar.

Note that all transfers involving the same location are forced to be sequential.
For example, all transfer operations involving ldriver depend on each other in Fig. 3.5.
Multiple transfers between the same locations can easily be merged by a generalised
transfer semantics transfer(p), where p = {p1, . . . , pn} is a set of ports s.t. pi ∈ P(ls)
for each pi ∈ p. Plus, if a location can handle multiple simultaneous connections, a
proper WMS implementation can further increase the degree of parallelism.

It is also worth noting how the execution plan fails to explicitly represent the
dependencies between steps and ports initially encoded in the workflow DAG, even
if they somehow resurface at the sub-plans interconnection level. This flaw can make
it hard to directly manage execution plans, as slight and intuitive modifications in
the hybrid workflow model can translate into non-trivial reorganisations of the plan.

Consider, for example, the hybrid model in Fig. 3.6a. It is equal to the one
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in Fig. 3.3, but with step s1 mapped onto l1 instead of ldriver. This update is
straightforward on the hybrid model, but it requires significant modifications to
the execution plan, as inferred from Fig. 3.6b. First, it is necessary to modify
the sub-plan of s1 to deploy l1 before launching the execute operation, but this is
intuitive as the configuration of s1 has been changed on the hybrid model. Then, the
sub-plans of s2 and s3 can be attached by replacing ldriver with l1 in their transfer
operations. Nevertheless, since s2 is executed on the same location as s1, the plan
can be dramatically simplified by removing unnecessary deployment and transfer
operations.

Comparing the suitability of the two syntaxes, i.e. the modelling effort needed
to describe the same workflow [160], it is clear how hybrid models are more user-
friendly than pure execution plans. Still, even if suitability can be a good reason in
itself to adopt a new workflow model [161], pure DAGs have the clear advantages
to be well-known to domain experts, well-studied in literature, and compatible
with whatever WMS on the market. Also, a WMS can provide users with a set of
predefined deploy, undeploy, and transfer blocks for the most common technologies
and scenarios. As an example, the Ystia suite2 adopts this approach to orchestrate
workflows on cloud-HPC infrastructures. The possibility to automatically translate
a static hybrid workflow to an (optimised) execution plan combines the best of two
worlds.

All the models presented in this section were supposed to be sound. However, it
is still unclear how a user (or a WMS) can know if a hybrid model is sound. The
straightforward but not so satisfying answer is: when at least one correct execution
plan exists to enact it. Sec. 3.2.2 formally defines when a hybrid model can be
considered sound and discusses how such property can be statically inferred.

3.2.2 Soundness

Automatic soundness analysis is a fundamental concept in workflow modelling, as a
paradigm made to express large and complex applications cannot rely on runtime
trial and error as the only debugging tool. Given that, the concept of soundness has
been extensively treated in literature for most workflows abstractions, from Petri
Nets and their extensions [162], [163] to dataflow models [164]. This section gives a
formal definition of soundness for hybrid workflow models and their execution plans.

As discussed before, a hybrid workflow aims at augmenting a workflow DAG
with topology awareness. Given that, the soundness of the original DAG cannot
but be a requirement for the soundness of its hybrid counterpart. However, the
way to prove it is strictly related to its semantics and is out of this dissertation’s
scope. In any case, when building an execution plan from a workflow DAG all the
data dependencies between workflow steps must be preserved. Let D (s1, s2) be a

2https://ystia.github.io/
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dependency path, i.e. a sequence of dependencies d1, . . . , dn ∈ D connecting s1 to
sn. In a sound plan, the dependency paths connecting the execute operations in D′
should reflect those connecting the related steps of the original workflow DAG in D.

In a sound binding graph, each step s ∈ S should be mapped onto at least
one location l ∈ L. Otherwise, it is not clear which locations are in charge of its
execution. A WMS can provide a default binding, e.g. to the control location ldriver,
when a user does not explicitly specify it for a step. Conversely, unbound locations
are perfectly admissible: they can still serve as bridges for multi-hop data transfers.

Consider now location topologies. For sure, models requiring unfeasible transfers
cannot be considered sound, as no proper execution plan can be generated for them.
Plus, all execution operations should be feasible, too. According to Theorem 3.2.1,
the latter requirement is satisfied iff there is a control location lc ∈ L able to initiate
a communication with each location li ∈ M(s) for any step s. The feasibility of
transfer operations is more complicated, as it also involves data tokens, but the
exact set of locations storing data from a port p at a given time depends on each
specific execution plan. Still, it is not a realistic option to require an exploration of
the execution plans space to determine the soundness of a model. The following two
statements ensure that, for static DAGs and typical WMS implementations, the
feasibility condition for execute operations is also sufficient to ensure the feasibility
of all transfer operations.

Theorem 3.2.5. Let a hybrid workflow (W,Γ,M) augment a static DAG W =
(S, P,D) and have a single control location lc ∈ L. If there exists a path C (lc, li) for
each location li s.t. li ∈ M(s) for any step s ∈ S, then there exists an execution
plan W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′) in which all transfer operations are feasible.

Proof. Consider the execution plan generation strategy of Algorithm 1. In order to
prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that this strategy always generates an
execution plan in which all transfers are feasible. Consider a port pi ∈ (Out(si) ∩
In(sj)), and let li ∈ M(si) and lj ∈ M(sj). First of all, line 12 requires the
existence of at least one location ls s.t. pi ∈ P(ls). Since steps are topologically
sorted according to their dependencies in D, step sj must be processed after si so
that pi ∈ P(li). Let then ls = li. Since li ∈M(si), then, by hypothesis, there exists
a path C (lc, ls), and since also lj ∈M(sj) there must be a path C (lc, lj), as there is
only one control location lc ∈ L. By Corollary 3.2.2, this is sufficient to prove the
feasibility of the transfer operation.

Corollary 3.2.6. Let a hybrid workflow (W,Γ,M) augment a static DAG W =
(S, P,D) and have a set of control locations lc ⊆ L s.t. there exist a path C (lc, l′c)
for each lc, l

′
c ∈ lc. If there exists a path C (lc, lk) between any lc ∈ lc and each

location lk s.t. lk ∈ M(s) for any step s ∈ S, then there exists an execution plan
W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′) in which all transfer operations are feasible.
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Proof. Since each control location can initiate connections with all the others, the
statement can be trivially proven by combining Corollary 3.2.2 with the fact that,
for each lc, l′c ∈ lc, there exists a path C (lc, lk) iff there exists another path C (l′c, lk)
for any lk ∈ L.

Even if limited to static DAGs, these statements strongly suggest the possibility
that sufficient conditions for the existence of a feasible plan can be inferred directly
from the hybrid workflow model. Guided by this assumption, which for sure needs
to be tested on more general scenarios, the following statement introduces a precise
definition for the soundness of a topology of deployment locations, which only relies
on communication paths.

Definition 3.2.7. Given a hybrid workflow (W,Γ,M), its topology of deployment
locations Γ = (L,C) is sound if, for each port pi ∈ (Out(si) ∩ In(sj)), it contains
at least a control location lc ∈ L s.t. there exist two communication paths C (lc, li)
and C (lc, lj) with li ∈M(si) and lj ∈M(sj). �

Note that the soundness requirement in Def. 3.2.7 is stricter than the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.2.5 and Corollary 3.2.6, as in the former case the control location lc
must be the same location for both (si, li) and (sj , lj). Such requirement is general
enough to cover the (probably purely theoretical) situation in which multiple control
locations cannot communicate with each other. The following statements take into
account all the previous considerations to define soundness for binding graphs and
hybrid workflow models.

Definition 3.2.8. Given a hybrid workflow (W,Γ,M), its mapping relationM :
S → L is sound ifM(s) /= ∅ for every step s ∈ S. �

Definition 3.2.9. Given a hybrid workflow (W,Γ,M), it is sound if the original
workflow model W = (S, P,D) is sound, its topology of deployment locations
Γ = (L,C) is sound, and its mapping relationM : S → L is sound. �

One or more execution plans can be generated to enact a sound hybrid workflow
model at runtime, but only a subset of them is sound. As discussed above, a
sound execution plan W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′) must execute all the steps s ∈ S, and the
dependency paths connecting the related execute operations in D′ must not violate
the dependency paths between the steps themselves in D. Another fundamental
aspect is that all the operations in S′ should be feasible. Otherwise, the plan cannot
be enacted. Plus, a plan that deploys initially inactive processing locations without
undeploying them at the end should also be considered unsound, as it can lead
to undesirable situations. For instance, consider a workflow requesting over half a
thousand VMs to a cloud provider without releasing them after completion. The
formal definition of soundness reported below captures all these considerations.

Definition 3.2.10. Given a sound hybrid model (W,Γ,M), its execution plan
W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′) is sound if:
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1. 〈l,P(l), s〉 ∈ In(W ′) implies that 〈l,P ′(l), s〉 ∈ Out(W ′);

2. each operation s′ ∈ S′ is feasible;

3. for each pair of steps si, sj ∈ S, the existence of a dependency path D (si, sj)
in D implies the existence of D (execute(si), execute(sj)) in D′.

�

Even if limited to static workflows, the following statement establishes a funda-
mental property: there always exists a sound execution plan for a sound hybrid
workflow model.

Theorem 3.2.11. Given a sound hybrid model (W,Γ,M) based on a static workflow
DAG W = (S, P,D), there always exists a sound execution plan W ′ = (S′, P ′, D′)
for it.

Proof. Consider the execution plan generation strategy of Algorithm 1. In order
to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that this strategy always generates a
sound execution plan.

Requirement 1 can be proven by induction. As P ′ is initially populated with
a configuration for each location and no operation can generate new locations,
In(W ′) contains a configuration 〈li,P(li), s〉 for each li ∈ L. If there is no operation
s′ ∈ S′ s.t. li ∈ In(s′), then 〈li,P(li), s〉 ∈ Out(W ′), and Requirement 1 is trivially
satisfied. Otherwise, it is necessary to distinguish between two cases: s = A and
s = I. In the former case, the only operation that can change the state of li is
the undeploy operation, but Algorithm 1 never binds li to an undeploy operation
if 〈li,P(li), A〉 ∈ In(W ′). Conversely, 〈li,P(li), I〉 can only be attached to either a
deploy or an undeploy operation, as transfers and executions require active locations.
Since in Algorithm 1 an undeploy operation is always the last operation involving
a location, either li is directly connected to an undeploy, or it is connected to a
deploy, a (potentially empty) sequence of transfers and executions, and finally an
undeploy. In any case, the undeploy operation returns 〈li,P ′(li), I〉, and no further
operation modify its state, so 〈li,P ′(li), I〉 ∈ Out(W ′).

The proof of Requirement 2 is very similar to the one of Theorem 3.2.5, and it is
therefore omitted. Requirement 3 states that dependency paths between execute
operations in D′ must mimic the dependency paths between the related steps
in D. As Algorithm 1 explicitly sorts the steps in a topological order according
to their dependencies in D, a step sj can never be processed before step si if
there exists a dependency path D (si, sj). Consider a pair of steps si, sj ∈ S and
suppose that exists a dependency path D (si, sj) involving only one port pi s.t.
Out(si)∩ In(sj) = {pi}. LetM(si) contain only location li so that execute(si) adds
pi data to P(li). Before this operation, there was no location 〈li,P(li), A〉 ∈ P ′

s.t. pi ∈ P(li). In addition, since the DAG is static, pi data token cannot be
generated by multiple alternative steps. Consequently, every operation involving pi
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must depend, either directly or indirectly, on the execution of si. Let nowM(sj)
contain only location lj , s.t. the execution of sj only requires pi to be stored on lj .
The execute(sj) operation must then depend on execute(si), directly if li = lj or
indirectly through a transfer if li /= lj . In any case, there always exists a dependency
path D (execute(si), execute(sj)) in D′, satisfying Requirement 3.

The same reasoning can trivially be extended to the case when D (si, sj) contains
one or more intermediate steps, each with one or more involved ports, as it is
sufficient to repeat the proof for every pair of steps sk, sl s.t. Out(sk) ∩ In(sl) /= ∅.
The case when a single step s is bound to multiple locations is also trivial. Indeed,
even if the same data tokens are stored on multiple locations after the execution of
s, this does not affect in any way the temporal dependencies between subsequent
steps executions.

3.3 Advanced topics

The previous sections formally introduced hybrid workflow models for static acyclic
workflows with flat topologies of deployment locations. Being static, these models
represent a perfect ground for unambiguous statements without the need to impose
constraints or limitations on the underlying semantics. Conversely, the current
section deals with more complex but more realistic models with a more relaxed
approach.

The goal here is not to extend the formalism to cover all the features of hybrid
workflows, which would be highly demanding and useless at the same time. Instead,
the current section gives the reader an outlook of possible extensions of the baseline
introduced so far, together with a brief discussion on their advantages and com-
plexities. In particular, Sec. 3.3.1 introduces hierarchical location topologies, while
Sec. 3.3.2 deals with dynamic workflow graphs.

3.3.1 Advanced topologies of deployment locations

In all hybrid models discussed so far, the mapping relation directly links steps with
the locations in charge of executing them. An execution plan cannot prescind from
such detailed information, but some cases could greatly benefit from more abstraction.
Consider, for example, a hybrid model with two equal locations l1, l2 ∈ L and three
steps s1, s2, s3 ∈ S independent of each other. Since the two locations are equal,
they could execute any of the steps, but such a detailed step-location mapping
requires to statically assign two steps to the same location. There are cases in which
a much better strategy would be to assign the three steps to any of the locations
l1 and l2 and let a scheduler automatically decide the single mappings, either at
runtime according to a FIFO policy or at compile time applying some pre-configured
decision rules.
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Location types serve precisely this purpose. In a typed location topology, each
location comes with a type (or even multiple types if necessary), locations of the
same type are considered interchangeable, and the mapping of a step onto a location
type assumes the meaning of “execute the step on any location of the proper type”.
This kind of mapping must necessarily be resolved to a basic step-location mapping
before executing the step so that all the concepts introduced in the previous sections
are still valid. This resolution mechanism can safely be implemented either at
compile time or directly at runtime, but static soundness analysis becomes much
more cumbersome in the latter case.

Notice that the concept of type automatically brings to mind more powerful
techniques, such as inheritance and composition. Here the golden rule is: location
topologies can become as complex as needed, but the more complexity is preserved
at runtime, the more difficult it becomes to validate them for soundness statically.

Another critical aspect concerns deployment and undeployment operations.
Sec. 3.2 introduced semantics in which the deploy and undeploy granularity is
the single location, but in actual implementations, there are cases in which the unit
of deployment is a group of locations. Consider, for example, Kubernetes Pods,
which can be composed of multiple and heterogeneous containers that are forced to
co-exist for their entire life-cycle.

In order to represent such settings, multiple locations can be gathered in de-
ployment groups, which represent the units of deployment for a location topology.
This concept needs extended operational semantics, which are reported below for a
deployment group l = {l1, . . . , ln}.{

〈li,P(li),−〉 : li ∈ l
} deploy−−−−→

{
〈li,P(li), A〉 : li ∈ l

}
(3.11){

〈li,P(li),−〉 : li ∈ l
} undeploy−−−−−→

{
〈li, ∅, I〉 : li ∈ l

}
(3.12)

All the properties and theorems discussed in previous sections remain valid with
deployment groups. The only thing that could look problematic at first glance is the
proper placement of undeploy operations in an execution plan, but since Eq. (3.12)
depends on all the involved locations, there is no risk of early deactivations.

As a final note, introducing both deployment groups and typed locations in a
hybrid model is perfectly fine, and StreamFlow does precisely that (see Chapter 4).
In this setting, it is necessary to distinguish three different layers in a location
topology: the units of deployment, represented by the deployment groups, the units
of mapping, i.e. the location types, and the units of scheduling, i.e. the single
locations.

3.3.2 Dynamic and cyclic workflows

Sec. 3.1 introduced hybrid models for acyclic workflows, and Sec. 3.2.1 further
constrained them to be static when dealing with execution plans. On the other
hand, realistic workflows usually contain more complex constructs, such as choices
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and iterations with conditions depending on runtime data. It is then crucial to ensure
that hybrid models can be coupled with more general workflows, but unfortunately
the way to do it cannot prescind from the specific semantics of the workflow model.

Static workflows are never a problem, not even when they contain cycles. Indeed,
a cycle can easily be unrolled into a DAG at compile time when the number of
iterations can be determined a priori. Conversely, the way to resolve dynamic
constructs varies from one representation to the other. Consider, for example, a
port pi ∈ P and two different steps si, sj ∈ S s.t. pi ∈ (In(si) ∩ In(sj)). In that
case, a model can adopt XOR semantics, executing either si or sj , and it can choose
the candidate step randomly or according to a specific policy, implementing an
Exclusive choice or a Deferred choice pattern [165]. This is what happens typically
with Petri Nets [29]. Another model, such as the CWL dataflow model [14], can
instead rely on AND semantics (implementing a Parallel split pattern), propagating
a copy of the token to both si and sj , while a third model can completely disallow
a configuration with multiple steps depending on the same port.

Another important aspect, which is again related to the specific workflow model,
is the discarded step of a conditional branch. Most models skip the related steps
and the whole set of their successors, which are not executed. However, for instance,
CWL propagates a null value to the outputs of a discarded sub-workflow so that if
a step sj depends on another step si and si is discarded, sj is still executed, perhaps
with a default input value. The same reasoning applies to the stopping conditions
of non-determinate iterative branches.

On the one hand, imposing specific requirements on the workflow models seman-
tics would strongly and unnecessarily limit the field of application of the proposed
approach. On the other hand, an overarching analysis of its compatibility with
all the existing workflow models is beyond the scope of this work, whose aim is
introducing the general idea of hybrid workflows and not doing a roundup of their
subtleties. Nevertheless, there is room for some general considerations, starting
from dynamic settings.

The main issue with dynamic conditions is to find a proper way to handle
deployments and undeployments in an execution plan. Indeed, some of the steps
can be skipped in a dynamic workflow, leaving the entire branch of successors
unexecuted when the workflow ends. Suppose that a step si belongs to one of these
branches and that it is the unique step bound to a location li ∈ L. Deployment
operational blocks, as conceived in Sec. 3.2.1, do not accept any input dependency
other than the location to deploy. As a consequence, li should always be deployed,
even when si is not executed.

The reverse situation, i.e. when the successor of an unexecuted step should
undeploy an active location li, is also problematic. Indeed, it violates Requirement 1
for execution plans soundness (see Def. 3.2.10). The introduction of conditional
deployment and undeployment blocks can seem a trivial solution, but it requires
specifying semantics for conditions, which cannot but depend on the semantics of
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the coupled workflow. Another strategy could be to build a different execution plan
for each static version of the execution flow, but there are cases in which this is
either unfeasible or too complex to be managed in a reasonable amount of time.

Dynamic loops present similar issues: a loop with no iterations is equal to a
discarded branch in a condition, and the loop termination logic contains nothing but
another condition. Plus, care must be taken to place undeploy steps outside loop
iterations. Otherwise, still necessary ports could be deleted, violating Requirement 2
of Def. 3.2.10. However, hybrid cyclic workflows require far deeper thought, as more
subtle issues are to be faced. For instance, should different iterations of the same
step be forced to run on the same location li, or can a runtime mapping operation
modify the model according to some logic?

Note that the presence of dynamic workflows only affects static soundness analysis
and compatibility with standard WMSs, as a topology-aware WMS can always
generate an execution plan incrementally at runtime. Still, a further investigation of
dynamic models is a must. In this thesis, the hybrid workflows approach is coupled
with two paradigms: the CWL standard (see Sec. 4.1.5) and the literate computing
(see Sec. 5.3). The former adopts a dataflow model with conditional branches, while
the latter is inherently sequential, but none of them is iterative. Coupling hybrid
workflows with a non-DAG paradigm is an unescapable path for future research.
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Chapter 4

StreamFlow

The StreamFlow framework1 has been created as runtime support for hybrid acyclic
workflows on multi-container environments [13]. The interested reader is referred to
Chapter 3 and Sec. 2.4.2 for a detailed discussion of such concepts. Being focused on
the execution phase, StreamFlow does not offer any intrinsic way to model workflows.
Instead, it has been designed to seamlessly integrate with external coordination
semantics, allowing users to augment existing workflows with hybrid capabilities.
In particular, it is fully compliant with the CWL open standard. The same design
concept applies to most supported execution environments, which are described
in an external, well-known format whenever such format exists (e.g. Helm2 charts
for Kubernetes deployments or Slurm scripts for HPC workloads). This chapter
details the StreamFlow implementation (Sec. 4.1) and evaluates it, both in terms of
programmability and performances, with two real applications in the domains of
Bioinformatics and DL (Sec. 4.2).

4.1 Implementation

The StreamFlow framework’s logical stack is depicted in Fig. 4.1. It should be
clear from the higher portion of the figure that a StreamFlow execution needs three
different types of inputs: workflow descriptions, location topology descriptions, and a
StreamFlow file with the step-location mapping (Sec. 4.1.1). Such mapping relation
translates into an MTSC pattern by default, but StreamFlow can be explicitly
configured to adopt any task-container mapping pattern (Sec. 4.1.2). The first
operational step is a translation of an external workflow format into StreamFlow’s
internal representation. Currently, only CWL-based workflows are supported, but
the integration with additional design tools and formats is in plans (Sec. 4.1.3).
Before actually executing a step, it is necessary to deploy the related location. The

1https://streamflow.di.unito.it
2https://helm.sh/
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Figure 4.1: StreamFlow framework’s logical stack. Coloured portions refer to existing technologies, while
white ones are directly part of StreamFlow’s codebase. In particular, the yellow area is related to the
definition of the workflow’s dependency graph, while the blue area refers to the execution environments.

DeploymentManager component has precisely the role of deploying locations when
needed and destroying them as soon as they become useless (Sec. 4.1.4). The
Scheduler component is then in charge of selecting the best locations to execute
each step while guaranteeing that all requirements are satisfied. Each step can
generate one or more jobs, i.e. runtime command instances running on top of their
assigned locations to process a given input-output data partition (Sec. 4.1.5). Finally,
the DataManager component, which knows where each job’s input and output data
reside, must ensure that each location can access all the data dependencies required
to complete the assigned job, performing data transfers only when necessary (Sec.
4.1.6).

4.1.1 The StreamFlow file

When launching a StreamFlow execution from the Command Line Interface (CLI),
its only argument is the path of a YAML file, conventionally called streamflow.yml.
The crucial role of that file is to map each workflow step onto the location that
should execute it. Moreover, to ensure this mapping is unambiguous, each location
and each step should be uniquely identifiable.

In order to effectively represent complex location topologies, StreamFlow relies
on a three-level hierarchical format (see Sec. 3.3.1). Each deployment group, called
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Listing 4.1: StreamFlow file format
"version": "v1.0",
# Workflow descriptions
"workflows": {

"workflow-name": {
"cwl-example": {

"type": "cwl", # Only the CWL type is supported
"config": {

# Pointers to the CWL workflow description files
"file": "example.cwl",
"settings": "input-values.yml"

},
"bindings": [

{
# Posix-based name of the selected workflow step
"step": "/step1",
"target": {

# Model-service pair where the step must run
"model": "model-name",
"service": "service-name",
# The step requires 2 instances of the selected service
"locations": 2,

}
}

]
}

}
},
# Model descriptions
"models": {

"model-name": {
"type": "docker" | "singularity" | "docker-compose" | "helm" | "ssh" | "occam" | "slurm" | "...",
"external": "true" | "false",
"config": {

# This schema depends on the selected model type
...

}
}

}

model, is managed independently by a dedicated implementation of a Connector
interface, which acts as a proxy for the underlying orchestration library. Models
constitute the units of deployment, as all their components are always co-allocated
when one of them executes a step. A single model can include multiple location
types, called services. Services are the units of mapping, as StreamFlow users can
map each workflow step with a single service for execution. Finally, multiple replicas
of the same service can coexist in a given model. Each service can then refer to one
or more running instances, called locations3, which constitute the units of scheduling.
Indeed, each step can be offloaded to a configurable number of locations to be
processed.

This section describes the StreamFlow file syntax and the strategies adopted
to guarantee naming uniqueness. Listing 4.1 reports a commented example of a
StreamFlow file to help the reader follow the discussion. Interested readers can find

3Locations were called resources in the original StreamFlow article [13]. Nevertheless, the term resources is
commonly used to indicate hardware resources (e.g. cores, memory and disk space) provided by each unit in
an execution environment. Therefore, their name has been changed to avoid potential ambiguities.
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the complete and authoritative specification of the StreamFlow file format in the
official JSON Schema document4.

A valid StreamFlow file contains the version number (which currently only accepts
the v1.0 value) and two main sections: workflows and models. The workflows
section consists of a dictionary of uniquely named workflow specifications, i.e. objects
containing three fields: the type field identifies which language has been used to
describe the workflow; the config field includes the paths to the files containing
such descriptions; the bindings list contains the step-service mapping relations.

Many WMSs and coordination languages on the market express workflows as
nested dependency graphs, in which each node can refer to either a simple step or a
nested sub-workflow. Therefore, StreamFlow adopts a Posix-like naming scheme,
mapping simple steps to files and sub-workflows to folders. In particular, the most
external workflow description is mapped onto the root folder. This scheme allows
for easy and unambiguous identification of steps, given that there exists an intuitive
way to assign a name to each step in the workflow’s graphical structure and that this
name has the univocity constraint required by a typical file system representation.
Fortunately, most coordination languages on the market satisfy these requirements,
and the CWL standard is not an exception.

The models section contains a dictionary of uniquely named model specifications,
i.e. objects with two distinct fields: the type field identifies which Connector imple-
mentation should be used for its creation, destruction and management; the config
field contains a dictionary with configuration parameters for the corresponding
Connector.

Usually, the config parameters are directly extracted from the tools used to
interact with the underlying orchestration library (e.g. the helm CLI for Helm
charts or the docker-compose CLI for Docker Compose). A user who is familiar
with these libraries can easily understand the StreamFlow format. The best way to
unambiguously identify services in a model strictly depends on the model specifica-
tion itself. For instance, in Docker Compose models, it is sufficient to take a key
in the services dictionary, while for Kubernetes and Helm, the user is explicitly
required to fill in the name attribute of each container in a Pod template with a
unique identifier.

The format adopted for the bindings list takes into account all previous con-
siderations on unambiguous identification of steps and services. Each list element
contains a target object, with a (model, service) pair that uniquely identifies
a service and a step attribute containing a path in the aforementioned Posix-
based naming scheme. A step can also be bound to multiple locations through the
locations numeric field, which defaults to 1. If the path resolves to a folder, i.e.
to a sub-workflow, the same target is applied recursively in the file system hierarchy

4https://raw.githubusercontent.com/alpha-unito/streamflow/master/streamflow/config/schemas/
v1.0/config_schema.json
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unless a more specific configuration, i.e. another entry in the bindings list with a
deeper path in its step field, overrides it. Bindings can also be grouped, i.e. a single
element of the bindings list can, in turn, be a list of bindings. These groups model
step-to-step bindings, translating themselves into co-allocations of the involved steps
and locations at runtime.

4.1.2 Task-container mapping patterns

Since models are not redeployed after each step execution when multiple steps
are bound to the same service, StreamFlow implements by default an MTSC
pattern. This design choice minimises data transfers to achieve better performances,
seamlessly reusing all the outputs stored on the ephemeral portion of a container file
system. As a drawback, it gives up the clean and consistent execution environment
commonly provided by containers, which can be problematic if traces left by previous
jobs can have unexpected effects on the next ones.

If an STSC pattern is required, it can be induced by adding a recycle directive to
a binding entry in the StreamFlow file. Such directive induces a redeployment of the
related service before executing a job. In this case, StreamFlow will automatically
handle all required data transfers, ensuring that at least one copy of each job output
is stored in a persistent location before deleting the container.

If a single step is mapped onto multiple locations, StreamFlow implements an
STMC pattern, executing the related job only on the first location. An additional
STREAMFLOW_HOSTS environment variable contains the comma-separated list of allo-
cated hostnames. This strategy allows for straightforward compatibility with the
standard launcher-based SPMD libraries, such as MPI.

Finally, even if the CWL standard alone cannot explicitly describe co-allocations,
the MTMC pattern can be expressed with the help of step-to-step bindings, forcing
the co-allocation of multiple steps and their related locations.

4.1.3 The WMS integration layer

As stated before, one of the design choices for the StreamFlow approach is to rely on
existing coordination languages instead of coming with yet another way to describe
workflow models. In particular, it is fully compliant with the CWL open standard.
Being a fully declarative language, CWL is far simpler to understand than its
Make-like or dataflow-oriented alternatives. Moreover, some existing WMSs provide
at least a partial compatibility with CWL format, even when it is not their primary
coordination language. Last but not least, the CWL’s reference implementation,
called cwltool5, is written in Python, allowing StreamFlow to use the official library
to obtain a compiled workflow representation and handle some complex aspects of
the standard (e.g. the evaluation of inline JavaScript code).

5https://github.com/common-workflow-language/cwltool
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Figure 4.2: StreamFlow framework’s layered dataflow model. Yellow blocks refer to the CWL runtime
library’s workflow representations, called cwltool, while the white ones are internal representations
adopted by the different layers of the StreamFlow framework.

CWL semantics can be used to describe a workflow through a declarative JSON
or YAML syntax, written in one or more files with .cwl extension. Optionally, an
additional configuration file contains a list of input parameters to initialise a workflow
execution. The cwltool library natively translates the CWL semantics in a low-
level macro dataflow graph [166] and implements multi-threaded runtime support.
Nevertheless, even if CWL is the primary coordination language in StreamFlow, it is
still worthwhile to avoid too tight coupling between CWL logics and the StreamFlow
runtime to support additional coordination languages in the future if needed.

For this reason, the StreamFlow framework adopts a layered dataflow model [66],
as depicted in Fig. 4.2. First, a Translator component compiles the CWL dataflow
semantics into an internal macro dataflow graph representation. Notice that this
representation supports much broader semantics, including loops, stream-based input
ports and from-any activation policies. This double step in the compilation process
can ensure an adequate decoupling of the StreamFlow’s workflow representation
to any specific coordination language, making it easier to include new languages
in the future. On the other hand, a strongly modular structure of the code allows
the co-existence of a robust core implementation of the dataflow model with some
CWL-specific components (e.g. a CWLTokenProcessor object in charge of build
tokens from raw output data), enabling full CWL support.

CWL workflows are not entirely static, as they support conditional branches
through the when directive. As mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2, a null value is propagated
to the outputs of a discarded sub-workflow so that the resulting token still activates
subsequent steps while skipping the internal ones. This aspect can be problematic
for the proper treatment of undeploy operations in an execution plan. However,
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the issue can trivially be solved by introducing conditional deploy and undeploy
semantics so that the related operations are executed only when the branch condition
is satisfied.

When dealing with explicit parallel semantics, whether data-parallel constructs
as Scatter/Gather or stream-parallel patterns like pipeline executions, the same
node of a dataflow graph can be executed multiple times. Therefore, the runtime
support needs a lower, parallelism-aware layer that represents each workflow step as
the set of its execution units. In StreamFlow, such execution units are called jobs
and are the only entities directly visible to the underlying runtime components for
scheduling, execution and fault tolerance purposes. The unique parallel execution
pattern natively included in CWL standard is the scatter, in which a list of input
data is partitioned among multiple, identical tasks that can be executed in parallel
by multiple nodes. Still, in principle, the StreamFlow runtime can support stream
processing pipelines, as the related parallel patterns can be trivially implemented
through token-pushing semantics.

The StreamFlow control plane implements a master-worker pattern, i.e. a
centralised control node manages all the aspects of workflow executions, including
data transfers, jobs scheduling, and fault tolerance. Regarding availability and
performance, the pros and cons of such design choice are discussed in detail in
Sec. 4.1.6.

4.1.4 Model life-cycle management

In StreamFlow, the model deployment and the subsequent step execution happen
in two distinct phases, leaving the models’ life-cycle management to an external
orchestration library whenever possible. This strategy allows StreamFlow users to
rely on all the orchestration features provided by a mature product (e.g. autoscal-
ing, restarting policies, affinity-based scheduling) without additional constraints.
Moreover, they can adopt the original deployment description language, avoiding
the extra effort needed to learn a new syntax.

As discussed in Sec. 3.2.1, deployment and undeployment steps can be explicitly
embedded in an execution plan DAG. A potential drawback of this approach is
that, since deployment steps have no dependencies, a standard scheduler will try to
execute them as soon as possible, according to an eager allocation strategy. Some
models can be up and running long before they are needed in this setting, wasting
both energy and money. Even worse, in the case of conditional branches, a model
could be deployed and never be used. For such reasons, StreamFlow adopts a
more practical lazy approach, letting a model be deployed by the first fireable step
requiring it.

Since a single model instance can execute multiple steps, a consensus strategy is
needed when concurrent steps require the same model. Centralising the deployment
and life-cycle management to a unique DeploymentManager component is undoubt-
edly the easiest way to guarantee consensus. The Unified Modeling Language (UML)
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deploy(model_config: ModelConfig): Connector
get_connector(model_name: String): Connector
undeploy(model_name: String)
undeploy_all()

<<interface>>
DeploymentManager

Figure 4.3: UML class diagram for the DeploymentManager interface.

copy(src: String,
         dst: String,
         locations: List<String>,
         kind: ConnectorCopyKind,
         soure_remote: Optional<String>)
deploy()
get_available_locations(service: String): List<String>
run(location: String,
       command: List<String>,
       environment: Optional<Map<String, String>>,
       workdir: Optional<String>,
       capture_output: Optional<Boolean>): Any
undeploy()

<< interface >>

Connector

Figure 4.4: UML class diagram for the Connector interface.

diagram of this component is reported in Fig. 4.3. Being unique and centralised, it
can easily handle multiple concurrent deployment requests, i.e. calls to the deploy
method, by deploying each model once and returning a pointer to each caller.

Under the hood, the DeploymentManager asynchronously offloads the actual
orchestration operations to an underlying library through a pluggable implementation
of the Connector interface, whose UML diagram is shown in Fig. 4.4. This design
adheres to the separation of concerns principle, providing an easy way to add support
for additional infrastructures if required. Several Connector implementations come
out of the box with StreamFlow, supporting Docker and Singularity containers,
Docker Compose files, Helm charts, SSH-accessible machines, queue-based HPC
workload managers (Slurm and PBS), and Occam, the Docker-based supercomputing
centre of Università di Torino [126].

As discussed in Sec. 3.2.1, a model should be undeployed as soon as the last
task needing it has been completed. This logic is relatively easy to implement when
dealing with static coordination models as CWL, but things get more complicated
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in the dynamic setting. Probably the best strategy for the second case would be to
set a grace period, after which the model is undeployed if no new step requires it.

For now, in dynamic scenarios, StreamFlow undeploys all models at the end of
the entire workflow execution through the undeploy_all method. Moreover, the
same method is invoked in case of unrecoverable failures. This approach is very
straightforward, but it can lead to resource wastes if some models remain unused
for a long time.

Finally, there are some cases in which a workflow step should be executed on a
given target location, but the life-cycle of such location is managed externally by
an independent orchestration infrastructure. In those cases, StreamFlow can be
instructed to skip deployment and undeployment phases for a model by marking it
as external in the StreamFlow file.

4.1.5 Workflow scheduling

The workflow scheduling strategy is a fundamental component of a WMS, mainly
for the significant impact on the overall execution performances. It is common
for WMSs to allow users to specify some minimum hardware requirements for a
step, e.g., the number of cores or the amount of memory. Such requirements are
generally configurable using optional parameters in the coordination language, while
the actual mapping on top of adequate worker nodes is left to the specific executor
implementation.

It is much easier for a scheduling algorithm to work with homogeneous location
pools, in which all the nodes have the same characteristics in terms of cores, memory,
network and persistence. Nevertheless, different steps can require diverse resources
in a real scenario, resulting in sub-optimal workloads for homogenous pools. The
case of hybrid workflows is even more complicated. The non-uniform data access
makes data locality a crucial aspect in scheduling optimisation. Plus, it is no longer
true that a job can be executed on any worker node equipped with enough hardware.

In StreamFlow, the services exposed by each model can be identified as capabilities,
and a job can be executed on top of it only if all its requirements are satisfied.
StreamFlow straightforwardly manages this association by identifying each location
type with a single service and specifying which service is required by each step
(through the bindings list described in Sec. 4.1.1).

The model life-cycle is managed by an external orchestration library, so that
resources can either be inferred from the environment description file or obtained
by querying the orchestrator’s control plane. The step-related resource constraints
(specified in the workflow description) and the requirement-capability associations
(i.e. mapping relations specified in the StreamFlow file) are then directly managed
by the Scheduler component when selecting the target location.

Even if only a single target service can be specified for each step, multiple
replicas of the same service could exist at the same time and, if the underlying
orchestrator provides auto-scaling features, their number could also change in
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get_location(job: Job,
                      available_locations: List<String>,
                      jobs: Map<String, JobAllocation>,
                      locations: Map<String, LocationAllocation>
                     ): Optional<String>

<< interface >>
Policy

Figure 4.5: UML class diagram for the Policy interface.

time. Extracting the list of compatible locations for a given step (by calling the
get_available_locations method of the appropriate Connector instance) and
applying a scheduling policy to find the best target are Scheduler component’s
responsibilities.

Given the very complex nature of the execution environments managed by
StreamFlow, it is improbable that a universally best scheduling strategy exists.
Indeed, many factors (e.g. costs, computing power, data locality, load balancing)
can affect workflow execution efficiency. For this reason, StreamFlow implements a
Policy interface to allow users to implement their custom strategies.

As can be seen from the UML class diagram shown in Fig. 4.5, the Policy interface
only contains a single method, called get_location, with four input arguments: the
job argument, containing a characterisation of the current job in terms of resource
requirements and data dependencies; the available_locations argument, which
is the list of all the locations which satisfy the requirement-capability association for
the current step; the list of previously allocated jobs and the respective involved
locations, to support load-balancing features.

The StreamFlow Scheduler component processes fireable steps according to a
simple FIFO order, with no support for preemption. Moreover, since each scheduling
policy can only process one task at a time, all those strategies requiring global
knowledge of the tasks queue (e.g. the various flavours of backfilling or a “shortest
job first” approach) cannot currently be implemented. Even if this can result in
sub-optimal scheduling solutions, the proposed approach drastically reduces the
implementation complexity.

A very general scheduling policy, serving as a default strategy, comes out of
the box with StreamFlow. When a step becomes fireable, the algorithm iterates
over all available locations, starting from those containing at least one of its data
dependencies to privilege data locality. Then, it reserves the first one that does
not contain jobs in the running state and satisfies all the constraints. If the search
fails, the task is inserted into a waiting queue: a new scheduling attempt will be
performed as soon as a running job notifies its termination.
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transfer_data(src: String,
                       src_job: Optional<Job>,
                       dst: String,
                       dst_job: Optional<Job>,
                       symlink_if_possible: Boolean)

<<interface>>
DataManager

Figure 4.6: UML class diagram for the DataManager interface.

4.1.6 Data transfers

Hybrid workflow executions make it necessary to waive the comfort brought by a
globally shared data space, leaving to the WMS the task of explicitly moving the data
whenever required. Since large data transfers are very time-consuming operations,
especially for long distances and in the absence of dedicated high-throughput
communication networks, the WMS should always select the best communication
channel between two endpoints and avoid unnecessary data movements.

As mentioned in Sec. 4.1.3, StreamFlow adopts a star topology of deployment
locations (see Sec. 3.1.1), i.e. it implements a master-worker pattern for the control
plane, where the driver acts as the master [167], [168]. The reader’s first impression
could be that imposing a star topology is a substantial limitation to the flexibility
of a hybrid workflow model. Indeed, in principle, it can describe any topology and
statically validate its soundness.

In reality, such topology is much less limiting than it could appear. Despite
some potential performance and robustness issues of the centralised control plane,
the master-worker is a widely adopted pattern for the runtime support of parallel
and distributed systems. Indeed, a centralised architecture makes it possible to
effectively maintain a coherent global knowledge of the system, simplifying the
implementation of algorithms for task graphs unfolding, scheduling, load-balancing,
and fault-tolerance [169], [170].

Indeed, the master-worker pattern is adopted by many WMSs and task-based
parallel libraries, such as Makeflow [53], Pegasus [42], COMPSs [62], HyperLoom
[60], and other well-known systems, such as Kubernetes and Apache Spark [57]. In
reality, most of the weaknesses of the master-worker schema can be mitigated with
little efforts, such as excluding the master from large data exchanges by allowing
direct data movements among workers. This task can be done directly by the WMS
(as in COMPSs) or by delegating data transfers to external software, e.g. HTCondor
(as in Pegasus and Makeflow).

This solution is also adopted in StreamFlow, where a DataManager component,
whose UML diagram is in Fig. 4.6, has been designed to orchestrate data transfers,
avoid redundant movements, and keep the driver outside the data path whenever
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possible. In particular, transfers can always be avoided when both tasks run on
the same location, but this can also happen when two locations share a data space
(e.g. a persistent volume) or if a step explicitly performs a data transfer before
completing. The transfer_data method investigates the actual need for a transfer
by checking if the destination path exists on the target service and computing
digests of both source and destination paths. If the destination path does not exist
or digests are different, then a data movement is unavoidable.

Plus, two locations in the same model could directly communicate through a
channel, removing the need for a double copy operation through the control plane.
For example, since all Occam nodes share the /archive and /scratch portions of
the file system, only a local copy on the target location is required to transfer a data
dependency in one of such folders. Such optimisations are managed by the copy
method of the corresponding Connector implementation. Conversely, locations
belonging to different models are supposed to be independent of each other, so they
always communicate through the driver.

Notice that the star topology adopted by StreamFlow is only the upper layer
of a hierarchical topology. Indeed, the driver location is supposed to communicate
directly with each model through a Connector interface, but this does not imply
that the driver location must directly communicate with every location in a model.
Instead, each Connector implementation can rely on local communication channels
to implement multi-step connections or even nested connections through inner
Connector instances, e.g., offloading tasks to a Docker container running on top of
a VM exposing an SSH port.

Summing up, the only actual limitations of this approach are the absence of
inter-model channels and the single point of failure represented by the single driver
location. Improvements in both directions are currently under development and
represent a crucial plan for the StreamFlow evolution. In particular, additional
communication channels can easily be modelled by users in a dedicated section of
the StreamFlow file. At the same time, the master-worker pattern can be made
robust by replicating the master using a third-party distributed coherent database,
as it happens with etcd in the Kubernetes control plane.

4.2 Evaluation

The current section describes the experimental evaluation of the StreamFlow ap-
proach on two real scientific pipelines in the fields of Bioinformatics and DL. In
particular, Sec. 4.2.1 shows how hybrid workflows can free HPC facilities from pro-
cessing the low demanding steps of an RNA sequencing pipeline, offloading them to
cheaper cloud locations without significantly increasing the overall time-to-solution.
Then, Sec. 4.2.2 seamlessly offloads a highly parallel and computationally demanding
DNN hyperparameter search to a large HPC facility, while the other steps of a
complex DL pipeline are processed by a single cloud VM.
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4.2.1 Single-cell RNA sequencing

This section showcases the advantages of hybrid workflows’ flexibility, allowing users
to choose the best target location for each step. The selected use case is a pipeline
for single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq). The idea behind the scRNA-seq
technique is to isolate single cells through microfluidic approaches by capturing
their transcripts through emulsion droplets loaded with chemical reagents and
generating sequencing libraries in which the transcripts are tagged to track their
cell of origin. One of the most popular platforms for single-cell analysis, marketed
by 10X Genomics, can analyse from 500 to 20,000 cells in each run. Combined
with high-throughput sequencing producing billions of reads, scRNA-seq allows the
assessment of fundamental biological properties of cells populations and biological
systems at unprecedented resolution. The problem with this technique is the noise,
which is exaggerated by the need for very high amplification from the small amounts
of RNA found in each cell. Denoising the data and estimating an adequate amount
of sequencing reads covering each gene in the cell is crucial to define a reliable RNA
count matrix, representing how many transcripts have been captured for each cell
and each gene.

The count matrix creation is performed according to the adopted scRNA-seq
experimental technology and the used sequencing approach. For example, consider
a typical 10X Genomics experiment followed by an Illumina Novaseq sequencing.
The first part of the analysis is performed by a tool called CellRanger [171], which
deals with two substeps: the creation of the fastq files (the raw sequences of the
four bases, called reads) from the flowcell provided in output by the sequencer and
the alignment of the reads against the reference genome, counting for each gene
how many reads have been captured. Once the count matrix has been computed, a
quantitative analysis of the results is performed: cells with similar transcriptomic
profiles are clustered and characterised according to some reference databases. This
operation can be performed using ad-hoc software developed in Python or R. This
pipeline uses two main R packages to analyse the count matrix: Seurat [172], [173]
for normalisation, dimensionality reduction and clustering of cells, and SingleR [174]
for labelling the clusters, i.e. identifying the cell type according to public single-cell
data annotation databases.

The pipeline relies on a published dataset [175] concerning Gene Editing in
Hematopoietic Stem Cell as a test case. In particular, this dataset was produced
to compare the efficiency of different gene-editing approaches and, for this reason,
the whole experiment is composed of 6 different single-cell samples sequenced inde-
pendently. This complex experimental design resulted in a particularly challenging
and time-consuming dataset, making a flexible, automated and scalable WMS
particularly desirable.

This section describes two experiments with two different combinations of Occam
and Helm environments. Fig. 4.7 provides a graphical representation of the hybrid
workflow model for a single-cell pipeline. The workflow dependency graph is a simple
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Figure 4.7: Dependency graph and model bindings for the single-cell workflow. In this case, the first
step creates six different sequences, which can then be processed independently of each other for the
remaining three steps.

DAG with four different steps, while the topology contains two distinct location
types (i.e. container images): a CellRanger image for the first two steps and an R
image with Seurat, SingleR, and their dependencies for the last two steps.

The first step produces six outputs, which can be processed independently by
the rest of the pipeline. In CWL, this can be easily implemented using the scatter
directive, which generates six jobs for each related step. Since these jobs cannot be
executed in a distributed fashion, the maximum number of nodes from which the
workflow execution can take some benefit is equal to the fan-out of the initial parallel
split. Therefore, if enough hardware resources are available, the best strategy would
be to allocate six locations of each type, implementing an MTSC mapping (see
Sec. 2.4.2).

A hybrid workflow model can be beneficial to perform a data preprocessing phase
on a dedicated HPC structure before moving data to the cloud to complete the
remaining steps. Indeed, in the examined case, the total size of the initial data is
almost 60GB, but modern sequencing machines can achieve 10 billion sequences
per flowcell, corresponding to about 3TB of data. Plus, the cellranger count
command requires a pretty high amount of resources to be performed: the official
documentation reports 8 cores and 32GB of memory as minimum requirements, but
a significant speedup can be appreciated until up to 32 cores and 128GB of memory.

Without hybrid workflows, the best strategy would be to execute the entire set
of tasks on top of six HPC nodes to take full advantage of the available grade of
parallelism while avoiding data transfers. Moreover, this solution is better than
hybrid alternatives when using total wall clock time as the only evaluation metric.
Therefore, it is worth using this setting as a baseline to evaluate the significance of
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Figure 4.8: Execution timeline for the StreamFlow single-cell application on six Occam nodes, each
allocated to both a CellRanger and an R environment containers.

performance loss when switching to a mixed cloud-HPC configuration.
The first experimental setting reserves six Light nodes on the Occam facility, each

of which having 2x Intel Xeon E5-2680 v3 (12 core each, 2.5GHz) CPUs and 128GB
(8x16, 2133MHz) of memory, and allocates each node to both a CellRanger and
an R environment containers. An additional Occam node has been reserved to the
StreamFlow control plane. This architecture is described by a topology containing
a single model with two services (the two Docker images), each of which exposes six
locations. As mentioned in Sec. 4.1.6, all Occam nodes share the /archive folder,
mounted as an NFS export, and the /scratch folder, with a LUSTRE parallel
file system. The input data of the pipeline have been manually copied on the
/archive file system, and StreamFlow has been configured to use a folder on the
/scratch hierarchy as its output folder so that no automatic data transfers are
needed. Fig. 4.8 shows the timeline for this execution. Its whole duration is more
or less 3h15m, dominated by the CellRanger count and Seurat steps. White space
between subsequent bars represents the time needed by StreamFlow to perform
internal tasks, which is negligible compared to the time needed to complete the
workflow steps.

The second experimental setting dedicates the HPC structure to the first two
steps, offloading the rest of the workflow to a cloud environment. This configuration
makes sense for three reasons. First of all, the third and fourth steps need less
computing power, and they strongly underexploit the computing resources available
in an HPC facility. Plus, the outputs of the last step of a pipeline must often be
stored in a database or visualised in a web application, and the cloud is undoubtedly
the most natural place to host these services. Finally, by observing intermediate
data in the workflow model, it is possible to notice that output data of the second
step have a total size of about 15-30MB, allowing to transfer them to a remote
infrastructure without introducing significant overhead.

In this setting, the third and fourth steps of the pipeline are offloaded to a
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Figure 4.9: Execution timeline for the StreamFlow single-cell application in a hybrid configuration, with
six Occam nodes allocated to CellRanger as many replicas and six Kubernetes worker nodes allocated to
as many R environment containers.

virtualised Kubernetes cluster running on top of the GARR6 cloud, based on
OpenStack7, containing six worker nodes with 4 virtual CPUs and 8GB of memory
each. The related location topology contains two different models: the first one with
six Occam nodes, with an instance of the CellRanger container allocated on each of
them, and the second one with six Kubernetes Pods, each with an instance of the R
environment container and a podAntiAffinity parameter to ensure that each Pod
is allocated on a different worker node. Note that there is no need to modify the
CWL description of the workflow to run it on the new environment: changes only
involve model descriptions and the streamflow.yml file.

On Kubernetes, the StreamFlow output folder of each container has been mapped
onto a persistent volume managed by Cinder, the OpenStack’s block storage service,
configured with a readWriteOnce access mode. Therefore, no shared data space
exists between different worker nodes, but the scheduling policy described in Sec. 4.1.5
ensures that each SingleR task is executed by the node where its required input
data already reside, removing the need for data transfers. Since the StreamFlow
control plane still runs inside an Occam node, the only unavoidable data movement
is from Occam to Kubernetes, between the second and the third steps.

The timeline for this second run is reported in Fig. 4.9. The first important thing
to observe is how the whole duration of this hybrid execution is comparable with
the previous full-HPC configuration. This result is mainly due to the combination

6https://garr.it/it/
7https://www.openstack.org/
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Figure 4.10: The CLAIRE COVID-19 universal pipeline. Yellow steps belong to the data preparation
phase of the pipeline, which is executed only once per dataset. Blue steps belong to the core training phase,
which is repeated multiple times for each hyperparameters configuration to implement cross-validation.

of two factors. Firstly, the time needed to transfer data from the Occam facility
to the GARR cloud is negligible compared to the time needed to complete the
steps themselves. Moreover, the Seurat task seems not to benefit from additional
computing power, making it quite useless to commit HPC machines for its execution.
In a situation like this, it is pretty clear that the hybrid workflows approach
can be beneficial to obtain a more efficient resource allocation without significant
performance drops.

4.2.2 The CLAIRE COVID-19 universal pipeline

This section explores how StreamFlow can help bridge HPC and DL workloads. The
related use case is the CLAIRE COVID-19 universal pipeline [176], [177], sketched
in Fig. 4.10. When the COVID-19 pandemic broke out, among the initiatives aimed
at improving the knowledge of the virus, containing its diffusion, and limiting its
effects, the Confederation of Laboratories for Artificial Intelligence Research in
Europe (CLAIRE)8 task force on AI & COVID-19 supported the set up of a novel
European group to study the AI-assisted diagnosis of COVID-19 pneumonia [178].

At the pandemic’s start, several studies outlined the effectiveness of radiology

8https://https://claire-ai.org/
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imaging for COVID-19 diagnosis through chest X-Ray and mainly CT, given the
pulmonary involvement in subjects affected by the infection. Even if X-Ray scans
represent a cheaper and most effective solution for large-scale screening, their low
resolution led DL models to show lower accuracy than those obtained with CT
data. Consequently, CT scans have become the gold standard for the investigation
of lung diseases. Several research groups worldwide began to develop DL models
for diagnosing COVID-19, mainly in the form of deep CNNs, applying lung disease
analysis from CT scan images.

Despite the large number of proposed models and techniques, different and not
comparable architectures, pipelines and datasets make it impossible to select the
most promising ones. Trying to solve this problem, the CLAIRE task force on AI &
COVID-19 started working on the definition of a reproducible workflow capable of
automating the comparison of state-of-the-art DL models to diagnose COVID-19.
This workflow subsequently evolved towards the CLAIRE COVID-19 universal
pipeline, composed of two main parts:

• a data preparation phase (yellow blocks in Fig. 4.10), comprising pre-processing,
where standard techniques for cleaning the training images are applied, and
segmentation, for extracting and selecting the region of interest through an
autoencoder DNN (e.g. DeepLabV3 [179], U-Net [180], or Tiramisu [181]) to
improve the quality of the data. This phase is performed once for each dataset;

• a core training phase (blue blocks in Fig. 4.10), composed of standard DL steps
such as data augmentation, to generate image variants, model pre-training, to
generate an initial set of weights for initialisation, and eventually classification,
during which a CNN (e.g. GoogLeNet [182], AlexNet [183], ResNet [184],
DenseNet [185], or Inception-ResNet [186]) labels each image with a class. In
this setting, each class is identified with a kind of lesion typical of the disease.
This phase is performed once per hyperparameters configuration.

The pipeline robustness is further increased by applying cross-validation to the
classification step, i.e. repeating the training process on different portions of the
dataset. Performance metrics are then obtained by collecting and averaging all the
measures from all the trained instances.

The universal pipeline aims to analyse some of the best DNNs in the literature,
together with a systematic exploration of networks hyperparameters, allowing a
deeper search for the best model. Each of these configurations generates a different,
independent variant of the pipeline. The resulting number of the CLAIRE COVID-
19 pipelines variants is 990. Exploring the entire spectrum of variants requires
two non-trivial ingredients: a supercomputer of adequate computational power,
equipped with many latest generation GPUs, and a mechanism capable of unifying
and automating the execution of all variants of the workflow on a supercomputer.

The input of the universal pipeline is the most extensive dataset publicly available
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Figure 4.11: Unfolded core training phase of the CLAIRE-COVID19 universal pipeline.

related to COVID-19’s pathology course, i.e. the BIMCV-COVID19+ dataset9 [187],
with more than 120k images from 1300 patients. Supposing to train each pre-trained
model for 20 epochs on such dataset, a single variant of the pipeline takes over 15
hours on a single NVidia V100 GPU, one of the most powerful accelerators in the
market. Therefore, exploring all the 990 pipeline variants would take over two years
on the most powerful GPU currently available.

Since the universal pipeline has an embarrassingly parallel structure (see Fig. 4.11),
using a supercomputer can reduce the execution time to one day. In the best
case, running all the variants concurrently on 990 different V100 GPUs only takes
15 hours of wall-clock time. Nevertheless, pre-training and post-training steps
like performance metrics extraction and comparison can safely run locally on the
practitioner’s desktop machine or a cloud-hosted VM, as they do not require much
computing power. Therefore, the optimal execution of this pipeline advocates a
hybrid workflow model.

In practice, for this experiment, the StreamFlow control plane has been launched
on a cloud-based host node. The entire data preparation phase and the post-training
steps have been executed locally, while different portions of the training spectrum
have been offloaded to three heterogeneous architectures:

• the ENEA CRESCO D.A.V.I.D.E. HPC cluster, composed of 45 nodes with

9https://bimcv.cipf.es/bimcv-projects/bimcv-covid19/
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Figure 4.12: Execution times of the Classification step for 60 variants of DenseNet-121 on top of the
CINECA MARCONI100 cluster.

2 IBM POWER8 sockets, 256 GB of RAM and 4 NVidia P100-SMX2 GPUs
each, provided on-demand through bare SSH connections;

• the CINECA MARCONI100 cluster, a Slurm-managed HPC facility with 32
IBM POWER9 cores, 256 GB of RAM and 4 NVidia V100 GPUs per node;

• the High-Performance Computing for Artificial Intelligence (HPC4AI) infras-
tructure at Università di Torino, a multi-tenant cloud-HPC system with 80
cores and 4 GPUs per node, managed by OpenStack [25].

As an interface towards cloud-HPC infrastructures, StreamFlow seamlessly managed
data movements and remote step execution with each of these infrastructures,
automatically transferring the training results to the control node and rescheduling
failed jobs through its fault tolerance layer.

Fig. 4.12 shows the time taken to train in parallel 60 DenseNet-121 models
with different hyperparameters on top of MARCONI100. Each training has been
configured to run for 50 epochs, with early stopping after 10 epochs without
accuracy improvements. Detailed information on the experiment’s results in terms
of DNN accuracy are available elsewhere [188]. Excluding the queueing times,
training the 60 models on a single V100 GPU would have required two days, while
MARCONI100 only took slightly more than 80 minutes to complete the entire
step. Scheduling the entire workload on the Cloud would have been highly costly:
reserving a p2.16xlarge EC2 instance with 16 V100 GPUs on AWS costs 14.4$/hour.
Moreover, note that 60 models constitute only a tiny portion of the solution space
covered by the CLAIRE COVID-19 pipeline. In this scenario, hybrid workflows can
significantly drop the total cost without affecting the overall performance.
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Chapter 5

Distributed literate workflows

Despite all the advantages of scientific WMSs in modularity, portability, and re-
producibility, domain experts often prefer to stick with standard, general-purpose
languages to develop and publish their experiments. Some apparent reasons behind
this choice are the additional effort required to learn a new framework, the increased
difficulty in maintaining coherence between host and coordination logic, and the
lack of a de-facto standard WMS that everyone should know and use.

In order to overcome this problem, this thesis introduces literate workflows as a
new paradigm, able to interleave host and coordination logic in the same document
but at the same time to keep them separated. The name derives from the concept
of literate computing (see Sec. 2.5), whose primary implementation nowadays is the
Jupyter stack. Several attempts have been made to model workflows with Jupyter
Notebooks (see Sec. 2.5.2), but as far as the author knows, this thesis is the first
attempt to derive a general methodology.

A computational notebook is essentially a list of code cells executed sequentially
in a given order (Sec. 5.1). The idea is to treat each cell as a workflow step,
using the related metadata to express input and output dependencies. A workflow
DAG can be extracted from this representation, and independent steps can be
executed concurrently (Sec. 5.2). Plus, notebook metadata can describe topologies
of deployment locations, and each cell can be mapped onto a different location,
modelling hybrid literate workflows that can be executed in a distributed fashion
(Sec. 5.3).

5.1 Literate computing semantics
A computational notebook can be seen as an ordered list of cells, each containing
code, code executions output, or natural language documentation. In this work,
code cells are treated as the atomic execution units of a notebook. This assumption
is valid also for actual implementations whenever a cell ends successfully. Conversely,
documentation and output cells are ignored, as they do not affect the notebook’s
operational semantics. Some implementations could allow documentation cells to
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Figure 5.1: Execution steps of a cell ci in a computational notebook. Its code is sent to the driver
process, which updates its state from σi to σi+1 and returns the execution stdout to the output cell oi

for visualisation.

reference variables from the notebook state, but the following discussion can easily
be extended to include such cases.

Let then a notebook N be composed of a sequence of code cells c1, . . . , cn, where
every ci is, in turn, a sequence of instructions in the notebook’s host language.
Each cell is executed in a state, a partial mapping σ : Ide → Obj from host
language identifiers to first-class objects (e.g. values, expressions, functions). In
most implementations, the state is preserved across subsequent cell executions, and
a unique global state exists at a given point in time. A dedicated driver process (e.g.
the kernel in Jupyter Notebooks or the interpreter in Apache Zeppelin) manages
that state, guaranteeing a unique total order of cells executions.

Fig. 5.1 depicts the steps of a cell execution. Let In(c) and Out(c) be the sets of
identifiers read and written by the instructions of cell c, respectively. By representing
a cell waiting to be evaluated as a configuration 〈c, σ〉, s.t. In(c) ⊂ dom(σ), the
execution relation

〈c, σ〉 → σ′

expresses that the execution of cell c in state σ produces a new state σ′, s.t.
Out(c) ⊂ dom(σ′). A cell execution can also produce something on the driver’s
stdout, which is flushed back to the notebook to be visualised in the related output
cell o. With this formalism, if 〈ci, σi〉 → σi+1 for every i ∈ [1, n], the execution of a
sequence c1; . . . ; cn of cells can be written as follows

〈c1; . . . ; cn, σ1〉 → σn+1 (5.1)

so that each cell in the sequence is executed in the state produced by the previous
one.

Computational notebooks usually support two different execution modes: interac-
tive execution and bulk execution. In both cases, the execution of cells is sequential,
and each cell is executed in the state resulting from the execution of the last cell in
temporal order, as described in Eq. (5.1). For bulk mode, which executes all the code
cells in the same order in which they appear in the notebook, the execution order
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specified by the operator ‘;’ is well defined. Conversely, the interactive execution
mode allows users to execute cells repeatedly, out-of-order, or even ignore some
of them. Nevertheless, given that a unique total order of cell executions is always
guaranteed by hypothesis, it is always possible to treat the history of cell executions
as a (potentially infinite) notebook executed in bulk mode, recovering Eq. (5.1).

Requiring a total execution order for cells contrasts with the flexibility of standard
workflow abstractions, where independent steps can always run concurrently. Sec. 5.2
introduces a methodology to relax this constraint while preserving consistency with
a fully sequential execution.

5.2 Literate workflows semantics
The bulk execution mode enables a concurrent distributed execution of the cells
by defining sequentially equivalent parallel semantics. Since the cells c1, . . . , cn are
totally ordered by their position in the notebook, the control-flow graph is the linear
chain of cells. Given that, it is possible to statically compute the execution graph with
the highest degree of parallelism by Bernstein’s conditions [189], initially designed
for parallelising compilers. Such conditions describe the three cases that induce
data dependencies between pairs of cells, which prevent their parallel execution.
When i < j, cj depends on ci if at least one of the following conditions holds:

• Out(ci) ∩ In(cj) /= ∅. In this case there is a true data dependency, whereby ci

modifies an identifier read by cj ;

• Out(ci) ∩Out(cj) /= ∅. In this case there is an output dependency, whereby ci

and cj modify the same identifier;

• In(ci) ∩Out(cj) /= ∅. This is a so-called anti-dependency, whereby cj modifies
an identifier read by ci.

In all other cases, namely when

Out(ci) ∩ In(cj) = Out(ci) ∩Out(cj) = In(ci) ∩Out(cj) = ∅

the cells ci and cj do not interfere and can be executed in any order, hence also in
parallel.

As discussed below, this work relaxes Bernstein’s conditions by proposing a
strategy to reconcile clashes due to output dependencies. Notice the importance
of avoiding output dependencies in designing concurrent semantics for notebooks:
the execution of all cells produces an output on the initial state of the notebook,
where indeed the identifier representing the standard output conflicts. The proposed
relaxation aims at preserving the output of all cells, which in the sequential execution
involve the same identifier (the notebook’s output), but in different moments.

First, it is necessary to know the sets In(c) and Out(c) for all the cells c ∈N to
evaluate Bernstein’s conditions. An interpreter can automatically extract these sets
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from the cell’s code, akin to what noWorkflow does for scripts [70], or a user can
explicitly list their members in the cell’s metadata, similarly to the yesWorkflow
approach [67]. In any case, this discussion assumes In(c) and Out(c) to list all input
and output dependencies for cell c correctly.

In preparation for their parallel execution, all notebook cells are arranged in
a DAG from the control-flow chain, defining a workflow in which nodes are con-
figurations and edges are data dependencies. Let DAG evaluation be the order
derived from applying data dependencies. A DAG evaluation sequence can then be
described as a composition of atomic cells c using ‘;’ (sequential composition) and
‘|’ (parallel composition). For example,

c1; (c2 | (c3; c4))

describes the execution of c1 followed by the parallel execution of c2 and the
sequential execution of c3 and c4.

DAG evaluation supports the automatic parallelisation of independent cells. In
particular, given a notebook N = [c1, . . . , cn], a simple strategy to obtain a valid
DAG evaluation consists in connecting ci to cj , with i < j, whenever ∃x ∈ In(cj) s.t.
x ∈ Out(ci) and x /∈ Out(ck) for each k ∈ (i, j). It is possible to prove by induction
that such strategy always complies with the Bernstein’s conditions.

Theorem 5.2.1. Given a notebook N = [c1, . . . , cn], the DAG obtained by connect-
ing ci to cj, with i < j, whenever ∃x ∈ In(cj) s.t. x ∈ Out(ci) and x /∈ Out(ck) for
each k ∈ (i, j) preserves sequential consistency.

Proof. Sequential consistency is guaranteed by the validity of Bernstein’s conditions.
True data dependencies are trivially preserved by the strategy, as it explicitly adds
a link ci → cj whenever ∃x ∈ Out(ci) ∩ In(cj). Output and anti-dependencies are
instead preserved by creating a separate context σi for each cell ci. Anti-dependencies
can then be ignored, since if there exists an x ∈ In(ci)∩Out(cj), the cell ci will still
receive σh(x) with h < i, and any cell cl with l > j will receive σk(x) with k ≥ j,
independently of the actual order of execution between ci and cj. The discussion
for output dependencies is similar, but in addition, the strategy ensures that if
x ∈ Out(ci) ∩ Out(ck) ∩ In(cj), with i < k < j, then the cell cj always receives
σk(x), independently of the actual order of execution between ci and ck.

This strategy is effective when outputs of subsequent cells are alternative to
each other, i.e. whenever x ∈ Out(ci) ∩ Out(cj) means that σj(x) overwrites the
previous value. Still, all those cases when the resulting x is a combination of the
two values require explicitly putting x into In(cj), inducing a true data dependency
between the cells. A typical case is the stdout, which is populated according to the
total execution order of cells in the sequential case, but in the parallel case would
induce a true data dependency between any pair of cells. In order to overcome this
problem, cells are assumed independent according to a relaxation of Bernstein’s
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conditions that allows output conflicts (thus removing the output dependency case),
assuming the existence of a user-defined associative operator ] that reconciles all
conflicting identifiers while avoiding output dependencies. Formally, given c1, . . . , cn

independent cells, their parallel execution is described as

〈c1 | · · · | cn, σ〉 →
⊎

1≤i≤n σ
′
i if 〈ci, σi〉 → σ′i ∀i ∈ [1, n] (5.2)

where each σi is the restriction of σ to the set In(ci) and the reconciled state⊎
1≤i≤n σ

′
i is the union of the states for non-conflicting identifiers or the reduction of

objects for conflicting identifiers. That is,

(σ ] σ′)(x) =


σ(x) if x ∈ dom(σ) \ dom(σ′)
σ′(x) if x ∈ dom(σ′) \ dom(σ)
σ(x) ] σ′(x) if x ∈ dom(σ) ∩ dom(σ′)

(5.3)

where the ] operator on objects is provided by the user.
Even though the ] operator resembles a Reduce operator, its pragmatics is not the

parallelisation accumulation behaviour. In the sequential evaluation, accumulation
generally induces a true data dependency, which cannot be easily removed without
changing the cell business code. The ] operator aims at carrying the merging of
the cell’s outputs in a single, adequately typed identifier. This behaviour is inspired
by merging stdout of remotely executing processes aiming to preserve single-cell
outputs rather than overwriting them.
Theorem 5.2.2. Given an associative operator ] that correctly reconciles conflicting
identifiers of states σ1, . . . , σn, the DAG evaluation preserves sequential equivalence
of successfully terminating global parallel executions.

Proof. Two cells with true data dependency cannot be executed in parallel, and anti-
dependencies can be ignored, as discussed while proving Theorem 5.2.1. The parallel
execution of two cells generates a reconciled state σ1 ] σ2 that includes all the non-
conflicting identifiers of σ1 and σ2 with the same value of the sequential evaluation,
as per Eq. (5.3), and all the conflicting identifiers of σ1 and σ2 computed by the user-
defined associative operator ]. The existence and correctness of the (user-defined)
] operator is an assumption, which is satisfied by common operators such as list
and string concatenation and value reduction. The merged state subsumes that the
result of the execution of the two cells is executed in any sequential order. Since ]
is an associative operator, the same argument scales to the transitive closure of the
merged state of a sequence of cells executed in parallel, including all their output
identifiers. All the identifiers available in the last state of the sequential execution
are also available in the merged state of the parallel evaluation, with identical
or equivalent values for conflicting identifiers. For this, the parallel execution is
considered sequentially equivalent.

The DAG evaluation can also support the data parallelism paradigm – the
Map/ApplyToAll functions – by way of an explicit metadata annotation on a cell c
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Figure 5.2: Runtime architecture of a computational notebook’s distributed execution under a star
location topology.

receiving as input one or more lists L1, . . . , Lk and a list operator such as the dot
product or the cartesian product. Hereafter, such cells are denoted as Map(c).

Consider, for instance, a Scatter/Gather pattern. The semantics of a Map cell
depend on two (here unspecified) functions: Scatter , which splits states into lists
of states, and Gather , which recombines lists of states into states. The execution
semantics of Map cells can then be described as follows

〈Map(c), σ〉 → Gather(σ′1, . . . , σ′n) if 〈c1, σi〉 → σ′i ∀i ∈ [1, n] (5.4)

where Scatter(σ) = [σ1, . . . , σn]. If two cells Map(c1) and Map(c2) are executed
sequentially in bulk mode and Out(c1) = In(c2), it is possible to rely on a map fusion
transformation [190] to reduce the communication overhead, rewriting each sequence
of type Scatter/Gather/Scatter/Gather as Scatter/LocalCopy/Gather . This kind
of optimisation can be expressed as the following equivalence between configurations:

〈Map(c1); Map(c2), σ〉 = 〈Map(c1; c2), σ〉 (5.5)

Theorem 5.2.3. The Map function preserves sequential equivalence of successfully
terminating parallel executions.

Proof. The Map function generates a list of independent replicas of a cell that satisfy
Bernstein’s conditions by construction.

5.3 Hybrid literate workflows
In order to model the distributed execution of hybrid workflows, configurations
〈c, σ〉 can be extended to global configurations 〈[c, l], σ〉, where the l component
indicates the location in which the execution of c takes place. The global execution
relation can then be specified as

〈[c1, l1]; . . . ; [cn, ln], σ1〉 → σn+1 if 〈[ci, li], σi〉 → σi+1 ∀i ∈ [1, n] (5.6)

Eq. (5.6) has the same meaning as the Eq. (5.1), except that it carries the additional
information that a cell ci is deployed and executed on li ∈ L, where L is the set
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of locations in a hybrid workflow model. Assuming a star topology, Eq. (5.1) is
equivalent to Eq. (5.6) when li = ldriver for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where ldriver refers to
the default notebook’s kernel (see Fig. 5.2). The binding (ci, li) ∈ B between a cell
ci and a location li can be directly specified in the metadata field of cell ci itself or
determined through more complex policies, as discussed in Sec. 3.3.1.

Just like the local execution relation, also the global execution relation is partial.
However, the remote execution of a cell is assumed to be independent of the location
in which the execution takes place, i.e. 〈[ci, li], σ〉 → σ′ and 〈[ci, lj ], σ〉 → σ′′ implies
σ′ = σ′′. This means that the execution of a cell that succeeds locally might fail
remotely, but it must produce the same output in each deployment whenever the
execution is successful. Such assumption guarantees deterministic semantics of
global execution, modulo errors, and it allows to straightforwardly extend all the
properties of DAG evaluation discussed in Sec. 5.2 to the global case. Since the
model resulting from DAG evaluation is a deterministic acyclic graph, it is always
possible to obtain an execution plan (see Sec. 3.2.1) and apply static soundness
analysis to the related hybrid workflow model (see Sec. 3.2.2).
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Chapter 6

Jupyter-workflow

Jupyter-workflow1 extends the IPython software stack to support hybrid literate
workflows [15] (see Chapter 5). In particular, the code cells of a Jupyter Notebook
are interpreted as the steps of a workflow DAG, while metadata encode dependencies
between cells, topologies of deployment locations and mapping relations. Even if
Jupyter-workflow is limited to IPython-compatible programs, the metadata format
is general enough to be reused with any kernel in the Jupyter ecosystem or with
other computational notebooks frameworks, e.g. Apache Zeppelin. The current
chapter details the Jupyter-workflow implementation (Sec. 6.1) and evaluates it
on large-scale HPC and cloud environments with four practical applications in the
domains of DL, scientific simulation and Bioinformatics (Sec. 6.2).

6.1 Implementation
The Jupyter-workflow logical architecture, reported in Fig. 6.1, consists of three
main components:

• a coordination metadata format to model global cells configurations and location
topologies (see Sec. 6.1.1);

• a dependency resolver component to help users identify the input dependencies
of each cell (see Sec. 6.1.2);

• a Jupyter stack extension to handle coordination metadata, execute cells
remotely and manage data transfers (see Sec. 6.1.3).

Moreover, Jupyter-workflow relies on the dill library [191] to perform data serialisa-
tion (see Sec. 6.1.4) and the StreamFlow framework to coordinate hybrid workflows
(see Chapter 4). The rest of the current section is devoted to a detailed analysis of
each component, discussing the most significant design and implementation choices.

1https://github.com/alpha-unito/jupyter-workflow
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Figure 6.1: Jupyter-workflow logical stack. White blocks refer to existing technologies (except for
StreamFlow and its connectors, which are coloured in blue), while yellow-ocher ones are directly part of
the Jupyter-workflow codebase.

Listing 6.1: Jupyter-workflow metadata format
# Workflow metadata
{

"step": {
"in": [{ # List the members of In(ci)

"type": "name" | "env" | "file" | "control",
"name": "variable name",
"serializer": {

"predump": "code executed before serializing",
"postload": "code executed after serializing"

},
"value": "value to assign to the name",
"valueFrom": "can take value from a different variable"

}],
"autoin": True | False, # Resolve In(ci) automatically
"out": [ # List the members of Out(ci)

...
],
"scatter": {

"items": ["variable name" | "scatter subscheme" ],
"method": "dotproduct" | "cartesian" | ...

}
},
"target": {# Part of the StreamFlow format

"deployment": {# Description of the execution environment
...

},
"service": "target service inside the model",
"locations": "number of workers to reserve"

},
"version": "v1.0"

}

6.1.1 Coordination metadata format

In the Jupyter Notebook format, each cell is accompanied by a metadata field
containing custom values (see Listing 2.1). Jupyter-workflow extends the code cell
metadata format with a workflow section to express the dataflow dependencies,
i.e. the set In(ci) of input dependencies and the set Out(ci) of return values, and
the location binding (ci, li) for each cell ci. This approach is similar to the one
adopted by YesWorkflow [67], but the main difference is that, in Jupyter-workflow,
the dataflow description is separated from the host code so that the same format
can be used in combination with any underlying kernel. A high-level schema of the
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workflow section is reported in Listing 6.1.
A step subsection contains two lists, called in and out, describing input depen-

dencies and return values, respectively. Jupyter-workflow supports four different
families of dependencies in the type field:

• names, which are transferred to the destination program’s state;

• environment variables, which are added to the target shell’s environment;

• files, for which Jupyter-workflow automatically manages both data transfers
and path remappings on the target location;

• controls, which are only used to force additional dependency relations between
workflow steps without carrying any data value.

Note that control dependencies are necessary whenever a cell updates the state of
an external location, e.g. inserts a record into a database, and this update does not
modify any variable in the program state.

The cell-location binding is expressed in a target subsection, while locations
are described in a model subsection. Both of them are exact transpositions of
their corresponding StreamFlow directive (see Sec. 4.1.1), as well as the distinction
between units of deployment, binding, and scheduling. Iterable cell inputs, e.g. lists
or dictionaries, can be scattered across multiple locations for parallel execution.
Scattering schemes can be specified through a dedicated scatter section in the
step metadata (Listing 6.1). In particular, an items list contains the elements
to scatter, while the method entry specifies which operator (e.g. dotproduct or
cartesian) should be used when scattering over multiple items. The items list
can contain names, file paths, or nested scatter schemes, providing great flexibility
in modelling complex parallel patterns. Rewriting rules can optimise the execution
plan by removing unnecessary directives (see Sec. 5.2).

6.1.2 The DependencyResolver component

In many cases, input dependencies can be automatically inferred with an inspection
of the cell code. Therefore, drawing inspiration from noWorkflow [70], Jupyter-
workflow includes a DependencyResolver component to save practitioners the
burden of manually listing every input name for every cell execution.

In Python, the ast module allows exploring the AST of a code fragment. There-
fore, since the Python language is lexically scoped, it is possible to obtain the set
of input dependencies of a cell by seeking all the names that reside in its global
scope, whose first operation is a Load (i.e. a read from σ), and do not come from
Python builtins or IPython standard namespace. The fact that the dill serialisation
library can autonomously deal with transitive dependencies dramatically simplifies
this task, as it is not necessary to explore names’ definitions external to ci itself.
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Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the proposed strategy cannot entirely cover
all possible scenarios, as both false positives and false negatives can occur. On the
one hand, each name that does not appear in a node of the AST representation
returned by the ast module cannot be recognised by the DependencyResolver
component. This set contains, among others, variables dynamically loaded in eval
constructs, variables accessed directly from the locals and globals dictionaries
and modules dynamically imported by the importlib package. On the other hand,
as the code is statically evaluated without knowing a priori the exact value of
each name, some names can be marked as true dependencies even when they are
never accessed. This case includes variables loaded in untaken paths of conditional
branches, except branches of exception handling patterns or locations of a container
(e.g. a list or a dictionary) that are never accessed.

Given that, Jupyter-workflow lets users combine automatic dependency induction
with explicit metadata to correct potentially wrong behaviours, print the list of
automatically identified dependencies, or even fully disable the DependencyResolver
for a step by setting the autoin field to False.

6.1.3 Jupyter stack extension

Custom metadata are generally not propagated to the backend kernel by the
Jupyter web interface. Therefore, an extension for the frontend stack is required
to include the workflow metadata section when sending messages to the kernel.
The technology used by this component depends on the adopted frontend. For
the classical Jupyter interface, a kernel.js file in a kernel package allows kernel-
specific frontend extensions. Conversely, the newer JupyterLab2 technology needs a
kernel-agnostic frontend plugin, which is currently under development.

When receiving coordination metadata, the kernel backend must correctly process
them during both interactive and bulk execution flows. The current Jupyter-workflow
implementation only extends the IPython kernel. Indeed, it is the most widely used
backend in the Jupyter ecosystem and, since StreamFlow is also implemented in
Python, the integration with the underlying WMS layer is much more manageable.
However, support for other Jupyter kernels is undoubtedly in plans, and most
aspects discussed in this section are still perfectly applicable to a language other
than Python. Indeed, the strict separation between host code and coordination
metadata makes it possible to reuse the same metadata format independently of the
host language, while the message-oriented nature of the Jupyter stack significantly
simplifies language interoperability.

When executing a Notebook in bulk mode, the first step is to obtain a dataflow
representation of its code cells, which takes the form of a DAG (see Sec. 5.2). The
resulting DAG can then be orchestrated by the StreamFlow runtime support, whose

2https://jupyterlab.readthedocs.io/en/stable/
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ldriver

li

Figure 6.2: Interactive remote execution of a configuration 〈[ci, ls], σ〉. When ls /= ldriver , both code ci

and true data dependencies In(ci) must be transferred to ls. After that, the return values Out(ci) can
be transferred back to ldriver .

control plane runs in the same process as the default Notebook kernel. In particular,
when cell ci enters the fireable state, its code and input dependencies In(ci) are
serialised and transferred to its bound location ls so that the program state can be
reconstructed from them (see Fig. 6.2). StreamFlow manages all the computation
movement aspects, i.e., data transfer, path remapping, locations deployment, and
task scheduling. In particular, an executor script, automatically transferred to
each remote location, is in charge of recreating the program state, executing the
code, and serialising the return values.

The interactive execution flow is much more straightforward: cells are sequen-
tially processed one by one so that there is no need to construct dataflow-based
intermediate representations, and the consistency of the program state is trivially
preserved. However, since the cell execution order cannot be determined a priori in
an interactive scenario, all the components of Out(ci) are always transferred to the
local kernel and merged into the program state after the execution of cell ci.

6.1.4 Serialisation

When dealing with computation movement, serialisation is undoubtedly one of the
most critical aspects to take into account. Indeed, considering a subprogram ci with
a set In(ci) of input dependencies and a set Out(ci) of return values, the presence
of even a single unserialisable element in In(ci) ∪Out(ci) is sufficient to prevent ci

from being executed remotely.
On the other hand, pretending to reason about a perfect serialiser capable of

producing a suitable byte stream for every object and pair of locations is quite
unrealistic. Indeed, it is challenging, if not impossible, to produce a reversible
external representation for some objects, e.g., when their content includes handlers to
kernel objects, system libraries, or hardware-specific, low-level optimisations. Things
worsen when the source and destination locations exhibit significant differences in
operating systems or hardware architectures.

A possible approach to mitigate this kind of problem is to serialise some entities
by reference, i.e., recreate them remotely following the standard procedure instead of
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Listing 6.2: Example of Jupyter-workflow Notebook with scatter pattern
# Cell 1 code
import time

lrs = [0.1, 0.001, 0.0001]
wds = [1e-05, 1e-06, 1e-07]

start_time = time.perf_counter()
# --------------------------------
# Cell 2 metadata
"workflow": {

"step": {
"in": [],
"autoin": "true",
"out": [],
"scatter": {

"items": ["lrs", "wds"],
"method": "cartesian"

},
"version": "v1.0"

}

# Cell 2 code
for lr in lrs:

for wd in wds:
print("Train model with lr=" + str(lr) + " and wd=" + str(wd))
time.sleep(5) # Simulate model train

# --------------------------------
# Cell 3 code
end_time = time.perf_counter()
print(end_time - start_time)

reconstructing them from a marshalled internal state. The dill library [191] relies on
this strategy for Python modules, regularly imported in the destination program’s
state. Nevertheless, this strategy cannot be applied to stateful objects, which need
information about the internal state to be coherently reconstructed.

A more flexible technique allows developers to register a pair of marshalling
and unmarshalling routines for a particular object type, augmenting a baseline of
standard cases directly handled by the library. This approach has been adopted in
the distributed version of the FastFlow framework [192] and also dill comes with
a @register decorator to extend the standard set of serialisable types. Jupyter-
workflow sticks with this last strategy, adopting dill as the base serialisation library
and adding a dedicated serializer subsection in the input and output dependencies
description, as shown in Listing 6.1. Each entry in this subsection lets users specify
predump and postload routines to transform unsuitable values before marshalling
and reobtaining the original object after unmarshalling, respectively.

6.1.5 Examples

This section presents some toy examples of Jupyter-workflow Notebooks, allowing
the reader to understand better how they are programmed and executed. Note that
users can program the cell metadata with the help of a high-level GUI accessible
from each cell’s toolbar, which is much more intuitive than dealing with JSON
directly.
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Listing 6.2 provides a simple example of a parallel parameter search for a DNN,
which will be expanded in Sec. 6.2.1. In order to keep things as simple as possible,
the complex training code has been substituted with a sleep of 5 seconds, which
is enough to appreciate the presence of parallelism in the execution flow. The
Notebook is composed of two code cells. The first one is executed locally in the
kernel’s context, and it simply initialises the two lists lrs and wds containing
learning rate and weight decay values, respectively. Plus, it initialises a timer to
measure the execution time of cell 2, which is then printed by cell 3.

In this simple example, Jupyter-workflow only manages the execution of cell 2,
which is decorated with workflow metadata. It contains a nested for loop that
iterates over the defined parameter lists, producing all possible combinations. This
pattern is equivalent to a cartesian product between lrs and wds. In particular, cell
2 must process nine combinations of parameters.

Supposing that each execution lasts 5 seconds (as proxied by the sleep instruc-
tion), the sequential execution of cell 2 will last at least 45s. However, using the
scatter directive in the cell metadata, the total execution time is reduced to a
theoretical optimum of 5s whenever enough hardware resources are available, i.e.
when the target locations provide at least nine cores. The actual execution time will
be slightly higher because of overheads introduced by the workflow construction and
orchestration machinery (∼ 1s) and, in the case of remote executions, the latency
and bandwidth of the involved communication channel.

Two crucial aspects emerge from the simple example in Listing 6.2. First, the
execution has been parallelised without modifying the sequential code but simply
working at the metadata level. As a consequence, the Notebook is compatible with
any kernel able to correctly understand the workflow metadata, independently
of the underlying technology stack used for parallelisation, data serialisation and
distributed execution.

Second, the input dependencies of cell 2 have not been explicitly listed, but
they have been automatically inferred by the system, as specified by the autoin
option. This feature can save users from writing a lot of boilerplate code, which
is error-prone and sometimes counter-intuitive. For example, in cell 2, the time
module is also an input dependency, as it must be explicitly imported in the program
context prior to calling the sleep function.

Listing 6.3 provides a different example, in which the code inside cells cannot be
parallelised, but there is still room for optimisation by concurrently executing cells
without inter-dependencies. Note that this kind of parallelism cannot be exploited
in the interactive execution mode but only using the DAG-based bulk execution
provided by Jupyter-workflow.

Again, the first cell initialises the input parameters and starts a timer, which
will be used by cell 4 to print the total execution time of the Notebook. Cells 2
and 3 process two different parameters, i.e. a and b, and are not dependent on
each other, so they can be executed in parallel if there are enough resources. Their
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Listing 6.3: Example of Jupyter-workflow Notebook with concurrent cell execution
# Cell 1 code
import time

a = 1
b = 2

start_time = time.perf_counter()
# --------------------------------
# Cell 2 metadata
"workflow": {

"step": {
"in": [],
"autoin": "true"
"out": [

{
"name": "control_a",
"type": "control"

}
]

},
"version": "v1.0"

}

# Cell 2 code
print("Processing " + str(a))
time.sleep(5)
# --------------------------------
# Cell 3 metadata
"workflow": {

"step": {
"in": [],
"autoin": "true"
"out": [

{
"name": "control_b",
"type": "control"

}
]

},
"version": "v1.0"

}

# Cell 3 code
print("Processing " + str(b))
time.sleep(7)
# --------------------------------
# Cell 4 metadata
"workflow": {

"step": {
"in": [

{
"name": "control_a",
"type": "control"

},
{

"name": "control_b",
"type": "control"

}
],
"autoin": "true",
"out": []

},
"version": "v1.0"

}

# Cell 4 code
end_time = time.perf_counter()
print(end_time - start_time)
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execution time is proxied by two sleep instructions of 5 and 7 seconds, respectively,
leading to a sequential execution time of at least 12s. However, Jupyter-workflow
can reduce the theoretical optimum to 7s, i.e. to the longest step’s execution time.

Listing 6.3 also provides a use case where explicit input dependencies are needed
for proper workflow execution. Indeed, by considering only code-related dependencies
cell 4 could be executed in parallel with cells 2 and 3, as it does not require input
variables produced by those cells. However, this is not the desired behaviour. To
handle this case, two artificial control dependencies can be injected as output
variables of cells 2 and 3 and as input variables of cell 4. This setting forces cell
4 to wait for cells 2 and 3 to complete before executing, leading to correct time
measurement.

Note again that no modification has been made to the business code inside cells.
Control dependencies have been injected at the coordination (i.e., metadata) level,
and concurrency has been automatically inferred from the code structure. A much
more complex application of the same concepts is described in Sec. 6.2.4 below.

6.2 Evaluation

The current section contains an experimental evaluation of how the Jupyter-workflow
approach can be effectively applied to standard scientific pipelines in DL, scientific
simulation, and Bioinformatics, enabling interactive analysis at scale and promoting
literate computing as a full-fledged workflow modelling paradigm.

In particular, Sec. 6.2.1 analyses a Notebook-based implementation of the
CLAIRE COVID-19 universal pipeline classification step. Sec. 6.2.2 describes
a hybrid cloud-HPC workflow to perform a training+serving pipeline of a DNN,
relying on the HPC computing power for the training step and on the cloud XaaS
paradigm for inference. In Sec. 6.2.3, a Quantum ESPRESSO3 [193] simulation
workflow is used to represent a broad class of traditional HPC molecular dynamics
simulation tools to investigate how Jupyter-workflow can enable interactive simula-
tions at scale. Finally, in Sec. 6.2.4, a Bioinformatics pipeline based on the 1000
Genomes project [194] is used to analyse performances in the cloud.

6.2.1 DNN hyperparameter search

This section relies on a Jupyter-workflow implementation of the most computationally
intensive portion of the COVID-19 universal pipeline to demonstrate how the
proposed approach effectively combines usability and scalability. The pipeline is
composed of a data processing section and a core training workflow, and its goal
is to perform a metrics assessment on 11 variants of DNN models, each with its

3http://www.quantum-espresso.org
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Figure 6.3: Graphical representation of the Jupyter-workflow execution plan for the CLAIRE-COVID19
Notebook.

hyper-parameters. The interested reader can find a detailed description of the
pipeline in Sec. 4.2.2.

The Notebook version of the classification step used in this experiment performs
a hyperparameter search for 4 different DenseNet models [185]: DenseNet-121,
DenseNet-161, DenseNet-169, and DenseNet-201. In order to improve classification
performances, it adopts a transfer learning approach: weights pre-trained on the
ImageNet dataset [195] are fine-tuned on a pre-processed subset of the BIMCV-
COVID19 dataset [187] using a standardly configured Adam optimiser [196] (β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, ε = 10−8). Such transfer learning process is configured to run for at most
50 epochs, with early stopping after 10 epochs without improving the validation
loss.

The Notebook explores 12 different configurations for each model by varying
3 hyperparameters: learning rate (10−3, 10−4, 10−5), weight decay (5e−4, 5e−5),
and LR decay step (10, 15). Plus, it performs 5-fold cross-validation on each
configuration to reduce variability in the obtained classification metrics, with a total
of 60 variants of each model’s training process. With Jupyter-workflow, the code
can be easily split into three main sections (as shown in Fig. 6.3):

• an initial configuration section, containing the module imports and the hyper-
parameters’ grid;

• a training section, i.e. a single Notebook cell containing the main training loop;

• a visualisation section, where the metrics of each training experiment can be
efficiently analysed through the matplotlib interactive backend.

By marking each multi-valued hyperparameter and the set of cross-validation folds
as scatter input parameters of the training cell, Jupyter-workflow automatically
generates the cartesian product of input configurations and schedules them for
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Figure 6.4: Execution times for the 240 DenseNet training experiments running in parallel on 240
GPU-equipped nodes of the CINECA MARCONI 100 facility.

concurrent execution. Nevertheless, the actual amount of concurrency strongly
depends on the chosen execution environment. In order to fully take advantage
of their embarrassingly parallel nature, the 240 training steps are offloaded to 240
GPU nodes of the CINECA MARCONI 100 facility, equipped with 2 IBM POWER9
AC922 sockets (16 cores, 3.1 GHz each), 256 GB of RAM, and 4 NVIDIA V100
GPUs (16 GB of memory each). Moreover, only a single GPU has been requested
for each job, trading off training speed for a shorter waiting time in the Slurm queue.

Conversely, the other cells are executed directly in the local context of the Jupyter-
workflow kernel, running on a desktop machine equipped with an Intel i7-7700K CPU
(4 cores, 8 threads, 4.20 GHz). Notice that the DependencyResolver component
correctly identified all the implicit input dependencies, containing aliases of Python
modules (i.e., modules imported using the import as directive) and remote dataset
paths. Moreover, the serialisation and deserialisation of the program context worked
properly even between two different hardware architectures (an x86_64 Intel CPU
on the local workstation and a ppc64le POWER9 on the MARCONI 100 nodes),
without the need to implement any custom predump and postload logic.

Fig. 6.4 shows the execution time reported by the Slurm sacct command for each
of the training jobs, including both the time spent in the waiting queue (Pending
state) and the actual DNN training time (Running state). Overhead related to
data transfers to and from the remote facility was negligible and has not been
reported. The vast majority of configurations benefited from the early stopping
criterion shortly after 10 epochs, lasting between 50 and 70 minutes. Nevertheless,
a cell’s global execution (scatter) can complete only after the tail of the slowest jobs,
which took more than 3 hours to terminate. Despite this, the obtained speedup
is substantial. Considering only the time spent in the Running state, a single
V100 GPU would require about 288 hours to complete the training. Conversely,
Jupyter-workflow allows a ×92 faster execution without sacrificing the Jupyter
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high-level interactive visualisation tools.

6.2.2 Training and serving DNNs

In the DL field, training+serving pipelines can highly benefit from a mixed cloud-
HPC execution. Indeed, even if HPC facilities with heterogeneous computing nodes
are ideal for model training, their queue-based workload management and limited
Internet access are unsuitable for the serving phase, as inference usually comes with
strict real-time requirements and needs a publicly exposed REST API. This section
describes how Jupyter-workflow can efficiently orchestrate pre-processing, training,
and serving tasks for a DNN using TensorFlow [135], offloading the execution of
each step to the most suitable infrastructure (see Fig. 6.5).

Since the experiment evaluates design-related aspects rather than performances,
the Notebook only sets up a playground with a very small CNN trained on the
Fashion-MNIST dataset [197]. After a local data pre-processing phase, the training
step is offloaded to a bare metal node of the HPC4AI facility [25], equipped with 2
Intel Xeon Gold 6230 sockets (20 cores, 2.10 GHz each), 496 GB of RAM, and 4
NVIDIA V100-SXM2 GPUs (32 GB of memory each). Moving data from the local
kernel to the remote HPC infrastructure is straightforward, as Fashion-MNIST is
relatively small (less than 30 MB). Therefore, the already pre-processed dataset
can be treated as a name dependency, letting StreamFlow manage serialisation and
transfer operations. Conversely, it is more efficient for massive datasets to move
pre-processing and training steps close to the data. This scenario can be handled
by explicitly modifying the dataset path through a value directive in the metadata.
These two data management strategies are sketched in Listing 6.4. Even if the host
code has been simplified for clarity, it is worth noting that switching between the
two different scenarios only requires a regrouping of program instructions in the
code cells without modifying the business logic.
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Listing 6.4: Data handling strategies in Jupyter-workflow
/***********************************************************
Small dataset --> name dependency

[1] dataset_path = "/home/myuser/dataset/path"
dataset = Preprocess(Load(dataset))

Workflow metadata for cell [2]: */
{

"step": {
"in": [{

"name": "dataset",
"type": "name"

}],
...

},
"target": {...}

}
/* [2] model_spec = ...

model = Model(model_spec).fit(dataset)

************************************************************
Huge dataset -> remote path injection

[1] dataset_path = "/home/myuser/dataset/path"

Workflow metadata for cell [2]: */
{

"step": {
"in": [{

"name": "dataset_path",
"type": "name",
"value": "/remote/dataset/path"

}],
...

},
"target": {...}

}
/* [2] dataset = Preprocess(Load(dataset_path))

model = Model(model_spec).fit(dataset) */

Concerning serialisation, some internal data structures prevent the dill library
from successfully parsing TensorFlow networks. However, Jupyter-workflow easily
solves this issue by putting some custom logic in the related serializer section.
In particular, it is possible to explicitly save the model to a file using Keras utilities,
transfer it to the remote executor, and load it again in the target program’s state.
Moreover, if necessary, the deserialisation logic can be extended to upload the model
on one or more GPU devices.

As soon as the training step terminates, the resulting model is stored in a
Docker container, published as a Kubernetes Pod hosting the TensorFlow Serving
framework. In this case, the Pod is automatically deployed on the HPC4AI cloud
infrastructure by the StreamFlow Helm connector, but cell executions can also be
bound to externally managed models (i.e., marked as external in the coordination
metadata). Therefore, the current example can be configured to send trained models
directly to a production server for Continuous Integration (CI) purposes, strongly
reducing the gap between prototyping and deployment phases in the development
life-cycle.
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Figure 6.6: Graphical representation of the Jupyter-workflow execution plan for the Quantum ESPRESSO
Notebook.

Notice that the DependencyResolver can correctly identify all the input de-
pendencies (both Python modules and pre-processed datasets). Nevertheless, the
trained model file needs to be explicitly listed in the input dependencies of the
TensorFlow Serving initialisation step because the DependencyResolver cannot
discriminate between strings and file paths.

6.2.3 Interactive simulations at scale

This section empirically evaluates the Jupyter-workflow capabilities to enable in-
teractive simulations of realistic, large-scale systems. In particular, it analyses
the weak scalability of a Notebook containing a multi-step simulation workflow in
Quantum ESPRESSO, which implements a Car-Parrinello simulation of a mixture
of H2O, NH3 and CH4 molecules to represent the so-called primordial soup. Such
simulation explores the phase space to find where C H, O H and N H bonds break
up, forming more complex organic molecules. Several Car-Parrinello simulations
at different pressure-temperature points (P, T ) are needed to simulate the phase
diagram.

As represented in Fig. 6.6, the workflow proceeds as follows. Common to all
configurations, the first four cells prepare a starting state at room temperature
and pressure from a random distribution of the three molecules. Then the pipeline
forks to simulate different temperatures through Nosé-Hoover thermostats (cell
5). Finally, for each temperature T , the simulation forks again to simulate each
temperature at several P values using the Parrinello-Rahman constant pressure
Lagrangian (cell 6).

The following discussion focuses on the last two steps, as others are trivial. Using
the Jupyter-workflow metadata format, cell 5 can be parallelised by scattering
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on T , while cell 6 can use a cartesian product operator to scatter over all (P, T )
combinations. In the interactive execution mode, where concurrency is confined
inside single cells, cell 6 can start only when all cell 5 tasks terminate, and all their
outputs have been copied back to the driver node. This mode allows users to inspect
cell outputs immediately, but it can introduce significant overhead. Conversely,
in the bulk evaluation mode, data are moved only if necessary, and redundant
Gather/Scatter combinations are removed to increase concurrency (see Sec. 5.2).

Table 6.1: Weak scalability for the Quantum ESPRESSO simulation when executed manually on PBS
and in both Jupyter-workflow (Notebook) execution modes.

Step Nodes PBS (s) Notebook Interactive (s) Notebook Bulk (s)

Cell 5
2 408 461 413
4 407 490 415
8 407 553 418

Cell 6
2 459 536 465
8 459 706 469
32 461 1861 474

Each workflow step is offloaded to two CPU nodes of davinci–1, the Leonardo
S.p.A. HPC system, each equipped with 2 Intel Xeon Platinum 8260 sockets (24 cores,
2.40 GHz each) and 1 TB of RAM. Weak scalability of the application is evaluated
by running it on 1, 4 and 16 (P, T ) points, comparing for each setting the time to
complete steps 5 and 6 with bare PBS, interactive notebooks and bulk evaluation.
The results are reported in Table 6.1. Notice how the overhead introduced by the
interactive execution mode becomes predominant with 16 (P, T ) points, while it
remains negligible in the bulk evaluation mode. These results empirically confirm
the effectiveness of the parallel patterns rewriting rules in optimising the execution
plan.

The example Notebook discussed here is a basic setup to test the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. One can easily improve it, as the Notebook is general
enough to be adapted for any simulation of the P -T phase diagram of any material,
scaling a single (P, T ) point simulation up to several thousands of nodes. Peak
performances are not an issue: the Quantum ESPRESSO suite has been shown to
scale well to petascale systems, and it is currently addressing the exascale challenges
[198]. However, much of the Quantum ESPRESSO performance derives from the
linked matrix multiplication libraries, tightly coupled with the underlying hardware
technology at compile time.

Tweaking performances of these libraries is out of reach of a large portion of
domain experts, but linking Quantum ESPRESSO with low-performing or badly-
compiled versions of BLAS [94] and LAPACK [95] can have a massive impact on
the time-to-solution (see Sec. 2.3.2). With its capability to seamlessly offload com-
putation to optimised execution environments on HPC facilities, Jupyter-workflow
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Figure 6.7: Graphical representation of the Jupyter-workflow execution plan for the 1000-genome
workflow.

enables domain experts to run simulations interactively, exploring and validating the
outputs of the first (lightweight) steps before proceeding with the heaviest portions
of the pipeline.

6.2.4 The 1000-genome literate workflow

This section investigates Jupyter-workflow strong scalability on distributed in-
frastructures. In particular, a 1000-genome workflow instance is executed on a
Kubernetes cluster running on top of the HPC4AI OpenStack-based cloud. A
detailed description of the 1000-genome workflow initially implemented in Pegasus is
available in the literature [199]. Fig. 6.7 shows the Jupyter Notebook representation
of the workflow (as a list of 6 cells) and the corresponding DAG automatically
extracted by the Jupyter-workflow runtime. Notice how the amount of concurrency
enabled by the DAG evaluation strategy becomes significant when dealing with
complex workflows.

The 1000-genome pipeline has been selected as a representative of large-scale
scientific workflows for three main reasons:

• Pegasus is a state-of-the-art representative of High Throughput Computing
(HTC) WMSs, supporting distributed execution environments without a unique
shared data space (via HTCondor);

• the code of each workflow step is written in Bash or Python, both supported
by the IPython kernel;

• the critical portion of the pipeline is a highly parallel step, composed of 2000
independent short tasks (∼120s each), which are unsuitable for queue-based
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Figure 6.8: Speedup obtained executing the 1000-genome workflow on the HPC4AI cloud. The blue
curve refers to the actual execution. The orange curve shows a DryRun of the same workflow to assess
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batch workload managers but can efficiently be executed at scale by on-demand
cloud locations (e.g. Kubernetes).

The porting of the host code to Jupyter-workflow merely requires creating a
cell for each step by copy-pasting the original code. Concerning coordination logic,
the two WMSs adopt a diverse approach. Pegasus requires users to model a static
workflow graph, specifying all the input and output dependencies of each step at
compile time. This strategy is compelling in terms of expressiveness, as expressible
graphs are not limited to the composition of a predefined set of patterns. The
Jupyter-workflow approach favours simplicity and usability, but it is limited by the
original sequential nature of Jupyter Notebooks, even if parallel patterns and DAG
evaluation strongly mitigate the constraints.

Jupyter-workflow can seamlessly deal with dynamic outputs. This requirement
is fundamental for a prototyping technology, where the exact structure of output
dependencies is often not known a priori. Moreover, dynamically generated DAGs
also increase reusability since the same Notebook can perform entire families of
similar experiments by simply changing the input values (as analysed in Sec. 6.2.3).
Conversely, encoding dynamic data dependencies in a Pegasus workflow requires
users to embed complex just-in-time compilation steps in the workflow graph
explicitly.

The experiment discussed in this section measures the strong scaling of an 8-
chromosomes instance of the 1000-genome workflow running on up to 500 concurrent
Kubernetes Pods. In particular, the underlying Kubernetes cluster comprises 3
control plane VMs (4 cores, 8GB of RAM each) and 16 large worker VMs (40 cores,
120GB of RAM each), interconnected with a 10Gbps Ethernet. Each Pod reserves 1
core and 2GB of RAM and mounts a 1GB tmpfs. Only the individuals step is
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taken into account for performance evaluation, as it constitutes by far the bottleneck
of the workflow. Plus, the experiment relies on a slightly modified version of the
pipeline, which better addresses distributed architectures. Indeed, in the original
implementation, a chromosome input file is made available to all involved workers in
its entirety, and each of them selects a different partition. This operation generates
massive traffic on the networking layer when workers do not share the file system.
Instead, the Jupyter-workflow implementation scatters the dataset, transferring to
each worker only the required data.

On cloud architectures, all the resources (CPUs, memory, network, disks) are
typically overprovisioned and subject to load generated by other users. Therefore, a
DryRun version of the code has been developed to serve as a baseline. The DryRun
simulates the workflow behaviour without actually using CPU cores and network
bandwidth. The business code is substituted with sleeps of the expected average
timespan of the task sampled from a normal distribution, and communications are
replaced with a small message. Fig. 6.8 compares the strong scalability of real and
DryRun executions. The former scales reasonably well up to 250 containers, then it
starts suffering from the data distribution bottleneck introduced by the Kubernetes
control plane. For its part, the DryRun shows that the intrinsic overhead introduced
by the Jupyter-workflow runtime synchronisations (orange curve) keeps a reasonably
linear gap against ideal speedup (at least up to 500 Pods).

As theoretically expected, the central aspect of performance in a cloud/Kuber-
netes setting is tuning the communication/computation ratio at the Kubernetes
control plane, which does not leave much room for optimisation in I/O-bound
problems like the 1000-genome workflow. Indeed, in this experiment, data transfers
are performed via WebSocket using the kubectl CLI, a portable but suboptimal
baseline strategy to communicate with isolated Kubernetes Pods using the controller
nodes as a bridge.

In these cases, viable optimisation paths concern the distribution or elimination
of data movements. The former can be realised by implementing direct communi-
cation channels between worker Pods, e.g. through the SCP protocol, leaving the
Kubernetes control plane out of the critical path. The latter is enabled by rewriting
rules such as Map fusion (see Sec. 5.2). Undoubtedly a more detailed analysis of
the different overhead sources in Kubernetes-based cloud environments would be
an essential topic for further research. Still, a proper monitoring setting would
require a more isolated environment to suppress or artificially inject the performance
volatility generated by resource sharing in a controlled way.

Another crucial analysis would be comparing state-of-art implementations of the
1000-genome use case with Pegasus and Jupyter-workflow. The main complexity
of such aexperiment derives from the different target execution architectures that
the two WMSs are optimised for. Indeed, Pegasus has been developed to run static
workflow diagrams on top of HTC architectures managed by HTCondor, while
StreamFlow (and consequently Jupyter-workflow) is designed for container-native
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cloud applications and queue-based HPC clusters. A proper ad-hoc configuration of
these execution environments and the fine-tuning of all the WMS parameters to
achieve the best performances on top of them are complex activities which require
expert users to reach state of the art. Conversely, comparing an optimised version
of one tool with a suboptimal version of the other will lead to biased and unfair
results. However, developing community consensus on workflow benchmarking
applications and developing reproducible and agnostic methodologies to collect and
report benchmark results are two of the main goals of the Workflow Benchmarking
Group (WfBG). Therefore, a further investigation of this use case is in plan from
this perspective.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Conclusion and remarks

This thesis introduced two methodological contributions in the field of large-scale
distributed workflows and two full-fledged WMSs implementations designed and
developed according to such methodologies.

Hybrid workflows, introduced in Chapter 3, augment standard workflow models
with topology awareness, incorporating detailed representations of execution environ-
ments in terms of computing locations and communication channels directly in the
workflow definition. This knowledge allows for compile-time soundness evaluation
of the whole model, efficient scheduling strategies based on data-locality, portability
and reproducibility of experiments promoted by the clear separation of workflow
logic and execution architecture.

The StreamFlow framework, described in Chapter 4, provides runtime support for
CWL-based hybrid workflows running on mixed cloud-HPC execution environments.
It has been evaluated on two real scientific pipelines in the fields of Bioinformatics
and DL, showing how the hybrid workflows approach can be beneficial to improve the
resource allocation strategy without significant performance drops, e.g. by offloading
computationally heavy steps to HPC facilities while executing less demanding ones
on cheaper cloud VMs.

Distributed literate workflows, discussed in Chapter 5, augment the inherently
sequential execution model of computational notebooks with sequentially equivalent
parallel semantics and global configurations to represent notebook cells as the
steps of a hybrid workflow DAG. In addition, notebook semantics are augmented
to express explicit parallel patterns (e.g. Scatter/Gather), which can be further
optimised with proper rewriting rules to increase the amount of concurrency in
workflow executions.

The Jupyter-workflow framework, introduced in Chapter 6, extends the IPython
software stack to support distributed literate workflows in Jupyter Notebooks. It
has been evaluated on large-scale HPC and cloud environments with four practical
applications in the domains of DL, scientific simulation and Bioinformatics, showing
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how literate workflows can evolve computational notebooks from a prototyping
technology to a high-level programming paradigm for scientific applications.

In the author’s opinion, the proposed methodologies bring significant advances
in modelling and orchestrating modern workflows. The heterogeneity and complex-
ity of modern applications force monolithic approaches to give way to modular
architectures and patterns for designing and developing software, of which workflow
models are first-class representatives. However, in the same way, the heterogeneity
in contemporary hardware resources and their features (e.g. highly parallel hardware
accelerators, low energy consuming FPGAs, or application-specific quantum solvers)
fosters modular approaches also in the design of execution environments for such
applications.

Hybrid workflows represent an essential methodological step in this direction.
An explicit representation of the entire environment generalises the concepts of
portability and reproducibility from the application plane to the entire execution
process. The separation of concerns brought by hybrid workflow models promotes
cooperation between domain experts, who write the application logic, and computer
scientists, who find the best execution environment for each workflow step according
to specific requirements (e.g. in terms of cost, time-to-solution or energy consump-
tion). At the same time, both of them are free from the burdens of managing
applications deployment and life-cycle and writing explicit data transfers logics,
enhancing productivity. In addition, the flexibility of a loose mapping relation be-
tween steps and locations allows for automatic cross-stack executions of independent
steps, providing a trivial way to offload tasks in urgent computing scenarios.

Finally, the high-level programming paradigm and the user-friendly IDE provided
by computational notebooks, together with a static soundness evaluation, facilitate
the adoption of the proposed methodology among a broad class of users, lowering
the technical barriers to model hybrid workflows and providing a unique interface
to access heterogeneous execution infrastructures.

7.2 Future work

Future research paths from this work can be classified into two main families:
methodology extensions and further empyrical evaluations.

Regarding methodologies, the formalisation of hybrid workflow models must
unavoidably be extended to treat dynamic workflows containing conditional branches
and iterative patterns, exploring at least the primary workflow modelling tools like
Petri Nets [29] and dataflow graphs [34]. In addition, literate workflows could also
greatly benefit from iterative coordination patterns, as many scientific applications
contain iterations in their business logic (e.g. DNN training or molecular dynamics
simulation). The first step in this direction, which is ongoing, is adding a structured,
iterative construct to the CWL standard. Such a construct has been already
proposed to the CWL Leadership Team, and StreamFlow will be the first WMS to
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implement it.
In parallel, the actual effectiveness of the proposed methodology should be

tested on a broader set of applications. Extending StreamFlow to support other
execution environments, like modular extreme-scale HPC facilities and quantum
solvers, and Jupyter-workflow to integrate other kernels, such as Julia and R, is the
first step to broadening the class of compatible applications. Plus, the addition of an
iterative construct will enable both tools to manage all optimisation-based scientific
workloads, like large-scale simulations based on iterative solvers, distributed and
federated DL workloads, and NISQ-based quantum computing algorithms.

On the other hand, proper dissemination of the proposed methodologies and
tools is essential to find additional use cases in various academic and industrial
domains. In this direction, StreamFlow is currently part of the software stack in
several ongoing European projects (DeepHealth, ACROSS, EUPEX, and others), it
is officially recognised as a fully-compliant implementation of the CWL standard1,
and it is part of the Workflow Community Initiative (WCI)2, a community-supported
common knowledge-base for workflow research and development.

1https://www.commonwl.org/implementations/
2https://workflows.community/systems/streamflow/
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Acronyms

AI Artificial Intelligence

API Application Programmable Interface

AST Abstract Syntax Tree

BDAaaS Big Data Analytics as a Service

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CI Continuous Integration

CLI Command Line Interface

CNN Convolutional Neural Network

CT Computed Tomography

CWL Common Workflow Language

DAG Directed Acyclic Graph

DFS Distributed File-System

DL Deep Learning

DNN Deep Neural Network

DSL Domain-Specific Language

FIFO First In First Out

GPU Graphics Processing Unit

GUI Graphical User Interface

HPC High-Performance Computing

HTC High Throughput Computing
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IaaS Infrastructure as a Service

IaC Infrastructure as Code

IDE Integrated Development Environment

ML Machine Learning

MLaaS Machine Learning as a Service

MPI Message Passing Interface

MTMC Multiple-Tasks Multiple-Containers

MTSC Multiple-Tasks Single-Container

NVMe Non-Volatile Memory Express

PaaS Platform as a Service

PGAS Partitioned Global Address Space

RDMA Remote Direct Memory Access

SaaS Software as a Service

scRNA-seq single-cell RNA sequencing

SDN Software-Defined Network

SPMD Single Program Multiple Data

SSH Secure SHell

STMC Single-Task Multiple-Containers

STSC Single-Task Single-Container

UML Unified Modeling Language

VM Virtual Machine

VO Virtual Organisation

WDL Workflow Description Language

WMS Workflow Management System

XaaS Anything as a Service
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